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T R TA ANSL ATION

The following definitions apply for the cransliceratea organizational
entities included in the text:

chast' Cvoinskaya chast'] -- Administrative, line, and supply unit
Tyedinitsa) of the [branches] of troops, which has a number and
banner, e.g., a regiment, separate battalion (batal'on, divizion)
and troop organizations equal to them.

ob"yedineniye Coperativnoye ob"yedineniye] -- Large-scale unification
of various soyedineniya of the branches of troops, which is non-
permanent in cowipusition and is intended to conduct operations in
a war.

podrazdeleniye -- Troop unit of oermanent organization and homogeneous
composition in each branch of troops, which unit forms a larger
podrazdeleniye or a ch3st'.

soyedineniye [soyedJneniye voylskcvcyeJ -- Combination (soyedineniye)
of several chast' of one or various branches of troops into a
permanent oFg-anlztion (division, brigade, or corps), headed by
a command and a staff and including chast' and podrazdeleniye of
auxiliary ','r-Jop3 dnd s-rvi( s necess=.y-o7r combat operations.

Source: Russian-English Dictionary of Operational, Tactical and
General Militay Terms, 1958.
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THE COAL FOR REPAIRMEN

The decisions made at the XXIII Congress of the KPSU are having an ever-
increasing influence on the life of our country. Millions of Soviet people
are wholeheartedly and energetically striving to fulfill the scientifically
developed plan set before them by the Leninist Party. Already there is good
news about new labor accomplishments. The flame of Socialist competition is
burning ever brighter in the attempt to fulfill the new five-year plan ahead
of schedule.

The XXIII Congress of the KPSU emphasized that the defensive might of the
country depends on the strength of the economy. This is especially true in our
times when weapons are becoming more complicated and expensive, with their pro-
duction demanding a high level of scientific and technical development. The
Central Committee of the Party and the Soviet Government, considering the
present international situation, will, during the next five-year plan, continue
to strengthen the defensive might of our country, maintaining our Armed Forces
at such a level so that they can deliver a crushing blow to any aggressor if
he should interrupt the peaceful work of our people or the peoples of the
brotherly Socialist countries.

The workers of the military repair enterprises which are rebuilding
military equipment and weapons are playing a great role in strengthening of
the defensive might of the country by providing this critically needed support
to the army and navy. Having determined what tasks are outlined for them in
the new five-year plan, they are searching for methods of increasing the
economic effectiveness of labor, are trying to shorten repair periods and are
trying to improve the overall quality of their work. Experience of the leading
repair enterprises has proven that this can be successfully accomplished. An
example of an outstanding repair enterprise is the one headed by Engineer
Colonel I. Vorontsviy. Many of the indices of this enterprise, such as the
cost price of the repaired items, increased labor production and total amount
of repaired materiel, have been pointed out as a goal for other enterprises
that are rebuilding like items. After assemblies have undergone capital repair
in this enterprise they are, as good as new. The Collective was awarded a Red
Banner for achieving labor successes by the Council of Ministers of the USSR
and the VTsSPS (All--Union Central Council of Trade Unions).

Real possibilities for increasing the economic effectiveness of production
exists in other repair enterprises. Increased effectiveness will be the direct
result of raising the technical level of production and incorporation of the
latest scientific and technical achievements as soon as possible.

The battle for speeding up the technical progress include such problems
as improving the quality of production, increasing service life of machines
and providing for more reliable performance. Solving these problems is not
only important because it will raise the productivity of all the laborers; it
will also have a prot,&unced economic effect as it will be the equivalent of
additional production oZ new articles. It is sufficient to say that, thanks
to the increased potential of airplane motors which have been produced in the
last three years, our country will save almost 2.5 million rubles. This is a
concrete example of what can result from the creative effort of the standard-
bearers of high class production.

It Is within the power of each repair enterprise to achieve a basic
improvement in the reliability and service life of rebuilt items. There are
hidden reserves in the new technological processes as shown in the following
examples. After several repair plants had been helped by scientific workers
from the Vo -Vo shna a Akademi a imeni Professor N -

oro
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several scientific research organizations in incorporating new technological
processes there was a considerable increane i, the reliability of the rebuilt
items. For instance, using an air-sttble covering (applied with VKR-7 or VKR-9
glue) on the fabric airplane fuel tanr.9 lowered the reject rate by 30%.
Detection of magnetic-suspended m..tter on parts helps in finding cracks under
layers of chrome. Chemical nLckel-plating, the eddy curtent mrezhod of testing,
reinforcing parts by riveting - all are rez.Žrvcs that will raise the quality
of rebuilt equipment.

One of the departments of the Vcyennoy Akare:iLi Bronetr-.!!oviykh Voysk
(Military Academy for Arr.a.red Troops) has maintained creative liaison with
repair enterprises. The scientists of this departmert have helped initiate
the system of double electrode weldinrg of parts by using a fujiL.- agent,
have helped speed up the electro-chemical and chemical processes, and deter-
mined how to repair bearing bushings with an alloy SOS 6-6. One of the enter-
prises requested that the students of the Academy take on research projects to
determine the best methods for reorganizing the divisiorns and sections of the
enterprise. For example, Captain A. Ignattsyev and Senior Lieutenant N. ZenLn
based their project on the topic - Experimental station for tank diesels.
During classes on repair the students participated in rotLonalizer work, con-
ducted consultations and used any other measures that would help incorporate
scientific and technical achievements into production.

It is well known that mechanization and automation are very frzportant
factors in increasing productivity and making work easicr. Much has already
been accomplished in this area but the raise in the level of mechanization of
the basic and auxiliary work is still not great. For example, in the self-
supporting enterprises of the engineer troops approximately 30A. of the work
was conducted by hand in the year 1965. Such a situation has a serious braking
effect on the increase of the productivity of labor. This is particularly
intolerable in those enterprises that have been sufficiently supplied with
equipment.

In struggling to increase the productivity of labor the repair workers in
one of the industries placed before themselves the mission of organizing each
working place .o that the worker could complete ..'s daily work in one hour less

time. With chis in mind, they conducted an exchange of opinions on the con-
structLon of the work benches and the layout of the tools and then they arranged
the working areas in the most efficient manner and incorporated a series of
other suggestions on the organization of the work. The experience of these
repairmen was then put into effect in all of the other enterprises in the area.

This example points out the tremendous significance co scientific organL-
zatLon c, labor (NOT) for increasing the effectiveness of production. However,
there are facts that point out that in many areas the scientific organization
of labor has been given little attention. Often even the organization of the
individual work area is not scientifically planned. The time has ceme when we
must incorporate the scientific organization of labor in those areas where you
often see idle equipment, in areas where the work is difAicult or harmful, or
where the cost price of production exceeds the plan and also in those primary
areas on which the activity of the enterprise depends. To achieve this goal
it is necessary to form creative brigades which will study and analyse the
organization of labor and then come up with ideas to improve this organization.
Those repair enterprises are on the right path that have created all-factory
soviets for NOT which are composed of physiologists, psychologists, sociologists,
artists and modelers to undertake this important task.

j .m•
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"Comamunism begins in those places," stated V. I. Lenin, "where there Is
selfless, determined, hard labor, concern among the ranks of the workers about
increasing the productivity of labor, about safe-;uarding each pyd of grain, ,
coal, iron and other products..." These are Leninist ideas about the unceasing
battle for economy of things both large and small, for the careful aa.ilysis of
the activities of the Soviet workers. The battle for rational use of the basic
funds, raw materials Ane. goods, for decreasing production expenditures will,
in the final accountl '*I 1.ncrease the effectiveness of production. The repair-
men remember this and will assume increased obligations in honor of the 50
years of Soviet power. Thus, the repairmen of the enterprise, where the chief
is Engineer Colonel Ye. Kaplan, heve economized material which amounts to 1.5
percent of the planned cost of the produced goods.

The tank repairmen in one of the industries are battling for economy over
that called for in the plan to the amount of 25,000 rubles, and will save 8 tons
of ferrous and .5 tons of non-ferrous metals. In several of the enterprises up
to 50 percent of the parts were rebuilt with their c!;n force. This permits
effective use of the equipment on hand, helps in the growth of productivity of
labor and lowers the cost of repairs. The enterprise headed by Engineer Colonel
A. Chuprikov achieved economy of approximately 14% from only the rebuilding of
parts.

The effectiveness of production depends on the rational use of the basic
funds, goods and raw materials, and on decreasing production expenditures per
unit. Yes, each percent of decrease of expenditure in industry increases our
national fund by more than 1.4 billion rubles. This is the reason that it is
so important to develop massive participation in the quest for economy and
thrift. This will permit rebuilding of greater qua:-.ities of equipment and
weapons with a significant saving of government means.

In the advanced guard of the thrifty are our inventors and rationalizers.
They have taken on a large role in the de,:•lopment and improvement of the
technology of production, in increasing the productivity of labor. We must
continue to create the most favorable creative conditions possible for the
fruitful activity of the inventors and rationalizers and the members of the
mcientific-technological societies.

The XXIII Congress of the KPSU has called for the Soviet people to celebrate
two important dates - the 50th Year of the Great October Rev.lution and the 100th
year since the birth of V. I. Lenin - with wide spread competition, movements for
Communist labor, new achievements in the building of Comnunism. In the ranks of
the competitors - our army and navy repairmen. They are taking on such obli-
gations as ýulfillment of plans ahead of time, increasing the productivity of
labor, achieving ecoi-z':v over that called for in the plan and of receiving
profit from each rebuilt item. The main goal of the obligations of the com-
petitors is to increase the quantity of rebuilt assemblies, parts and machines;
to have no defects in their production, and introduce complex mechanization
for loading and unloading of material. The obligations of the repairmen call
for a decrease of hand labor, introduction of mass production methods and
increasing the technical level of production.

In this competition the repairmen seek higher and higher goals, putting
forth their labor for their beloved country and thus help to strengthen its
defensive might.
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THE HIGHEST STATE OF READINL_

by Lieutenant General of Aviation, N. Skomorokhov,
Twice Hero of the Soviet Union, Delegate to the

XXIII Congress of tha CPSU

As noted in the Declaration issued at the Meeting of the Political Con-
sultation Comumittee, which was attended by i•vernr-ntal representatives of the
members of the Warsaw Pact, the current policy of the USA is a direct threat
to peace in Europe and is dangerous for the people of Europe. This policy is
even more dangerous because it is supported by the treaty with the military

forces of Western Germany. Between the American imperialists and the Bonn
revanchists there is a bi-lateril union, in which each of the partners urge
the other toward more risky adventures.

Western Germany has a half million Bundeswehr and a forced military
economy which is preparing a base for production of their own nuclear weapons.
And in the meantime on the Rhine River you can hear louder and louder demands
for access to nuclear weapons and about the so-called "equal rights" in the
development of the nuclear strategy of Nj.TO. The policy of the Bonn leaders
is to receive such weapons and with their aid revise the results of the Second
World War.

Thus, a very sr=ll strip of land contains the a.-ed forces of the aggressive
NATO bloc and the defensive organization of the Warsaw Pact. Provocative acts
can be expected at any moment. This gives the soldiers in the Soviet Forces
in Germany a special responsibility for maintaining an unsleeping vigilance and
a high state of military preparedness. There are many outstanding personnel in
the Air Force in this region. They are all prepared to conduct decisive
military action in modern war. This was attested to, in particular, by the
results of the combined exercise October Storm conducted by the armies of the
Warsaw Pact. In this exercise the activity of the Soviet pilots received a
high evaluation from the cm>bined commanders. They were masters in the art
of intercepting and destroying their airborne targets at various altitudes.
Tha engineers, technicians and mechanics proved that they could quickly prepare
the planes for flight and service them in conditions which were very similar to
combat.

In its basic construction and armament the present-day airplane is a very
complicated piece of equipment. In the modern airplane there are thousands of
various assemblies, some of which must be built to within an accuracy of one
micron, there are hundreds of bulbs, transistors and wires, dozens of automatic
instruments which must be adjusted for not only the stress of flight (speed,
altitude, force of gravity) but also for atmospheric conditions (temperature,
air pressure and dampness).

The new equipment demands that each person who is preparing the plane for
operations and flights m=st have excellent theoretical k-owledge and practical
skills and must be an expert in mairntenance. The failure of a microsvitch or
one of the warning lights could cause one of the assemblies or system to fall.
The failure of one of the systems wi'.l, as a rule, make flying the airp.tne

very difficult and in some situations could create a dangerous situation which
could only be solved by an experienced pilot.

The operation of the equipment without accidents and breakdowns - the
most important task of all aviators. In order to achieve this, there must be
an increase in the use of tssting instruments. But before incorporating this
it is necessary to resolve a whole series cf organizational and toecbical
problems. You must designate which specialists, in what period of time and to .1
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what extent the checks should be conducted, how should the changes in the
testing instruments be analyzed ao as to be able to correctly evaluate the
condition of the airplane assemblies and systems.

The officers of the engineer-aviation service have worked out a list of
parameters pertaining to systematic changes in highly precise instruments;
have determined the technology of measuring and the methods of analysis; have
selected the apparatus (including self-registering and defect detection); and
have prepared a series of stands and devices. In order to conduct the checks
quickly the apparatus is placed on trucks.

All of the measurements are noted in a journal and compared with other
checks conducted in the past. A careful analysis of gradual changes in the
parameters will help prevent an assembly from exceeding the permissible norm
and thus prevent a breakdown of the equipment. In conducting such an analysis
a group of instrument operators, headed by officers V. Priyemov, V. Sabodash,
1. Stepanov and A. Medvedye., were able to determine individual deficiencies
In the equipment before It actually broke down. ~ pCBJ

I. I'I

Captain"-. " a experienced .. pilot . Bt n s

hi rich prciajxeineh tl pnscc iea h

g din pr.ei.n, , t - Caa... .1, .

(on th rih) Commnde ",f an Avitio Sqarn and Captai

'* Iby L. - .
I,. *' • .- ":'

Co .uingo n I d o.

Captain F. Zinov'yev - an experienced pilot. But. in spite of
his rich practical experience he still spends rtoa h lme on the
ground in preparation. In the picture: Captain Ye. Igozhayev

(on the right), Comrs A der of an Aviation Squadron, and Coptainwithoutv'yev conduct tretnlng in the cabin of the airplane.

Photogrep.• by L. Chupin

Continuing work in this direction, officers V. B~ukha'-ov, Yu. So~ov'yev
andL. Ditlriyev are increasing t:he number of checks made by instruments and
a re searching for nev methods of improving operacional reliabill'.y of the
equipment. The officers A. •4ikolyenko and A, Tyryshkin have constructed a
testing-checking i.-s*.-nent (KPU) which alloys you to check the assemblies
without takin r• *• . of •be airplane. ,This instncrupt hase not only imgrcwed

the quality of A •- . , decreased the time required and number of specialist.
occupied wi•h this vorit but has also fully excluded the possibility of making
any mistakes idn disassembly and assembly of the tested part.
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Successful completion of the military training mission depends to a con-
siderable extent upon how well the pilot maintains the prorzr cp'cd, altitude
and force of gravity while ccmpleting the maneuvc:. Therefore the aviators
are making more use of gun cameras, ýromtric recoreers and other instruments.
Not too long ago this eqxiipiment was used only on special exercises or during
check flights, but at the present time they ar- used in daily flight training.
Much initiative and perseverance was shown by t.2 officers V. Chichkan and
A. Tsybul'nik when they created the necessary conditions for the pilots so that
there could be an all-encompassing analysis of their flights. In a specially
equipped room the pilots can examine the film from his gun camera, check his
barometer readings and other self-registering instruments and thus re-create
the entirc picture of his flight, conduct a self-analysis and learn from his
mistakes.

From month to month there is an increase in the chast' of classified p'lots,
technicians, c" ." , Lo=unicato., ;•cialists and rear area specialists.
ror instance, in one of the chast' there are orly first and second class pilots
and more than 95% of the technical personnel are classified specialists. There
is an increase in the number of outstanding wings and groups. The personnel in
the podrazdeleniye commanded by Captains B. Obolyr.skiy, L. Solomakh, V. Vese:in,
Captains in the Maintenance Service, V. .;hilhikov and A. Lastochkin and senior
technical-lieutenants Ye. Pashko, V. Akulov and V. Naymcv are all outstanding
examples of people that have fulfilled their military obligations.

As is well known, the milita:y mission assigned to the aviation chast'
oust L:, in the final account, accomplished by the pilots. Howev~r the results
of their work not only depends on their own personal mastery but also on the
mastery of the technicia.is, mechanics, officers a'd soldiers in the Cou~and
Post, the radio-location and radio-technical pod:'azdeleniye and the rear area
specialists. Each of them must work with cor-ýlicated equipment which he must
thoroughly understand. Therefore, technical preparation must be given special
attention.

The ilots, staff officers, political workers, technicians and mechanics
must continually study their equipment to the extent necessary for each category
of equipment. In line with the widely accepted forms of technical training
(for officers, planned individual study and group activities; for soldiers and
sergeants, group activities and practical exercises), consultaticns are organized
and conducted by well prepared engineers. One or two times i year, before
starting a new task, training sessions are conducted. The amount of time
allotted for these sessions depends on the complexity and ncvness of the task
that Is beforo them.

They also can improve their technical knowledge by attending evening classes
in the technical universities and by lectures. Experience has shown us that in
working out the lesson plans for the evening university classes or lectures it
does not pay to deal enly vith theoretical science. In the majority of the
evening university classes or lectures topics are planned on such subjects as
practical aerodynamics, theory of jet e.- es and Increaelng the knowledge
(on a theoretical basis) of aztual typ•s of equipment. The officers are eager
to attend such classes. Therefore. each topic is closely connected with
practical york and is accepted much better th-n if it dealt only witb pure
theory. Also, if someone misses ore of the classes for a reason such as guard
duty, sickness or leave, then be does not have such a difficult time mastertng
the scheduled topics.

At the present time there are more and more classes preparing jualor
specialists for their exminatio•s for higher clasificatiom. Ihese clases
are orgamized so that specialists that hav approximately the some level of
learning are group toether.

~.1
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The aviators from one of the chast' found an interesting mathod of dis-
cussing technical questions. On flight days the flying and engineer-technical
personnel assemble a display of the various systems, parts and instruments in

the rest area. Under a sign,"HOW DO YOU AV73"MER THIS?" were posted several
questions pertaining to the items in the display. The pilots sorerly entered
into discussions, debated on the various questions and thus brought out all
the important points.

Another useful form of training is a critique where all ooseible malfunctions
of the equipment are analysed. During this critique the off.icers must recall from
memory the construction of all of the parts and systems and analyze their func-
tions; sometimes the discussion centers on the theoretical ope:ation of the
equipment. Such critiques are of great value and create interest and love for
the equipment of our country.

Military action conducted in conditions of nuclear varfare may require that
airplanes land on airfields where there are ground control systems but no
engineer-technical staff capable of servicing an airplane of that given model.
In this case the pilot most personally prepare his aircraft for the return
flight or be capable of supervising the work. Therefore he must have excellent
knowledge of the airplane in order to be able to supervise such operations as
replenishing POL products and compressed gases. reloading the amunition and
pro-flight check.

In order to help the pilot conduct these operatious a special check-list
has been written. As far as this type of training is concerned, it should be
conducted in the following sequence: missile launcher inspection and refilling
the fuel, compressed gases, nitrogen and oxygen containers. All of these I
operations m=st be repeated until the pilot receives an "excellent" evaluation

score. Experience in conducting training has shown us that it is absolutely
necessary for the pilot to master these operations.

The high quality of training depends directly on the training =aterial
that is available. The pilots have paid much attention to perfecting this 1"se.
In each chast' the pilots, engineers and other specialists have themselves built
training classrooms for aerodynamics, preventive m-.ntenance, flight control,
flight gunnery, tactics, means of protection from nuclear weapons, planning,
engine operation, radio-electronic equipment and armament.

listed below is an example of a training base established in ;ne of the
chast'. In order to study new equipment twice as many classrooms were needed.
Where can you find that many classrooms and how can they be equipped? Initiative
will help. Next to the staff headquarters was a half-ruined building. The
aviators decided to rebuild it with their own hands. In the group of :viators
were found brick-layers, plasterers, painters and carpenters. The work progressed
rapidly and within a short period ycu could hear the sound of a bell. signaling
the start of classes. Five groups of pilots, technicians and mechanics began
to study new equipment in the new classroom.

Under the leadership of the officer L. Sharopov. an enthusiastic group
built working models of all of the navigational instruants, automatic assemblies
and electronic equipment. The rationalizers have built a working training aid
for studying air-to-air missiles. With the help of this training aid it is
possible to conduct the entire operation from locking on the targ-t to its
destruction.

A significant help in training the personnel is a device knon so an
exminer-repeater. The officers I. Mrhnklov and L. Sharapov worked out an
original attacbnmet which permits the pilots to work out the correct sequeoc
of opratiaons necessary in the cabin of an airplane.

j________
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While training the pilots for flying, various types of crainaig aids are

used. The pilots work out problems of flight on them anA calcuLace what

their action should be in any type of a situation that may arise. Trair.Lng

helps them make the correct decision when it is necessary, during actual flying,

to quickly maneuver the airplane or react to an unexpected threat that arises.

It must be said that the training aids have somewhat lagged behind the

development of airplan.- equipment. During the course of trainin, nev, types of

maneuver arise which have not been worked out in the flight trainer. Such

backwardness is not permissible and the rationalizers are successfully liquidating

this unfortunate situaLlon. The officers A. IVYachkov and A, K(rIchyenko have

modernized the trainer in which the pilots work cut complicated types of maneuver.

The officer I. Koryetskiy re-equipped a trainer so that the gun-sight could be

us d more effectively and the target detecte j M C NOT REPRODUCIBLE

red o fl.O h itr:Tehia et.-n

P. L.'..

5Ž *:.. " " '. A :

mih to1i imr h ranirz.at wion of labo.Tise is TcncmleUotely nerta~b

If the smalet'ariclye gets ient seethe hdrui syste t-e OTtt••. entirewsyste

of thplaesady so fuay. on At the pitres ehnt imel th personnet oki ht

coveall. Aut thesawytimeck they aireim pro iorg t th e plan inght.prdcto

duT*4bhe varioustyps of sp eiecraialist serIte mate tryinte outth at ther

charth currentl beringe sets int the Ehydrechnica stma ihen unt) provide ast

for a saving of time. permits timely completion of all of the work and more

evenly distributes tie workload.

~.
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A powerful stimulus in increasing the creative activity of our military
personnel is socialist competition. Even in the period prior to the XXIII
Congress of the KPSU, it was undertaken by the personnel of all of the chast',
without exception. The pennant awarded for "Outstanding Airplane" became the
permanent property of many airplanes.

It is not possible to list the names of all of those personnel that pleased
the Congress of the Comanist Party with their new achievements in military and
political preparation, who achieved such a level of readiness that their air-
planjs were continually prepared to fulfill any assigned task. We will single
out only the Officer S. Mishukov who is in charge of the engineer-aviation
service in a -quadrou. Thanks to the correct organization of work in this
squadron the exponditures for labor for each hour of flight have been lowered
by 10%. As cacpared with other squadrons this squadron has decreased the time
for preparing the equipment for flight by 201. These are excellent indices.

.. ,, .-. '.I..

F,,

"He . .a'r., •t the airport .b, ' "
t te p e is r y f

He arrives at the airport before the pilots, flys with them
! ~in the airplane and leaves the airport only when he is sure

that the plane is ready for the next scheduled flight. Such

is the duty of the flight technician P. Kalistratov. He has
served many years in a-.ation and passes on the benef 4 t of
hie experience to the younger seivice personnel. In effectS~he is a flight technician instructor. on the picture,Caotain of the Technical Service P. Kalistratov checks the

equipment in the cabin prior to a flight.

Photo by F. Levshin

All obligations, taken by the pilots in honor of the XXMI Congress of the
KPSU, have been fulfilled. At the present time, socialist competition is being
initiated in honor of the 5Oth y'ear Jubilee of the foundina of Soviet Power.
Our nearest goal is the 49th anniversary of the Great October Revolution. For
example, by this date the personnel in one of the podrazdeleniye intend to have
70% otlichniks in military and political preparation. It is pledged that 607.
of the crews, 75% of the wings, 807. of tie groups and 757. of the otdeleniye
will achieve and maintain the rating of otlichnik. Their goal - no malfunctions
of the aviation equipment during the summer flight training. The older service
personnel Lave obligated themselves to finish their service with outstanding
results and successfully train their replacements. 757. of the personnel have
stated that they will achieve the title of "Sportsmen" and "Military Sportsmen."
There is no doubt that all of the obligations will be fulfilled with honor.
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All of the personnel have an intense feeling of personal responsibility for the
protection of their motherland and all countries of the socialist camp, and
have vowed to take a scientific approach to the orgsnization of labor and
military training, and unceasingly improve the technical level so as to provide
for uninterrupted training of aviators and thus insure a higher level of mili-
tary preparedness.

i

I

I'
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In honor of the 50th year anniversary of the Great October Revolution

HIGH OBLIGATIONS

by Major A. Zhdanov

Socialist competition is gaining momentum in honor of the 50th year cele-
bration of the Great October Revolution. The PVO (air defense) aviators from
the N-• ko. cha.L' of the Moscow Military District are also participating in
this competition. Enthused by the decisions of the XXIII Congress of the KPSU
they are persistently battling for further improvement in the military grepared-
noes of the podrazdeleniye and for increasing the number of otlichniks,
classified specialists and sportsmen.

At the present time ve are conducting intensive summer training. After
studying in the classroom and working in the trainers, area training flights
and training on aerial gunnery many of the pilots have shown a high state of
mastery on the missile firing range. As a rule they destroy the target with
the first shot. An example of a first-class fighter pilot is Major N. Kulikov,
who in spite of the dark night and the difficult conditions of the battle,
destroyed the target during his first attack with the first missile.

Not lagiagi behind Kulikov are his co-workers Majors V. Kryuchkov and
V. Filat'yev. They also fired the missiles accurately. These experienced
aviators have convincingly shown that hard training pays off and that the
pilots must be accustomed to difficult conditions so that in a real battle
they would be able to destroy the enemy.

In the chast' there are many pilots of this type. Each flight mission
has been completed with a score of "excellent" or "outstanding" by Captain
V. Tur. This is the reason that the officers seriously and carefully prepare
themselves for each flight, regardless of how di.fficult the conditions are.

The successes of the aviators in achieving military preparedness are the
fruits of the collective strength of the pilots, technicians, junior aviation
specialists and the singleness of purpose of the commanders and Party and
Komsomol organizations.

The Conmunists and Komsomolists here take active participation in main-
taining military order and achieving high technical culture. They are also
foremost in initiating the battle for accident-free flights, insu:ing strict
observation of the regulations, making sure that flight training schedule is
followed and for continuing the military tradition.

During the past war the pilots of this chast' shot down more than 100
enemy planes, destroyed much equipment and killed many of the enemy personnel..
Dozens of pilots, technicians and mechanics were awarded decorations and medals
for bravery in action and the fearless fighter pilots I. Kholodov, Ye. Gorbatyuk
and A. Fedorov were awarded the medal of hero of the Soviet Union.

*An otlichnik is a person that has excelled in military or political preparation.
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The younger generation of pilots are doing everything possible in order to
bring more glory to the chast' and to improve their military preparedness. Let
us take, for example, senior technical Lieutenant Myazin. You hear much praise
about him. Not long ago a cot.mission checked the condition of the aviation
equipment. The missile transporter serviced by this excellent, hard-working
officer received a high inspection report. Now you can see the word "otlichniy"
(outstanding) on the side of the transporter.

The aviators finished the first period of training with high indices. The
chast' was one of the leading units in the Military District in military and
political preparation. But this is only the beginning. All of tihe personnel
decided to achieve even greater successes - to win the award of the banner of
the MGK of the KPSU and Moscow Soviet of Working People's Deputies. This will
not be an easy task. This means that they will have to work with. full force
or they will not achieve the desired goal.

The pilots, engineers, technicians and mechanics are actively participating
in socialist competition and, to the greatest extent possible, are taking on
greater obligations.

For example, the personnel of a squadron commanded by Major V. Ponomaryev
decided to achieve the title of outstanding podrazdelenlye. By the day of the
49th anniversary of the October Revolution they intend to have 90% outstanding
wings in the group, 807 outstanding crews, and 907 classified specialists (of
these no less than 607. must be first class specialists). Each person in the
squadron has vowed to pass the test for military-sportsmen and to achieve only
"excellent" and "outstanding" scores on the firing range.

Other podrazdeleniye have also assumed similar high obligations.

IJ

I
ri
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INSTITUTING INSTRUMENTAL CHECKS

Engineer Lieu.tenant Colonel A. Ugarov

Preparing a modern airplane for a flight without using checking and measuring
instruments is unthinkable. This is a true statement and there are many indi-
cators to prove its validity. Only with such apparatus can you obtain objective
data about the condition of the assemblies and automatic systems of the airplane.
Each TECh (Technical maintenance Unit) is outfitted with this equipment. But,
in order to check the assemblies and systems to the desired degree of accuracy
it is necessary to dismount them from the plane and take them into the TECh.

There are checking-measuring instruments on board the aircraft. However,
they are not sufficiently accurate and it Is not possible to detect cmall
deviations from the normal parameters with them. For instance, there is a
small instrument in the cabin for determining engine revolutions that is
accurate to within 1%. With such an instrument it Is very difficult to rotice
deviations that are a fraction of a percent or even as large as one-half a
percent. People say that this does not mean anything. They are wrong. The
limits of the working elements of the automatic compressor are measured in
fractions of a per cent and the hysteresis of other automatic assemblies is
approximately 37. If, during flight, the number of rev:olutions of the motor
decrease by only 1. there will be a resultant lomus of more than one hundred
kilograms of thrust. Further, the mandatory limits of hysteresis will not
be maintained - this will result in the compressor stalling and t'a engine
will have to be restarted in flight.

Our Inventors and rationalizers are searching for methods of constructing
Instruments that will provide sufficient accuracy in checking the assemblies
and systems.

Previously the electrical assemblies had to be taken from the airplane and
checked in the TECh. Now, this is not always necessary.

Sergeant V. Perekatiyev, an aviation Liachanic, developed a small, con-
venient, portable instrument (see picture No. 1), with which it is possible
to measure the parameters and check the entire operation of the electrical
mechanisms MG-2, UT-2d and electric motor PTsR-I./ It also serves for
checking the electric circuits in the thermal switch. The creation of such
an instrument permits testing these assemblies without dismounting them from
the plane.

It is possible to list many suggestions made by other rationalizers all
of which have the goal of increasing the accuracy of the checks. Senior
Lieutenant H. Demchyenko constructed a stand for checking the thermal switch
and Captain of the Technical Service I. Remizov and extended-service Master
Sergeant V. Dutov built a portable electrical instrument for checking the
entire armament system. Extended-service Senior Sergeant V. Kasnyetsov con-
structed an instrument for checking the automatic co_;as• ARKC-10 (see picture
No. 2). With this instrument it is also possible to measure the sensitivity
of the receiver, the speed of the automatic roll control gauge, the amount
of electricity required by the DK-IA motor and the scale gradiation and
frequency accuracy of the repeater set. The altimeters, radio sets and
landing system are all checked by instruments which have been built by
specialists in radio equipment. As a result, the amount of time necessary for
checking has been considerably reduced and the accuracy of the measurements
ha. been Imprmd.

I,,
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Picture No. 1. A portable inst nment for checking
alectrical circuits auS electrical

assemblies.

Picture No. 2. Instrument for checking an aviation
radio compass.

The effort to achieve mre precise checks of the condition of the aviation
equipment in the period between scheduled checks has shown the seed for instru-
ments that will help maintain a proper state of readiness. The question arises
as to who will maintain these instruments and how can tbey be used In field
conditions.

It was decided to form a son-organisational group. b'sided by the best
qualified airplane technicians. which would conduct the checks of the equip-
ment. The checking Instruments were placed on a truck (see picture No. 3).
The various pressure gauges, tacboters, voltmeters and signal lit-hts were
mounted on pawels in the covered body of the truck. These Instrummnts were
mo-nted on four control panelIs. The fitrot panel checks the engine sad auto-

matic compressor; the "ecoed,* the turbostarter; the third. the system of
the airplane; and the fourth, the electrical systes.

Regine tewlastices art indica ted by the MT-2 &&age. This instv~nt is
coneted with the REM indicator on the motor. The ivov1% pamt of the auto-
mnatic cmpressor are cbecemd with the help of a signal lamp located on *as of
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the panels in the mobile laboratory. The fuel pressure of not only the basic
fuel system but also that of the afterburner is checked by using the connection
located on the pumping system near the fuel pressure gauge on the airplane.

- d~#Q~ ~WDUCW.W4
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Picture No. 3. A mobile laboratory used by the group
conducting checks of the airplanes.

The mobile laboratories are continually being improved. A. Kozlov,
electrical wechanic 2nd class, proposed and constructed a special tool which
permits checking of the automatic parts simultaneously in the cockpit of the
airplane and on the control panel in the truck by use of signal lights.

A hydraulic pump NP-34 and a GSP-6000 generator have been mounted on the
differential of the Zll-164 truck. This makes the laboratory Independent as
It has its own source of electricity and hydraulic pressure.

The group bas taken on the mission of increasing the number of assemblies
that can be checked and determining what the parameters should be for the
checks. For exaI*le, while testing the engine it is impossible to check the
movement of tVe distributor with the instruments and signal lights in the
cockpit of the airplane. This is tested only during the scheduled checks.
Senior Lieutenant H. Halygin and Privates A. Kozlov and A. Stegniy constructed
a special connection which was attached to a switch in the airplane and a

tumbler switch in the laboratory. Any movement of the distributor will now
light up a signal light on the panel in the laboratory. Simple, but the
effect is great. Now at any moment, it is possible to check the distributor.

The groups that are checking the equipment have already had considerable
experience. Here is a good example. During one of the preparatory tests the
specialists checked the condition of the airplane flo-ni by the officer
A. Gazyeykin and discovered an abnormality in the fuel pressure while the
engine was running. When the revolutions of the engine were increased the
needle on the tachometer did not change. The engine was switched off an.d the
valve on the supercharger was checked to see if it were functioning properly.
It turned out that it did not work properly under back-pressure. :t was taken
into the TECh and every part carefully checked. A small defect was discovered
on the cover. Because of this the valve did not close properly when the engine
was running. Thus, a possible cause of an accident was eliminated.

It Is necessary to note that. thanks to wide use of &ccur.te checkina-
maturing apparatus, which las t..ated in a mobile laboratory, the complicated
work of checking the airplane has been mastered.
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We are not the only ones that have such machines. Other Podrazdelenive
have also built such laboratories. In one of them all of the equipment
necessary for making checks and adjustments is placed, for example, on a
rebuilt KRA S-lip truck. In the truck body there are special compartments for
hoses, batteries and air cylinders. There is a two-sided cozunicatioas system
established between the airplane and the laboratory. In order to organize the
work the specialists in the group have written up a series of technical docu-
ments designating how the checks must be conducted. This not only speeds up
the operation but almc-, completely precludes the possibility of making errors.
The measured parameters o•f the systems in the airplane are written down in a
ledger which is maintained for each individual airplane and engine. With this
ledger It is very easy to diagnose malfunctions or deficiencies.

For this purpose it is necessary to determine how the system functioned
during the course of several checks. If it appears that the parameters con-
tinually deteriorate then it is necessary to tt!ew messures to eliLmaate the
defect, even though it still has act affected the work of the system. During
the process of checking the parameters precise measuring instruments make It
possible to discover deficiencies which earlier would have been very difficult
to detect. For example, determining the degree of loss of pressure or a partial
jamming of the throttle mechanism, causing loss of speed, and many others. The
following example illustrates this very well. On one of the airpl.nass the
parameters of the engine were checked and it was noticed that the maximum
revolutions of the low pressure rotor fell to 971 and then t.-- number of revo-
lutions ir.c•eased. Having measured and analyzed the parameters of the system,
they managed to establish that there was a shr'nkage in a spring which limited
the maximum number of revolutions of the TRD (turbojet engine). The system
was quickly adjusted and the enZine began to operate normally.

Not voo long ago a group of these personnel that conduct checks with
various instruments participated in training on a dirt airfield, V'ere they
proved to be of great assistance to the technical personnel in checking and
preparing the airplanes for flying.

At the present time mobile laboratories are found in -lst all of our
chast' and oodrazdelenlye and permit the checking of dozens of parameters
which reflect the reliability of the basic system of the airplanes and
engines. However a&l of them are constructed differently. In our opinion,
it would 'be a good thing if all of the experience gained thus far were gathered
together and centralised production of mobile laboratories be initiated, based
on the results of this experience.

I
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MAN'S RESTLESS SPIRIT

by

Lieutenant Colonel V. ALEKSEYEVSKIY and Major S. KOSTYANOY

Captain of Technical Services Vladimir Fedorovich ALEKSANDROV's
name is widely knowr in the Southern Group of Forces. He is an
active participant in many constructive consultations, conferences
of rationalizers, and other activities to which he generously gives
of his rich experience in servicing aviation equipment.

"A man of restless spirit!" his commander calls him. And
this is really so. He is all business, this Party leader of the
Technical Maintenance Chast' (TECh) and Chief of a progressive
group that makes adjustments. He is always concerned with how to
shorten the time required to make adjustments and how to improve
their quality. The regiment's combat readiness, and the accident-
free operation of aviation equipment, is greatly dependent on such
work. Captain V. ALEKSANDROV has more than thirty rationalization
proposals to his credit. And for each of them there were many
sleepless nights, much though and much searching.

... A distributing tower, from which cables and air hoses lead
out to three aircraft at once, dominates TECh area. One group of
specialists checks the electrical equipment and instruments, another
carefully inspects the air systems, and a third checks out the brakes
of the machines. Each man is busy with his work; no one wastes
valuable time.

And how did it used to be? The airfield start unit (APA) was
driven up to an aircraft and the electrical equipment check-out was
begun. The other aircraft, without electrical supply, waited their
turn. It took longer to complete the adjustments because time was
used inefficiently. The same applied to supplying compressed air
to the aircraft.

"We must think of some way to speed up the work." This thought
troubled Vladimir Fedorovich. He persistently sought a solution,
made calculations and computations, and drafted new systems. When
the final solution took shape, ALEKSAI:DRCV shared his scheme with
officer N. DAN'SHIN and Sergeant R. Safin, a soldier voluntarily
serving beyond the required period of service. They warmly supported
the group chief's idea and Joined in the proiect. Several months
later, a distributing tower, comparable in technical quality to
factory models was erected in the TECh area.

Since that time, the need for APA's has diminished. The
tower built by the experts takes its power supply from an inaustrial
network and simultaneously supplies it to several machines. Also
very important is the fact that the tower is easily dismantled and
can be used under field conditions. In the field, it receives
cuLrent from one of the APA's and simultaneously supplies it to
several aircraft. Thanks to this, the mobility of TECh has been
increased considerably. These towers are now in use in other units
of the Southern Group of Forces a well.
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Here is yet another original modification created by V. F.
ALEKSANDROV. It looks like an ordinary flare pistol. This is a
portable panel for checking heat indicators. They are ir-unted on
the aircraft in order to warn the pilot in case fire breaks out.
Heat indicators require regular checking and have to be removed
from the machines periodically and sent to the laboratory. Here
this special and costly factory-type device sits on a table. But
that is not all. It takes an extreme amount of power from the
network. Suffice it to say that when it is cut in work stops in
several of the TECh laboratories. Moreover, even a good specialist
has to spend a lot of time on dismantling and reassembling the heat
indicators. By using the portable panels designed by ALEKSANDROV,
the heat indicators are checked right in the aircraft. The time
for completing the operation has been cut by fifteen times. The
resultant expenditure of electric power is much less.

Vladimir Fedorovichtas drawn almost all of the men in the ad-
justment group, which he leads, into rationalization work and each
of them has contributed two or three valuable proposals. Creative
thought is in full swing in this harmonious group.

The aviation specialists are fond of their group chief. They
admire extensive knowledge of aviation equipment, keenness of mind,I
strong character and high Party qualities. He knows how to find
7he way to a soldier's heart, win over his subordinates and give

good advice. This is why people are drawn to Vladimir Fedorovich,
believe in him, and warmly support his fine efforts.

Even long before the beginning of the work of the XXIIId
Congress of the CPSU, officer V. ALEKSANDROV sought the advice of
his subordinates about what pledges should be made in honor of the
Forum of Communists and what resources should be used for further
increasing the group's combat readiness and the training of the per-
sonnel. Each proposal was thoroughly discussed and the pledges
were drawn up jointly. The men made a firm decision to retain the
title of excellent podrazdeleniye for the adjustment group this year.
Here the patriotic motto orE xcellent results each day" was born.
Organizing themselves according to tasks and norms, the aviation
specialists fulfilled their pledges day after day, week after week,
and month after month.

The results of the aviators' intense labor were summed up on
the eve of the XXIIId Congress of the CPSU. Again the group headed
by Captain of Technical Services ALCKSANDROV came out the victor
in the competition. This was the second year in which there were
no infractions of military discipline. Almost all -he technicians
and mechanics are high-class specialists. Each soldier has some
type of related specialty. For example, electrician PFC Gavrilyuk
mastered the specialty of chauffeur and mechanic-electrician Dubinin
learned how to be an instrument man.

Thanks to a high degree of political awareness among the sol-
diers, the painstaking individual work of the officers and the
Party organization among the personnel, -reit successes were achieved
by the group. Through an in-depth exp, 'a:ation 4f the historic
resolutions of the XXIIId Congress of ho CPSU, the group chief and
the Communists of the podrazdeleniye i.'3tii! !- the aviators a
spirit of love for the Motherland and tc.. Cn....:nist Party and foster
in them a sense of personal responsibilit- Zr being model soldiers
when stationed cutside their native lana.
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The aviators took upon themselves increased obligations in re-
sponse to the resolutions of the Party Congress. Their aim is to
maintain combat readiness at an even higher level, as required in
the interest of defense of our Socialist state. Captain of Techni-
cal Services Vladimir Feforovich ALEKSANDROV, a first-class speci-
alist, a demanding and strong-willed officer, and Secretary of the
TECh Party organization, is leading them on to the heights of mili-
tary me-tery. The soldiers are proud of the fact that the medal
"For MK tary Service," with which the Motherland honors her de-
servinq )ns for successes in military and political training and
in mastering new equipment, appeared on his chest this year along
with other governmental decorations. In this decoration, they see
part of their own military labors for the welfare of the beloved
Mother country.

Captain of Techi V.. .

- :. .. • , s

.4'-..- .

Captain of Technical Services V. P. ALEKSAuNDROV

j
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THE ORIGINS OF HELICOPTER BUILDING

by

N. I. Kamov

Soviet rotary-wing aircraft are widely known in our country
and abroad. They gained universal recognition at the world-wide
aviation exhibit which took place in Paris last year. Soviet
helicopters surpassed many foreign models in their flight qualities.
This is the opinion of foreign specialists.

The successes we attained in this field were not accidental.
Russian and Soviet scientists, designers and engineers have made
outstanding contributions in establishing and developing domestic
aviation equipment. The names of B. N. Yur'yev, I. P. Bratukhin,
M. L. Mili, and other pioneers of helicopter building enjoy uni-
versal fame.

Nikolai Il'ich Kamov contributed greatly to the creation of the
helicopte'r. The KA-10, KA-15, and KA-18 aircraft and the rotary-
wing KA-22 wcre built by the personnel of the Design Bureau he heads.
The twin-engine KA-26 helicopter will appear in the sky. in the near
future.

:hief Designer N. I. Kar"ov tells of the origin of Soviet heli-
copter construction in his memoirs.

More and more, helicopters are becoming part of our life. They
have found broad application in agriculture - for instance, in cul-
tivating vineyards and gardens. They are used in the construction
industry for example, when assembling bridges, towers and high-
voltage power lines and, of course, for transporting cargo and pass-
engers. As soon as I see a helicopter on the ground or in the air,
my mind goes back to the time when the foundation was laid for air-
craft which had no need for airfields.

I recall 1928, the eve of the anniversary of the Great October
Revolution, Engineer Nikolai Kirillovich SkrzhinsKii and I sub-
mitted a proposal to the Central Soviet of the OSOAVIAKhIM (Society
for Assistance to the Defense Aviation and Chemical Industry) of
the USSR to build, in our spare time, with an autorotating propeller.
We later thought up a Russian term for it - Vertol~ t, forming it
from two words, "vertitsya (turn)"and "lct•'ETTf~ie).

Our proposal was accepted. Once we had started wcrking, diffi-
culties appeared. However, they did not deter us. We were zonstant-
ly aware of the warm support of such prominent aviation figures as
Pyotr Ionovich SARANOV, Chairman of the Aviation Section of the Cen-
tral Council of the OSOAVIAKhIM of the USSR and Commander of the Red
Air Fleet, Valentin Anan'yevich ZARZARA, Chief Inspector of the Civil
Air Fleet, and other comrades who had done much in the field of
domestic aircraft production.

The condition of the civil aviation of that time left much to
be desired. It is sufficient to say that it consisted of only ten
passenger airplanes in all - six-seater "Junkers" - JU-13's with
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185 hp engines. With a crew of two, these airplanes could take
only four passengers. The planning and construction of the first
Soviet helicopter, which we called the "Krasnyy Inzhener" (Red
Engineer), had great historic, social and technical significance
against this background.

The historic significance lay in the fact that the idea of
creating a rotary-wing aircraft, already conceived during M. V.
Lomonosov's life, found embodiment only under Soviet rule. On 25
Setpebmer 1929, the KASKR-I "Krasnyy inzhener" helicopter .ifted
into the air for the first time and flew nearly 200 meters at an
altitude of one and a half to two meters. Even though this was a
short flight, it began a new era in the history of the development
of Soviet aviation equipment.

In speaking of the social significance of the experiment, one
should note the unaccustomed vigor with which the creative capa-
bilities of our country came to be revealed, under the influence
of the social reforms brought about by the victory of the Great
October Revolution. Despite limited material and technical re-
sources, young enthusiasts boldly set about solving the complex
task, working inspiredly and without a tnought of gain other than
for their socialist Motherland.

The technical significance of the experiment was that it amounted
to predetermination of the development of Soviet helicopter construc-
tion. Hinged fastening of the main rotor blades was first employed
in the Soviet Union on the KASKR-I and KASKR-II. This permitted
the helicopter to be balanced in all modes of flight. As we know,
hinge-coupled main rotors are mounted on all of our helicopters,
even today.

The main rotor blades of the KASKR-I and KASKR-II had tubular
steel longerons, wooden ribs and a linen covering. Blades of
similar construction were used on many helicopters of domestic manu-
facture until recently.

Powered and unpowered flights in the auto~otation mode were
first mastered in our country on helicopters which we built. We
note that even today helicopters make powerless gliding descents in
the sel-rotation (autorotation) mode. It is this capability which
provides safety in case of an engine failure. The technical signi-
ficance of the creation of the KASKR-I and the KASKR-II lies also
in the fact that, thanks to the hinged fasrering of the blades,
which permitted translational flight to be mastered, the helicop-
ters proved suited to the needs of the national economy and the de-
fense interests of the country.

We had to work for quite some time on problems related to aero-
dynamics and on calculating the durability of both the entire heli-
copter and the main rotor. These fields were almost unstudied. We
also developed methods for flight-testing the rotary-wing craft,
bringing out certain peculiarities in comparison with fixed-wing
aircraft tests. Work on the construction of the first helicopters
served as a good training ground for contemporary, well-known
helicopter builders such as M. I. Mili. He was then a student and
the assistant to the mechanic on the airfield where the KASKR heli-
copters were tested. He served his apprenticeship in the KASKR De-
sign Group of the OSOAVIAKhIM of the USSR.
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I dreamed of designing aircraft while still a student in the
Mechanical Engineering Department of the Tomsk Technological In-
stitute. In my native country, in Irkutsk, I saw an aircraft aloft
for the first time in 1920. It was, as I latcr found out, a prize
English "Conbur" reconnaissance aircraft with a 130 hp French
"Klerzhe" engine which had been captured from the British inter-
ventionists in Murmansk by Soviet troops. It was flown by a mili-
tary pilot from the aviation detachment of the Fifth Separate Army
which liberated Irkutsk from the last of the Kolchak bands. Soon
the aircraft of the Fifth Separate Army were transferred to the
East, and I left for Tomsk to continue my education. At that time
there was not a singleorganization, or individual, for that matter,
in Siberia, who knew the trend in aviation. But the idea of design-
ing and building domestic aircraft was already firmly established
in my mind. It was very depressing to me that our aviators were
flying in foreign aircraft.

I read and studied everything related to aviation. Then, one
day in 1922, I received from my relatives in Moscow, a small
brochure published by our Trade Delegation in Berlin. It was called
the "Junkers Duraluminum and All-Metal Aircraft." From this bro-
chu i, I learned of the existence of duraluminum and of the appli-
catiin of this light and durable elloy by Professor Junkers in Ger-
man aircraft building. This was a revelation for me. At that time
I did not know that, in October 1922, the Kol'chugin Works of the
State Nonferrous Metals Industry had already produced the first
batch of the metal, called "Kol'chugaluminum."

Having finished at the Institute in 1923, I went to Moscow and
got a job as a laborer-motor mechanic at the Junkers "IFA" Concess-
ive Aviation Plant which was located in Fili. Of course, the first
months of independent work were difficult. Every day I had to make
the long trip from Vsekhsvyatskiy, where I lived, to Fili and back
(the transportation system was poor at that time), and evenings I
studied aviation theory. To this day I recall with satisfaction
the remarkable production school I attended at the plant. It was
here that engines were repaired and tested, fuselages were riveted,
and the controls and equipment wei assembled. A thorough knowledge
of all of this was necessary.

Having accumulated practical knowledgeat the plant and having
learned aviation theory, I went to work in the Central Airplane
Shops of "Dobrolyot" %the predecessor of "Aeroflot"). I spent two
years in organizing complete overhauls of Junkers all-metal aircraft.
But I lived with my dream of becoming an aviation designer. And
this dream truly :ame closer to realization when I was offered a
job in the Naval Aircraft Experimental Design Bureau, headed by
D. P. Grigorovich, the famous Soviet aviation designer. It was
here that I became acquainted with my future collaborator N. K. I
Skrzhinskiy, who had just graduated from the Kiev Polytechnical
Institute.

Nikolay Kirillovich's industry, self-discipline and accuracy
in working impxessed me. We became close friends. Quite fre-
quently we looked through domestic and foreign technical journals
Logether. Ideas of creating something new, scmething which could
advance Scviet science and technology, were born in our conversa-
tions. We became interested in rotary-wing aircraft, differing from
ordinary aircraft in take-off, flight and landing features.
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Two types of rotary-wing aircraft, at that time called heli-
copters or autogyros both here and abroad, were in existence in
1928. In principle, these machines could fly in any direction,
take off vertically, hover, turn in place, and descend vertically,
Their main rotors had a so-called rigid blade seal on the collar.
This permitted only the blade mounting angle to be changed. The
spatial position of the axis of the blade relative to the rotation
axis of the rotor was not changed. The number of rotors and their
mutual arrangement were determined by balancing the reactive mo-
ments of the bearing system.

Many helicopters were built in various of the countries, single-
rotor, twin-rotor, coaxial, twin-rotor with lateral arrangement,
twin-rotor with longitudinal arrangement, and multi-rotor. All
these machines now seem to be strangely shaped and complex. But
at that time, when design forms were being sought, they even seemed
perfect.

The helicopters had a maximum range of 1,100 meters, flight
altitude of three to four meters, a speed of ten kilometers an hour
and a flight duration of 10.2 minutes. Helicopters could rise no
higher for two basic reasons. First, the amount of lift developed
was less than the weight of the apparatus, the result of the poor
aerodynamic qualities of the main rotor; regardless of high en-
gine power, helicopters only flew in an "air cushion" zone where
the increase in lift was 15-20%. Secondly, no safety features
were provided in case an engine quit, i.e., powerless glide in the
rotor autorotation mode had not been developed. We also failed to
increase flight speed because when we did, vibrations of an unper-
missible amplitude occurred.

Of all the then existent rotor flying apparatuses, our atten-
tion was drawn to the design of an apparatus with one autorotating
main rotor, which had been drawn up by the Spaniard Cierva. How-
ever, at this point, it is relevant to note the following.

The possibility of coming up with a stable main rotor self-
rotation (autorotation) mode in an oblique stream and of assuring
stable lift in this mode was made evident in the early 1900's in
the Kuchinsk Aerodynamics Laboratory under the leadership of
Professor N. Ye. Zhukovskiy. In fact, this idea 'as the basis of
the apparatus which Cierva created. A conventional aircraft wing
was replaced with an autorotating propeller. The result was an
aircraft with an engine-prcpeller group, as in a conventional air-
craft, but with an autorotating propeller instead of a wing. In
his subsequent designs, Cierva made a small wing to which a wide
chassis could more easily be fastened and also ailerons for lateral
control..

The rigid main rotor did not provide balance in forward flight
on his first autogyros. There were accidents at high speeds and
the designer was forced to seek a new means of balancing the craft.
He made a hinged main rotor blade suspension arm.

The hinge-coupled main rotor impressed N. K. Skrzhinskiy and
me as being the best prospect for rotary-wing aitcraft.

i
A
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... We created the small KASKR (Kamov-Skrzhinskiy) Design Group
at a unit of the OSOAVIAKhIM imeni Desyatiletiya Oktyabrya Works
(Tenth Anniversary of October77T e office staff included some
comrades who %ere younger and even less experienced than we were,
but we were all obsessed with the idea of building the first Soviet
autogyro whatever the cost. We were allotted 450 rubles to develop
the design, do the necessa;y research, and prepare working sketches.
By order of Ayotr Ionovich Baranov the components of a U-l train-
ing aircraft, the then so-called Avro-504K aircraft which we were
licensed to build, were placed at our disposal.

.R&PHl NOT WRMODUCIBL
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Before the first flight of the KASKR-helicopter.. Left to right:
N. I -Kam'ov, N. K. Skrzhinskiy, I. V. Mikleyev, E. A. Kreyndlin,

Nikolai Virillovich and I decided to do everything jointly,
to form the invention together. I took the organizational problemsf
upon myself.

Work distribution Was such that N. K. Skrzhinskiy was to de-
sign the blade and wing and introduce changes in the power plant.

I had to make the main rotor collar, the component longeron of theI
blade with a telescopic connecting tube, a lateral rotor control
mechanism, and a chassis capable of a high degree of shock absorption.

An extremely strict working regimen was established. It be-
gan at 1800 after completion of the normal day's work and finished
at 2400 hours; on Sundays it lasted from 1000 to 2200 hours. In
ten months we were able to complete the design and (afend it, pro-
duce t6he working sketches and build the helicopter.
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As was to be expected, the planning proved to be very diffi-
cult. Everything had to be done for the first time and the
specialists to whom we should have been able to turn for advice were
not available. I remember making five variations of the rotor
collar, working out its body design form five times, and an equal
number of *times working out the horizontal and vertical hinges of
the blade suspension arms. I calculated the collar bushing.
Lengthy reflection on the dynamic durability of the longeron tube
joints led me to the creation of an improved joint. What has nowbecome the ABC's of helicopter construction was then only just
starting to take shape.

At the "Aviarabotnik" Works our ideas attracted the interest
of a number of comrades who willingly gave us help in building the
helicopter. I remember the exceptionally conscientious work of
aviation mechanic Emmanuil Anisimcvich KREYNDLIN (now a retired
major), who was attached to our design group. We made special chrome-
molybdenum longeron tubes for the blades and riveted them with
steel rivets.

... I remember the overcast day of I Setpember 1929. The heli-
copter was taken out through the factory gate to the airfield and
positioned in with the wind blowing from tail to nose. Unfortun-
ately, we failed to note this. As a result, the blades began to
turn with the tail, not the nose forward. We silently watched
this unexpected turn of events and did not know what to do.

Having survived this shock, we stopped the rotor and then de-
cided to crank the rotor manually in the proper direction - nose
forward. After several revolutions, we were overjoyed, understan.-
ably so, to see the rotor gathering speed in the right direction.
But...our Joy was premature. Because of the wind, which was blow-
ing into the tail of the helicopter, the rotor, placed at a highly
unfavorable angle of attack, overloaded the tie-down cables and one
of them broke. At this point, the blades changed their spatialt
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position sharply and dropped. But tl. n the wind abated and the
rotor began to turn more slowly. Horrified, we all expected to see
the six-meter blade hit the fuselage. In this touchy situation
there was nothing we could do; we could neither approach the
machine nor stop the rotor. We mentall.' counted off the minutes...
hearda crack, and the bladehit the fuselage, hurling the tail of
our helicopter aside.

As distressed as could be, we took the helicopter to the fac-
tory. But we now knew how to ploce tne helicopter in relation to
the wind and how to crank the rotor prior to flight. We also under-
stood that the tie-down braces had to be strengthened.

After repairs had been completed, we decided to conduct the
first straight-line flight o:n the evening of 25 September 1929,
when there was slight headwind. Ivan Vasil'yevich Mikheyev, a
"Dobrolyot" pilot, sat in the forward cabin of the helicopter and
I sat in the rear cabin. ?T, K. Skrzhinskiy got up on the wing and
cranked the main rotor, encrget.1cally pushing each of the blades
passing over him. Mechanic E. A. Kreyndlin started the engine with
the propeller.

When rotor revolutions finally reached 35 to 40 per minute,
Nikolay Kirillovich jumped off the wing. I. V. Mikheyev accelerated
the engine and the mLchine started forward, picking up speed. Rotor
revolutions built up quickly. When 90 rpm were reached, the heli-
copter broke away from the ground. I glanced at the revolution
indicator: it showed 120. The machine vibrated heavily...We flew
at an altitude of two to three meters. In my excitement I could
see nothino except the rotor spinning overhead.

Soon, I. V. Mikheyev made a landing. It was a short run. The
engine was cut. The helicopter was on the ground. N. K. Skrzhinskiy,
E. A. Kreyndlin and the factory workers came running up. You should
have seen how noisily we congratulated each other on our success.

... Several straight-line flights were made in the KASKR-I
helicopter. The balance problem was still unsolved. We failed
to take inertia forces acting on the blade into account. We also
misunderstood the law of flywheel movement, so the helicopter
listed. Therefore, when we tried to fly around in a circle on 12
October 1929, the helicopter flipped over, fell, and smashed up.
Only the strength of the rotor block tubes saved I. V. Mikheyev
and me from injury.

We had to find an explanation for what was a serious accident.
Not until the spring of 1930 did we understand the error. We
changed the lateral pit:h of the rotor's axis and provided addition-.
al static lateral moment.

The improved KASKR-2 helicopter had a 235-hp "Titan" engine.
The famous military test pilot and gliderman, Dmitriy Aleksandrovich
KOSHITS, who was star of all the Tushino aviation shows of that
time, did the summer testirg. The Test Commission Chairman was
A. A. KRAVTSOV, an engineer from the Scientific-Research Institute
of the Administration of the Air Forces (NII UVVS), and mem.bers of
the commission were D. A. KOSHITS, NI1 U•vS engineer A. I. Filmn,
mechanic E. A. Kreyndlin, N. K. Skrzhinskiy, and the author of this
article.
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Combination helicopter with two turboprop engines.

Gradually increasing flight altitude and duration, the test
pilot mastered steep-powered and powerless descents and vertical
descents from great altitudes in headwinds. The helicopter now
flew to an altitude of 450 meters and the duration of flight reached
28 minutes. D. A. KOSHITS and S. A. Korzinshchikov, then a NII
UVVS test pilot, circling outside the boundaries of the airfield,
made scores of flights.

P. I. BARANOV was often present at flights of the KASKR-II and
gave useful advice. Kliment Yefremovich VOROSHILOV came to the
airfield several times. Snecialistsincluding Professor B. N.
Yur'yev, co-workers A. M. Cheremukhin, A. M. Izakson, I. P. Bratukhin
and V. P. Lapisov of TsAGI, and many pilots and engineers of the
Air Force observed the flights of the KASKR helicopters.

Of

Members of the Soviet Government came to inspect the new
aviation equipment on 21 May 1931. The KASKR-II, having made three
circles at an altitude of 300 meters, landed almost vertically.
They thanked us for the work we had done for the common good and
recommended that we continue it.

The KASKR-II "Krasni,• Inzhener" helicopter passed the test.

Almost 35 years have passed since that time. Aviation science
and helicopter building have undergone enormous development. The
ideas wh'ch came out of the KASKR Design Bureau with respect to
methods of calculating, designing and testing and to the fields
of helicopter usage have been expanded and enriched. Our beloved
Motherland is now reaping the benefits of the labor of these
early devotees of helicopter building.
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Tekhnika i Vooruzheniye, No. 8, 1966, p. 19

THE INTRODUCTION OF A NEW MOTOR

The triumphant unveiling of the "Ispano 200 HP"1 engine by the
"Gnom and Ron" Plant took place on 31 July 1920, at the "Gnom and
Ron" Plant. The Russian "Ispano 200 HP"1 engine was built solely
through the efforts of Russian workers, engineers and technicians
and was made of Russian materials. The newly-built Russian "Ispano
200 HP"1 aviation engine came through its tests with flying colors.

(Journal "'Vestnik Vozdushnogo Flota,"1 (Air Fleet Herald)
No. 3-4, 1920)
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The Soviet scientist Boris Nikolayevich Yur'yev, one of N.
Ye. Zhukovskiy's most intimate disciples, made a great contribution
to the development of helicopter construction. He developed the
theory of the rotor, conducted comprehensive experimental research
on the flight of helicopters of various'designs under various con-
ditions with the aid of flying models, and invented a helicopter
control mechanism - an automatic pitch control, which, to this
day, is installed in all the world's helicopters and is one of
their most important components.GRAMHC NOT REPRODUCIBLE
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B. N. Yur'gev with the helicopter he made in 1912.

In the first years of Soviet rule, when a vast scientific-
research aviation organization, the Central Aero-Hydrodynamic
Institute (TsAGI), was created by direction of V. I. Lenin, Boris
Nikolayevich became one of the leaders of a TsAGI section. Among
other things, experimental-researchl in the study of the various
main rotor modes was conducted here under his direct leadership.
(The following clipping from Z zvestiya, 16 August 1919, p. 1, 13
Included, and reads)
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RED AVIATION

Aviation Workshop

On Sunday, 17 August, a new Soviet scientific institute, an
aviation workshop will open on the former Natruskin estate near
Khodynskiy Airfield, on the Petrov Park Circle.

Established as part of the Flight Laboratory of the Moscow
Regional Commissariat for Military Affairs, the aviation workshop
will pursue the following tasks: first, to effect the oroadest
possible dissemination of aviation knowledge among Red Army soldiers
and workers in the city of Moscow by arranging free lectures, ex-
cursions to the airfield, aviation factories, park-depots, etc.;
second, to raise the level of technical knowledge among the workers
in the aviation plants and in the air fleet...

The lecture section of the aviation workshop is presently
making its first attempt at extending its activities into our
province...

Apart from its agitation and educational activities, the
aviation workshop's work will be directed primarily towards raising
the level of technical skill of workers in the aviation factories
and the air fleet.

With this goal in mind, an aviation workshop glider class is
being established for acquainting people with aviation practices.
The glider class will have an auditorium with a slide projector,
a light workshop where students can build gliders themselves, a
glider flight area and other auxiliary facilities such as a library,
reading hall, gliding museum, etc., so as to accomplish the estab-
lished tasks of communicating primary information on the history,
elementary theory and techniques of aviation. The glider class
lectures will be given every evening when all workers and employees
are free from their normal occupations.

The teaching method in the aviation workshop will consist
mainly of learning by seeing and by doing, which will no doubt allow
the students to learn more quickly.
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THE "KOMTA" TRIPLANE

In May 1922, testing was begun on the Moscow Airfield of a
great twin-engine aircraft developed by the "Commission for Heavy
Aviation," which was created in 1919 by TsAGZ and known by the
abbreviation "KOMTA." This product of collective creativity is a
triplane. It was built very compactly and had much smaller dimen-
sions than the "Illya Muromets," which served as the starting point
for the planning of "KOMTA."

(Journal "Vestnik Vozdushnogo Flota" No. 12, 1922)

I

I
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NIGHT FLIGHT EXPERIMENTS

Experimental night flights, the technical execution of which
was entrusted to pilot-designer A. A. Porokhovshchikov, were
carried out at Moscow Airfield last winter. The flight made by
A. A. Porokhovshchikov from Zaraysk to Moscow in total darkness,
during a heavy snow, and without signals or instruments for illumi-
nation, is of rpecial interest in this series of tests.

(Journal "Vestnik Vozdushncgo Flota" No. 12, 1922.)
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ONWARD AND UPWARD

That is the name of the newspaper of the Order of Lenin Red
Banner Air Force Engineering Academy imeni Professor N. Ye.
Zhukovskiy. The most important political events taking place in
our country are dealt with at this Academy, life in the
podrazdeleniye of the academy is recounted and experiences in the
organization and conduct of training are presented. The newspaper
also devotes its attention to creative innovations.

One of its issues is devoted to a conference of Academy inven-
tors and rationalizers. Faculty and Department representatives
tell of the successes they have achieved.

Faculty No. 3 has taken first place in the Academy for the past
five years as a result of such work. This success is first of all
explained by the attention which command and the Party committee
give to the activities of the rationalizers. No less important is
the fact that the Chairman of the Faculty Commission for Inventing,
Engineer-Colonel A. A. OVCHINNIKCV, is one of the best rationalizers.
A. A. OVCHINNIKOV and Engineer-Major V. S. PUGINSKIY were awarded
VDNKh of the USSR gold medals and prizes for the development and
application of logical diagram (network) methods for the planning
of the training process. Other faculty rationalizers have also
been decorated with medal- of this type.

The rationalizers of another faculty have devoted their efforts
to developing methods and devices for instrumental control of the
condition of aviation equipment. A laboratory for control of
engine operation is used on a training airfield. The rationalizers
created and introduced a system of control and communication which
increased the orderliness and accuracy of the execution of opera-
tions. An installation which permits making the various shapes
needed for making visual training aids from ci eap, synthetic,

materials has been completed.

Rationalizer-operators have made modifications which simpli-
fy engineer-navigators' calculation and calculations of takeoff
and landing characteristics in combat chast'.

Among the inventors are Doctors of Technical Sciences, S. M.
BELOTSERKOVSKIY, A. A. XRASOVSKIY, V. A. PROTOPOPOV, S. A.
ALEYSEYEV, V. A. 1fINOKUROV, V. P. SELEZNEV, Ya. S. ITSKHOKI, and
others. Engineer-Colonel V. A. VINOKUROV, for example, has over
11 patents and the. majority of his inventions have been put into
practice and are found in the serial production of aviation equip-
ment.

The newspaper is systematic in giving advice. For example,
a column called "Rationalizer's Memorandum" has been introduced.
The articles carried under this heading tell what a rationaliza-
tion proposal is and how it should be formulated.
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CONTACTLESS GENERATORS

by

Major General of Engineers, Candidate of Technical
Sciences, Docent D. KRIVOZUB and Candidate of Tech-

nical Sciences, Docent 0. ZOLOTAREV

The attention of specialists is being drawn more and more to
contactless electric machinery, which have many definite advantages
over ordinary generators. What has caused this recent, increased
interest in contactless electric machinery? In order to analyze
this, we will discuss briefly the operational features of modernmobile electric power stations and electric aggregates.

Synchronous alternators with machine-type exciters anJ carbon
voltage regulators have been installed in most low-power electr'c 1
power stations and are now being installed in many others. The

exciter is an electric motor in which electromotive force is induced
and, with the aid of a commutator and brushes, is converted into a
direct, accurate, pulsating emf. When the armature is ro'ated,
one or several sections of its winding alternately disconnec-t fi ,m
one of the parallel branches and connect to the other, during wl ch
the polarity at the brushes remains unchanged. These switchinqs
are necessarily accompanied by sparking, which causes ionization
of the air around the commutator, and this, in turn makes for
furthei spark formation. Initially, when the brushes and the con-
mutator are in good condition, this process is almost unnoticeable
and there is no danger to the machine. A dirty commutator, poorly
seated brushes and misalignment of brushes in the brush riggings
will decrease the contact surface of the brushes on the commutator.
Tie current density in the contact layer increases and, as a result,
sparking is intensified. Roughness which has formed on the com-
mutator surface also intensifies sparking. As a result, the brushes
and commutator quickly wear out and the machine malfunctions.

Experience has shown that the basic cause of mobile electric
power stations breaking down is malfunctioning of the commutating
system. This is why very careful servicing and observation of the
brushes and the commutator are required.

We also know that commutator and brushes are a source of
strong radio noise. Designers have created many special devices
in order to lessen these noises. However, only by the elimination
of the source of the noise itself, i.e., of sparking, can solve
the problem.

The carbon voltage regulator is an equally vulnerable device
in electric power stations. Its basic element is the rheostat,
which consists of carbon washers with rough surfaces. The washers
are compressed by a spring which counteracts the electromagnet
which is included in the circuit. Depending on the voltage de-
livered to it the pressure changes and, in turn, the contact sur-
face of the washers changes, determining the resistance of the
rheostat. However, when the washers are scorched, the carbon pole
malfunctions and individual adjustment is required to restore it.
A regulator in this condition is subject to jolting, and great at-
tention must, therefore, be given to wear and tear.
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The commutator machines and the carbon regulators in modern
stations are being replaced with a static system which provides
excitation, regulation, and stabilization of the synchronous alter-
nator's voltage. Such systems have no moving parts, are made of
semiconductor elements and electromagnetic amplifiers, and are dis-
tinguished by their high reliability. However, there are still
brushes and contact rings in the alternators. Their use is unde-.
sirable in a number of cases and sometimes is not even permissible
unless special measures are not taken.

Especially critical is the problem of eliminating sliding con-
tacts in machines operating in a rarefied atmosphere. This is ex-
plained by the fact that, with an increase in altitude, the service
period of the brushes sharply decreases. Moreover, it is even
shorter in machines with collector rings than in commutator machines.
The fact is that under ordinary conditions a lubricating layer
arises between the brushes and the collector rings (commutator)
when the rotor is turning. Moisture, the amount of which decreases
rapidly with altitude, is necessary to form the lubricating layer.
For example, the moisture is approximately 360 times less at an.
Altitude of 10 kilometers than at sea level. Special cooling and
humidifying systems are made and special brushes are used to im-
prove working conditions for the sliding contacts in a rarefied
atmosphere.

Commutator machines should not be located on premises where
danger of explosion exists, or in a corrosive medium, where the
contacts quickly deteriorate.

Thus, all of the peculiarities which arise in the operation of
blectric generators under various conditions has caused the speci-
alists to reject conventional commutator machines and switch to
contactless power sources. It should be noted that in and of it-
self, the idea of contactless electric machines is not new.
Squirrel-cage induction motors, synchronous machines with permanent
magnets in the rotors, and inductor synchronous machines have long
been used in engineering. Contactless synchronous motors, which
combine the popular qualities of synchronous motors and the simp-
licity of arrangement and operational reliability of the squirrel-
cage induction motors, have found practical use. It has only been
in the past ten years that contactless generators have come to be
employed. They are now used primarily in various transport media
where the inspection and servicing of the machines (changing the
brushes, for example) is impossible during movement, and either
undesirable or difficult at stop. Contactless generators for pass-
enger trains, buses and trucks are produced by Soviet factories.

Machines with rotating rectifiers and generators with spur-
shaped poles are of definite interest among the great many diverse
types of contactless electrical generators.

A synchronous motor is usually used as the exciter for syn-
chronous alternators with rotating rectifiers. The alternator and
exciter have a common shaft (Figure 1). The rotor carries the ex-
citer armature winding and the winding for exciting the alternator.
The rectifiers, through which the alternator excitation winding is
fed, rotate with them. Two windings, the three-phase alternator
armature, and the excitation winding of the exicter, which is fed
through the rectifier, are located on the machine's stator. The
system is equipped with an automatic voltage regulator.
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Figure 1. Contactless Synchronous Alternator with Rotating
Rectifiers.

1- three-phase winding on alternator armature; 2- alternatorexcitation winding; 3- exciter armature; 4- exciter excita-tion winding; 5- exciter rotating rectifier; 6- stationary
rectifier.

The self-excitation process in the alternator occurs in thefollowing manner. An emf, induced by Lhe residual magnetic flux,occurs in the windings of both armatures (alternator and exciter)when the rotor begins to turn. A small current, which in turn in-creases the induced emf, flows in the excitation windings. Theprocess continues until a condit-on corresponding to its parametersis reached in the machine. An inductor motor can be used as an ex-
citer instead of a synchronous machine.

1.r ,
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Machines of this type are highly reliable, do not cause radio
interference, and can operate safely where danger of explosion
exists. Their shortcoming is the relative complexity caused by
having two windings and the rotating rectifiers in the rotor.

Thera are a great many different designs of synchronous al-
ternators with spur-shaped poles. The machine with permanent mag-
net excitation is the simplest in design. The rotor is a cylinder,
magnetized along the axis and pressed onto the shaft. Two forged
collars with pole "spurs" made of soft steel are pressed onto this
same shaft (Figure 2). One collar faces the north, the other the
south pole of the magnet, which causes the "spurs" to be attracted
to each other. The stators of machines with spur-shaped poles are
no different from conventional ones.

The design of the machine with permanent magnets is simple;
it has no excitation winding. However, this complicates vcitage
regulaltion. This is one of the basic shortcomings. Machines with
permanent magnets operating at a frequency of 50 cps take smaller
electromagnetic loads, and their size and weight is greater than
machines with electromagnetic excitation. This is where the com-
plication of a design employing electromagnetic excitation comes in.
In addition to the two pole forgings, the rotor carries the excita-
tion winding, wound on a core and connected to a DC source
(Figure 3).

True, one cannot really call a machine such as this contact-
less because the current is fed through collector rings and brushes
to the excitation winding. It is only natural that its inherent
defects are those found in conventional machines with sliding con-
tacts. However, there are a number of advantages. The excitation
winding coils are of a simple, circular shape, and making and se-
curing them in place is considerably simpler than in machines with
clearly defined poles, while considerably less insulating materials
are used. The technique is particularly simple when the coils are
made of anodized aluminum foil. Nonferrous metal is saved because
the weight of the winding is reduced. Also important is the fact
that' in machines with spur-shaped poles not more than four excita-
tion winding coils are required, whereas, conventional machines re-
quire a number equal to the number of poles.

The magnetic induction lines in these machines have a distinc-
tive shape. Issuing from a pole of one polarity, N for example,
they pass through the air gap in the stator (sections a, b, c), enter
the pole of opposite polarity, and close around the excitation wind-
ing coil through the core (sections c, d, e, f, a). If the magnetic
induction lines close in a plane perpendicular to the longitudinal
axis in the conventional synchronous alternator, in a machine with
spur-shaped poles they only pass through in this plane in the sec-
tion a, b, c. In the c, d, e, f, a, segment they are nearly a
spiral. This distribution of the useful magnetic flux, relative to
the poles, remains unchanged for a stationary as well as a rotating
rotor or excitation winding.

Moreover, flux dispersion occurs. One of the closes
through the shaft, the other between the lateral surfaces of the
adjacent opposite poles. When the rotor rotates they do not inter-
sect the stator winding and no emf is induced. An increase in the
size of the magnetic circuit is necessary.
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As has already been said, collector rings are necessary to de-
liver current to the excitation coil located in the rotor. The
coil must be installed in a stationary position in order to avoid
using them. Today, contactless synchronous machines with cantilever
rotors (Figure a on the back cover)*f have found application in
automobile building and in other branches of engineering where de-
pendable, low-power alternators are required. The excitation
winding in these machines consists of one coil wound on a rigidly
secured core. The two pole systems in the rotor are interconnected
and insulated from each other magnetically. The relationship of
stator length to its diameter must not be greater than 0.4 for
rotor design similar to this.

f!
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Figure 2. Rotor of Alternator with Spur-Shaped Poles.

I- collar with pole tips ("spurs"); 2- shaft; 3- magnet.

Unlike conventional machines, there is not one air gap, but
two, in the alternator with spur-shaped poles and cantilever rotor.
The first, '1, is formed between the rotor and the stator, and the
second, 1 2' is formed between the rotor and the core. The magnetic

induction lines close, without leaving the stator. The short
length of the magnetic circuit is the advantage in these machines,
called machines with internal magnetic circuits. However, the
cantilever rotor can only be used in small alternators. Synchronous

M

Figure 3. Alternator with a Rotating Excitation Winding.

1- rotor pole; 2- excitation winding; 3- core; 4- sliding
contacts of excitation winding.

* Translator's note: The reference is to the back cover of the
original document, reproduced and included as Figure 5.
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machines with external magnetic circuits (position b) are used to
obtain high power. The excitation coils too are stationary,
symmetrically located relative to the poles and the stator,
surrounding the rotor, rather than being inside it. The lines of
magnetic induction interlock with the stator winding, just as in
the machine just discussed. But they close around the stator.
Since the magnetic flux closes through the frame and the lateral
shields, they are made of magnetic material. The rotor is some-
times made multipositioned and a part of the excitation winding is
wound near the front parts of the stator winding. This makes for
a more compact machine.

In machines with external magnetic circuits, the excitation
winding is placed at a considerable distance from the active surface
of the poles facing the stator. Therefore, the magnetic flux pass-
ing through the external magnetic circuit is a much more useful
current, inducing an emf in the stator winding. The cross section
and size of the external magnetic circuit must be increased and,
accordingly, the weight of the machine, and this can, in certain
cases, result in the weight exceeding that of a conventional
machine by 30%. However, there are many advantages to compensate
for this shortcoming. First, synchronous machines with external
magnetic circuits are distinguished by their high operational re-
liability, because there are no sliding contacts and rotating
windings. Second, the technology of producing excitation windings
is very simple. The weight of the winding, and its heat and in-
ductive losses are considerably less than in a salient pole machine.
Thus, the weight and the losses in the excitation windings of
contactless alternators are 1.6 times less than in the conventional
four-pole machine for the same power rating, and 2.7 times less than
in the six-pole machines. Alternators with external magnetic cir-
cuits can have quite high power ratings, measured in the tens of
kilowatts. The machines can be used as synchronous motors which
are the equal in reliability of squirrel-cage induction motors, and
can run at a power factor equal to one, as well as with leading
current.

Multipile machines with repeated use of the magnetic flux
are made in order to decrease the cross section of the external
magnetic circuit. A machine with three stator piles and a common
winding, and three spur-shaped pole systems, through which the mag-
netic flux flows in series is shown in Figure 4. This permits the
weight of the magnetic circuit and the number of additional air
gaps to be decreased. However, the path via which the magnetic
flux closes is lengthened, and the magnetizing force of the ex-
citation winding is increased.

It is evident from this short summary that, in the course of
solving the problems of creating contactless machines, a whole
serles of new design solutions have been found which have consider-
ably increased the reliability of electrical generators. On the
basis of the experience gained in the operation of contactless
machines, we can conclude that their role in power plants will in-
croase.
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Figure 4. A Multipile Contactless Alternator.
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1- rotor cavity; 2- excitation winding; 3- excitation
winding core.
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HYDRO- R41) PNIEV1OEL1ffE:rrS

By EnRineer-Colonel, Dr. of Technical Sciences 2.. CO)RELIX

In the automatic control systems nf nirtlanes and rochets, tanks
and shins, ele.n'its whose princiila of o,2ratton i' based o,- the usw.e
of the enerr', if connressed llnuld or .ns arc uile&I, u~cd ns amplifyinq
and actuatin, elements. These hydrn.mlic .n,! u•nuwtic am.lifiers, in
compnrison with other no-,r arnlifiers such as electric motors, have
higher dynamic qualities. The,, are o reiin'hle, s!Inder :nd more
cormact and have hi.h outnut po.?cr vith ,-all ize. :'ydraulic and pneu-
nuttic actuatinj elern.nts or mec:ianisns •1so h•iv,! a nurner of essenttinl
acvantaqes over electrical d.vices. They '.ave a wid,2 ran'-c of smooth
ve. ocity variation, high P0o'r per unit of novlnj ._s, sirnplicity,
reliability, low cost and hiph dynanic nror.rtia.!. Tne energy of the
liqtiid or gas can be transformed into mechanicnl ennrv of reciprocal or
rotatin! motion without any special reducing -echanisns.

The most widely used hydraulic d-,.,icps at the present rime ý!Rve
the follovine basic nrz-teter-: li-uild nrzr.ura in ltnes, 35-300 atnos-
phere; Rreatest liquid flow rato', 15-') !.It.-rs per minute; "teiht, 0.25-
2.5 kg,; weiht per unit power 2'-511 -'ra-ns ner horse)otyer: nover amnlifi-
cation factors 60,000-300,000; time cornstant 0.01-0.001 sec.

Let us analyze the operation of hydr.aulic and nneunatic amplifiers

and actuators.

Th_2 'idraulic amnlifier is a device which n-n!li!iei si-als arriving.
at its irtrut from sensinq elements of tia autoP.atic control system. It is
also designied for movceent of valves or other control devices of actuaters.
Automatic control devices pri-arilv use hvdraulic ar.lifiers vith throttle
control (considerabl' more rarely, hydraulic .rrplifiers with jet control are
used). They consist of two elements- one of them, the controlling element,
receives the signal from the sensinq element of the control system, trans-
forms it, amplifies its power and sets the actuating element in motioc. tl,
other amplifies the signal an,! transmitn it to the input of the hydraulic
actua• or.

Figure t. Hydraulic a;plifier vithout feedback
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The amplifier shown on 'igure 1 is the most wide spread in'hydraulic
engineering. Its control element consists of an electromechanical converter
1, whose input receives the signal from the sensin.. element of the autom3tic
control system and two variable chokes (nozzles) 2 with gate 3; the
actuatinx element consists of the distributing valve 4, bound on both sides
by springs 5 and the two conatant chokes 6.

The hydraulic amplifier works as follows. '.hen there is no sign3l
on the input of the electromechanical converter, the cate occupies a position
such that the hydraulic resistances of the variable chokes are equal and the
val;ve, in its initial position, closes the channels through which the oressure
is fed to the input of the actuator mechanisms 7 and 8. As a signal arrives
from the sensing element, the gate begins to move to one side or the other,
depending on the sign of the siwal. The hydraulic resistance of one choke
is increased, that of the other is decrersed. This causes a pressure drop
in the spring cavities. The distributor valve is moved and opens one of the
pressure channels, allowing pressure to go to the actuating mechanism.

With respect to their control method, hydraulic amplifiers are divided
into open (without feedback) and closed (with feedbac .). We have just analyzed
the operation of an smplifier with no feedback. It is simple in design and
reliable in operation, but is inferior to amplifiers with feedback as con-
cerns accuracy and stability of operation.

The simplest design is an amplifier .rith inflexible feedback, in the
form of a transmitting arm (Fivura 2). Then, when the distributin- valve I
is moved to the right under the influence of a signal, the liquid is fed
through the rijht portion of the working cylinder 2 of the actuating m•echan-
ism. Piston 3 begins to move to the left, moving the body of the valve to
the right through the transmnittinq arm 4 (inflexible feedback) until the
ck-annels are closed once more and the piston stops. Due to the neqative
feedback, the dynamic and static characteristics of the amnlifier practically
do not depend on the quality of the narts of the amplifier, changes in
viscoelty, coefficient of hydraulic resistance or quality of filtration of
the liquid. In addition to the hydraulic arnlifier circuits which we have
analysed, there are wany others. Their pricrciples of operation, however,
are similar.

Wi .•ure 2. 4-rdraulic amnlI~fier with, feedbacll

R~da~llcscuxt.• •,e...nt-',,or servo. •tori. ",e control ortans
in the ob.•ects of suto~ttc control. Int -irplanes, for exw-]e. suc%
organs are the rudder and selerons, in roc~cets - the fins and control voters.

, /in piston ennines - the pitch of the ,•rooeller. in rocket notors -- the
) reactive nozzle.
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In spite cf the variety of desi-.ns, all hydraulic actuatin% elements
consist of two elements -- the controllinq element an, the actuator. The
actuators used are hydromotors (hydraulic motors), -ost often of piston type.
"The control elements are usually either chokes (valves) or jet tubes.

In an actuating mechanism with a hydromotor (riurq 3) the ,iorkinq
fluid is forced by a pump into the central channel of valve box I. !,'hen
valve 2, moved by the actuatin, element of the hvdraulic airnlifier,is dis-
placed from the middle position to one side, the hydraulic fluid enters the
correspondinR chamber of the operating c'linier. The pressure drop causes
the piston 3 tc be moved, which moves the control ortlan as requirce.

3

Fi'ure 3. !!ydraulic .otor

In a hydraulic motor, the rate of move-.e.•t o! lhe nlston denends
on the a.unt of the displacement of the valve. Thi! dependence ii callad
the static characteristic of the hydromotor (!Pure 4). The len.tth of
sector A!4-the dead zone - is caused by the fact that it is dilicult to
produce a valve in ,4hich the apertures and plugs are of identical dine.sionn.
In some valves, the plugs at made nnrro-,mr zian the aoerturezl. Then there
is no dead zone, but the o.erating fluid is always beint traduaoly ex"ended.
When one aerture of the valve is conpletely opened, Lhe rate of movement
o• the piston becomes constant and is Lhe MaxImal possible.

Feure 4. Static cheracterlstlc of hydraulic ,notor

The hydraulic arnlifter and actuatino! uchatjgn, are ustd in t•,c
systen which control• the rate of rotation of a turbine motor as vail
(Fleure 5). The ratt of rotation chanees as a result of rotating t",
blades ,f the varia'le pitch proeller. The control mil to is co€wy'sd
of the signal from t.e centrifui.al tachnneter I, which signal Is pro-portional
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Ir
to the rate of rotation of the motor and the signal of an electrical
accelarometer, which signal is proportional to the aneulsr acceleration.
Due to this, stable and highly accurate control of the operation of the
motor is proided.

Figure 5. Plan of electrohydraulic rotation rate controller for
turbopron motor

1he accelerometer consists of an alternating current tachojenerator

2, rectifier 3, filter 4, differential circuit 5, magnetic amplifier 6,
rectifier 7 8rd proportional manetoelectric relay 8. The sionals of the
tach(,meter and accelerometer are added kinematically by levers. Dis-
placement of lever 9, proportional to the control signal, causes movement
of th. valve in hydraulic amplifier 10, and the liquid enters the Lorreq-
ponding cavity of the hydraulic servomotor 11. This causes the rotation
of the prop blades.

hould also be emnhasized that hydrornotors have very small time
constants, which can 1t ignored in practice, plus rather higrh efficiency,
reaching 75-85%. Thel- deficiencies include: absence of remore operazion,
requirement for careful f]lling., characteristics which chanve with external
temperature and pressure and, finally, the requirement for a source of
hydraulic pressure.

Actuating mechanisms with pneumatic motors are used ir. rocket control
systems, primarily for rockets with brief flight durations (on the order of
a few minutes). hese rockets usually contain cylinders .Yith compressed gas
which is fed through a reducer to the actuating mechanisms controlling the
rocket.

TThe design of pneumatic motors has two variants: with gas distri-
butor valve and with jet tube. A pneumatic motor of the first type operates
in the same way as a hvdraulic motor. A nlan of a pneumatic motor with Jet
tube is presented on Figure 6. When the jet tube I is in the neutral pos-
itions, which corresponds to 0 value of the difference signal,there is no
prescure drbp in the chambers of cylinder 2 and piston 3 remains in its
initial position. The control organ remains in a neutral position.

If the parameter being controlled deviates from its assigned value,
i.e. a different siqnal arises, the jet tube is turnei by value Y, pro-
portional to the v&lue of the difference simial. Pressure PI becomes un-
equal to pressure p2 and, under the influence of the pressure drop A P-P 1

t'
4I
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minus P , the piston is displaced by the distance X, and the control
organ Xthe object, buch as a rudder, -- by the value o. The thrust
torque cremated by the control org&n causes the object to occupy an assigned
position. The difference signal becomes equal to 0, and the tube Is
returned to the m'eutral position.

0

3

P, Pt

rigure 6. Pneumatic motor with jet tube

These are the mechanisms which are most frequently used in automatic
control systems.
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LIFE FOR THE PEOPLE

C. NAGAYEV

Vasiliy Alekseyevich Detyarev was born in Tula -- the towm of
the famous master gunsmiths who made Russian guns famous throughout the I
world. In his early childhood, he loved his grandfather the blacksmith
and was attracted to blacksmith and shop work; but he expected to follow
the usual path for youngsters from working families. At the age of 12, his
father sent him to the plant. This was in 1891, when the production of
the famous Mosinskiy rifle was begun in the shops of the plant. Degtyarev,
who worked at a Sharmanka -- a tool for testing rifle springs -- was pri-
vileged to see S. I. Mosin in the s1.or,to hear his conversations with the
foreman and workers. Vasiliy felt great admiration for the designer.

Studying the Mosinskiy rifle to the finest detail, Degtyarev secretly
dreamed of working on the invention of a new, even better weapon. But he
could not even speak of this at the plant. In those days, the road to
creativity was firmly closed to inventors from the people. Degtyarev
thought of asking Mos-n for help, but he was transferred to Peterburg, then
named as head of the Sestroretski, Weapons Plant. The o,•ortunity of
working as a real inventor was presented to De-tyarev only many years later.

When he was in the service, stationed at Oranienbaum, working in the
weapons shop of the officers infantry school, Degtyarev became familiar in
detail with a new automatic rifle, which had just arrived from abroad. At
the firing range he met a few foreign inventors: Browning, Madson and
Swartzlose.

During the Russian-Japanese War, many foreign inventors of weapons and
weapons fabricators came to Russia, hoping to obtain large profits. The
American Browning attempted to sell Russia his automatic rifle. Once, during
firing range testing, the rifle refused to fire. Browninr. took it into the
shop and begin to repair the damage. The work didn't go well and Browning
became nervous. rinally, using an interpreter, he asked Degtyarev to help
him. Everyone stopped working and begin to watch Deetvarev. Vasiliy
Alekseyevich rapidly took the rifle apart, found the damage and fixed it
easily. Then, with surprising ease, he reassembled the unfamiliar rifle
and gave it to Brown.ng. Browning was amazed by the quickness of the
Russian master. He thanked him and hurried off to the firing range.

"But the American's rifle will be rejected anyway," Deptyarev said
to the workers around him.

"Why?"

"It's extremely complex. The parts are small and weak... It won't

work..."

And that is how it happened. The rifle was rejected.

His encounter with Browning convinced Degtvarev that the foreign
rifles were still far from perfect and he wanted more then aver to create
his own, Russian automatic rifle.
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in 1906, Deqtyarev met V. G. Fedorov, who invited him to work on the
first Russian automatic rifle. Degtyarev gladly agreed, Ile put toqether
a few samples of the Russian automatic rifle from the drawings made by
Fedorov. lie had to work under difficult conditions, in the small workshop
of the firing range, which didn't even have a decent laths. But his long
years'tork was crowned with success. In 1912, earlier than in Cermany,
France or America, the Russian automatic rifle of the Vedorov system passed
the commissioners, then firing range tests. By the belinning of the Pirst
World War, all the expertmental works on creation of new weapons were
completed, and Fedorov was sent to the front.

Defltyarev, who learned a Ireat deal in his 6 years of work with
V. r. Fedorov, begin working on the creation of a new automatic carbine.
lie worked long hours, at home, using a foot onerated lathe and completed
his carbine in 1916. Whem he returned from the front, Fedorov praised
Degtyarev's invention highly.

De'tyarev's talent actually develoned after the October revolution.
The talented designer was given all the conditions necessar? for creative.
work. Tojether with Fedorov, he organized the first design bureau in the
Soviet Union and begin workinp on the creation of ne'i automatic weaoons.
In 1924, on assignment from M. V. Prunze, Degtyarev invented the DP hand
carried machine gun (DP stands for Deqtyarev Infantry). In battles with
the Japanese agressors in Khalkhin-role, in the war with the Fins and in
the Second World War, this weapon won unfadini plor'i. The r-achine guns of
the enemy were not able to comnare with it.

This first great success inspired Deqtyerev to new creative daring.
In the 1930's, he created aviation and tank, large calibre and heavy machine
guns, several models of automatic rifles and carbines. The name Degtyarev
became widely knoiwm in our country. Many young designers studied under him;
the hardest art is the art of creating new types of weapons.

The Soviet Covernment placed a hih evaluation on the services of
V. A. Degtyarev; he was the second person in our country to receive the
award "Hero of Socialist Labor."

In autumn of 1941, when the Fascist tanks were movinq toward Moscow,
Deqtvarev created a new, sorely needed weapon -- the antitank gun. In the
capable hands of the Soviet soldiers, this gun was a powerful force
obstructing the Fascist armored machines. Soviet troons wrote friendly
letters to Degtyarev from the front in which thay thanked him from their
hearts for creatinR the wonderful weapon. Vhis close friendship and living
communication of the designer with the soldiers and the officers aided him
in locating and eliminating deficiencies in his systems, some so small that
they could be noticed only by people actually fightinq with the 1.,eapons.

For Deqtyarev, creative labor was a great delight. His love for his
country and his concern for his country made this labor inspired. Even when
serious illness confined him to bed, he continued working on perfaction of
one of his inventions, for which he received a state prize posthumously.

In the years of the Soview state, the talented Russian native
Degtyarev grew from a semiliterate worker to a famous designer, social and
state activist, Doctor of Technical Sciences, Deputy of the Supreme Soviet
of the USSR, and a world famous inventor. His life and selfless service
to his country will be an example for Soviet people forever.
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.. *UP TO THE RIFLE OF S. I. MOSIN

n. ASTVATSATPRYAN,
Scientific Collaborator of Weapons Department State Historical !useum

Rifled weapons appeared in the 16th Century. The rifling in the
barrels was at first straight, with up to 32 tooves, then it became
spiral shaped with the number of grooves being reduced to 8-10. The range
of shooting with this sort of barrel was 400 meters -- almost twice the
range possible with a smooth bore. Rifled weapons were difficult to load;
the bullets had to be rolled about in an oily rag for 5 minutes and forced
into the barrel with a ramrod. This type of weapon was therefore called a
weapon "with tight driving of the bullet into the barrel". The cavalry
was armed with this sort of weapon up to the middle of the 19th -'entury,
as they required only one shot "in reserve" (they would not have been able
to reload the weapon on horseback anyw.av).

In the middle of the 19th Century, new systems of rifled weapons
appeared in Western Eurorp. The oest of these -- the so called Li-
ttich stutzer - was taken as the standard weapon of the Rus•ian Army
in 1843.

After the Crimean War, the Russian Army beiin to carry a new tyme
of rifled weapon of smaller calibre -- 6 lines. The reduction in calibre
was due to the fact that the cylindrical bullets used were heavier
than round bullets and caused a stronger recoil.

Practice showed that the firing rate of the rifled weapons -- 2 rounds
per minute -- was clearly unsatisfactory. In order to load the rifle through
the muzzle, a soldier had to stand up strailht and become a good tarjet for
the enemy. Therefore, in the 136 0 's. weanons designers be.in to work on the
creation of a breech loading weapon. It should be noted that the first
models of this sort of weapon, althoulh they were far from perfected, were
known as early as the 16th Century.

In Russia, breech loading rifles were jenerally remade from muzzle
loaders. Three of these, the (.reen, Zhelle-trumer and Terrv-Norman -- had
a separate loading system: the charge and bullet were plnced into tha barrel
through the breech, but the can was nJacnd on P brandt tube and was burst
by a blow from the strikin, hamner. In these riflca, tight closure of the
barrel was not attained. The firing rate was only 5 accurate shots per
minute. It could not be increased, since after each shot the firei had to
place the can on the rod. The firing pin tvne rifles available abroad at
that time were able to fire 7-8 accurate shots nor minute.

In 1367, it was decided to remahe the 6 lina rifle accordinj to Ch.1
system of the Austrian weapon maker Karle (see Figure). The nn.w breech
loading rifle was loaded with a single cartridge, containing. powder, bullet
and cap. The cap was fired v a special pin which was located in th.e bolt.
213,000 rifles were remade. IVowever, the tests nerform(el in the field
revealed serious shortcominjq: the paper shell case, which did not b-urn
completely, flew out together with the bullet and hindered its flight; the
pin often was broken or burned un.

The shortcomin-s of the Xarle system ri .1.. Corc.! tisý,ian w.ennts
makers to use metallic cartridqes. The primary advantage of a metallic
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cartridge case is that it is expanded under the influence of the powder
gases when the rifle is fired and is thus forced tiphtly against the walls
of the chamber, preventing breakthrough of the combusion product gases.

In 1868, a Navy Officer -- a Lieutenant BAPANOV -- suggested a new
cartridle with a metallic shell caqe and an original design for the bolt,
which pivoted upward. Tests yielded favorable results, and it was decided
to remake 10,000 rifles according to this system. At almost the same
time, the Viennese weapon maker Krnk suggested another system for the 6
line rifle, whose bolt broke away to the side. Comparative tests showed
that Krnk's rifle was cheaper to manufacture. It was quickly accepted as

the standard weapon of the Russian Army, and the BAPMINOV system weanons
were transferred to the Navy. BAIRANOV's cartridpes were used in both
weapons. This cartridge consisted of a lead cylindrical bullet, powder and
a brass cartridge case, into the bottom of which the cap was pressed from
without.

The relatively high weight of the metal cartridges forced another
reduction in the calibre of the weanon. This made it possible to reduce
the weight of the weapon, improve its ballistic properties, increase its
accuracy, penetrating power and muzzle velocity.

A 4.2 line calibre rifle was created in Russia. It was developed by
(eneral GORLOV and Captain GUNIUS on the basis of the 4.5 line rifle made
by the American Berdan. Working on the Berdan model, the R!ussian designers
changed the calibre of the rifle and created a new bolt, which pivoted up-
wards. In a word, they made the chanqes in design which have caused this
system to be called the GORLOV and CUNIUS System. In America, it is known
as the "Russian rifle."

30,000 such rifles were ordered. Berdan, who was in Russia at that
time, suggested a new variant -- with a sliding bolt, which increased its
rate of fire to 3-9 shots per minute. This model, called the "Berdan IV"
was used to equip the Russian Army in 1870. The cartridge for the rifle was
developed by GORLOV and GCUIUS. At the same time, the 3 edged bayonet was
replaced by a 4 edged model.

The "Berdan II" rifle, thanks to its high battle qualities, served
the Russian Army for 21 years and was replaced only in 1891 with the
magazine type "Russian 3 line infantry rifle", 1891 model, using the Mosin
system.

During this 20 year period, numerous attempts were made to change the
rifle system. Magazine loaded weapons became wide spread. Attempts wiere
made to invent multishot rifles as early as the 16th Century. However, the
earlier systems were insufficiently reliable, too complex and too expeniive.
Breech loaJdd rifles made it possible to resume work on the creation of a
reliable, rapidly oeraointn rifle. Single shot rifles begin to be trans-
formed into magazine loaded rifles. The first magazines, which were tubes
beneath the barrel, begin to be replaced by centrally located magazines
charged with packs or clips.

In 1883, Russian designers begin working on a magazine fed weapon.
A specially created commission included the chief of the shops at the Tula
Small Arms Plant, Captain Sergey Ivanovich MOSIN. At first, the commission
sugi sted that the work be limited to remaking the "Berdan II" weapon to a
magazine fed rifle. However, the appearance of smokeless powder required
the creation of a new rifle. In 1887, S. I. MOSIN received permission to
design it. After 2 years, he presented his work to the commission. After
long and complex testing, K)SIN's rifle and the rifle of the Belqian weapon
maker Nagan were stated to be equal In quality. The .WSIN rifle was found
to be cheaper and more comfortable, and was given preference.

-J
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Various types of rifled weapnois: top, iKarl.o; se~cond from ton,
BA!WA.OV; third, Kink (top view); botton, "Berdan II"

The MOSIN rifle was so successful that the ?Iuqsian Army, in contrast
to the armies of most other states, was 7required to rearm itself in the

latter part of the 19th and the begzinninq of the 21)th Century. In 1908, aI
needle-pointed bullet was developed for this rifle, which considernably improved
its ballistic qualities. Onlv in 1930, after 40 years of service,were some
changes made in the rifle. These changes did not concern the b~aic, desiqn,
but rather certain parts and attachments. In particular, in place of the
infantry model, the draqoon model (with a somewhat shortened barrel) was
used; the Kabakov and Kamarnitskiy bayonet catch was introduced, which
improved the secure mounting of bayonet to barrel; the target uightinq device
was improved and protected from dirt; more convenient sprinq rings were
i.ntroduced; the ramrod mounting, barrel guard, clip, etc. were improved.
All these improvements made the MOSIN rifle the equivalent of the beat foreign
models. It served the army over 60 years -- an uncommon service life for a
modern weapon.
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TRAINERS IN THE TRAINING PROCESS

by

Colonel B. MOKHRAKOV and Reserve Colonel N. BASKAKOV

High quality battle training of troops is impossible without high
quality training materials, in particular without the various trainers
which allow habits of working with military equipment, weapons and appara-
tus to be developed and enforced.

Since we attribute great importance to this matter and want to give
our aid to the military experts, the editors of this journal continue to
publish articles and notes concerning new training aids which have been
developed..

In order to perform parachute jumps from modern high speed airplanes,
paratroopers must have good ground tr~ining. It is especially important to
teach them to control their body in thle air during free fall. A training
aid which we have created allow3 the troops to develon these habits on the
ground (Figure 1). It is a prefabricated metal design. The base I holds
up the external 2 and internal 3 rotating frames. Tha side braces, made of
T-beams, are set in concrete to a depth of 800 millimeters. They protrude
1600 millimeters above the ground. One of the braces holds a bracket, which
in turn holds electric motor 4 and reducing gear 5 (1:26).GRAPHIC NOT REPRODUCIBLE
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Jigure 1. Trainer for Rrownd training of paratroops
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The external rotating frame, 2800 X 1900 millimeters, is made of
15 millimeter diameter tubinR. It is reinforced with 25 millimeter
diameter tubing and corner braces of sheet iron. The rotating movement is
transmitted to this frame from the electric motor through drive system 6.

The lover portion of the frame holds a metal circle 600 millimeters
in diamater made of 5 millimeter sheet iron with apertures beneath stopper
feelers which fix the position of the internal frase.

The internal Totating frame, 2650 X 1700 millimeters, Is welded u*
of 25 millimeter tubes. Support system 9 is mounted to its central position
and contains models of the main and reserve parachutes and of the nuiding
system. The bottom of the frame contains two positive locators with springs,
which operate when the extractor ring is pulled out. Braces for the para-
troopers feet are welded to a tube.

The system which rotates the external frame includes the electric
motor, reducing gear, pulley, v-belt and clutch.

The one kilowatt electric motor is firmly connected with the reducing
drive and operates from a 380 v power supply at 1400 rpm. The output shaft
of the reducing drive carries a pulley wheel with a notch for a v-belt. The
clutch is mounted on the shaft of the outer frame. It consists of an
immobile disk mounted on a shaft (covered with friction material), a freely
rotating pulley wheel (its diameter beinq 1 times that of the reducing drive
pulley wheel), a freely rotating disk (with friction material), a compressor
spring and a clamping nut.

The system provides for rotation of the frame with a rate of 35-40
rpm in both directions. The rotation is transmitted 'rom tile outer frame
to the inner frame with 2 shafts 7, both ends of whic'i have conical Rears.

The stopping system 8 consists of an immobile metal circle with
apertures under the stopping fingers, 2 internal frame fixers with snrings,
rollers, the break arm line, the stopping' arms and a plank.

When the extractor rTin, !.hich is connected with the stooping lever,
is pulled, the fixer spring's are freed. The stoppinq fine ers of the
internal frame brakes enter the apertures in the retal ri•n of the external
frame, and the rotation of both fraimes is stonped. Both fr.nmeR are stop-ed
in the position in which the paratrooper was located when he pulled the
extractor ring.

The control system includes a manetic starter aid a remote control
panel. The control panel has 3 buttons, "fon.yar'", "hackward", "sto.-"

ecfore ino~innini, each exercise, the leader must chec!, -he operation
of the traininj aid, the state of the sunport system mounted on the internal
frame and the start and stop functions of the traininj aid. When he iR sure
that all is working correctly, he explainn the Roal of the trainin. exercise
to the trainees and tells them how the exercise is narfrmed.

Each trainee should be assir.nad a definite task. For example, he
might be told what position he should be i.n, and how many rotations he
should make before openini the parachute.

This training aid is a Rreat help in training paratrotners for making
parachute jumps with delayed opening of the parachute and lonq falling
stabilisation. It can also be used for training sports parachutists.

*
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Our training model allows our students to study the rules of the
road, to become familiar with the basic elements of the highway situation,
to develop attentiveness while driving a motor vehicle, to learn to give
signals early and to work out the primary elements in driving a mote-
vehicle. In a word, the trainer mak.es it possible to teach the students
the entire set of practical habits needed before they actually sit behind
the wheal of a motor vehicle.

Thi traininq model (Figure 2) reproduces the streets and squares
of a city, streets and railroads; road signs are set up and automatic
traffic signals are installed at intersections. The trainer is controlled
from a special control panel which cottains a board with controlling
instruments and switches, a steering wheel and pedals. The student can
move the model of the motor vehicle in various directions, change its
speed or stop it at any time.

The mechanism for movinq the motor vehicle is placed on the bottom
side of the base of the model (Figure 3). Arm I with electromagnet 2 is
rotated by a reducing gear and a 12 volt electric motor. The rate of
rotation is controlled by a rheostat connected ,;ith the gas pedal. In
order to stop the vehicle, the clutch pedal is depressed and the current
is disconnected from the line.

GRAPHIC NOT REPRODUCIBLE
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The electroma•net can move freel slonq the lngth of the arm.
Ball bearinj 4, acting as A feeler mechanism. is fixed to the electro-
magnet core and rolls along rail 3, causing the electrom.-gnet to move.
Tle feeler mechanism and the arm cause Vi. e electromasnet and also the
motor vehicle, to perform comolex movements correspondinc to the outline
of the streets and roads on the model. The tracks have& breaks in then
whic% ar-- cnvaredI hy tuide arrows S. The arrows are moved by electrom~agnets
connected to the turn signal msitches located on the dash board. and they
cause the vehicle to move in the direction desired.

The stop lights are automatically wvitched by a mechanism rotated
a special electric motor at 2 rpm. A transistorized elactronc milti-.

vibrator can also be used for this purpose.

Ballbeainq , atin as feler•echni~, Isfixd t theeletrI
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FiRure 3. ?1oving mechanism

It is easy to work with the training model. It allows the students
to reinforce their knowledve of traffic regulations.

Lieutenant Colonel D. N.ATS

The training stand for demonstration of methods to nredict the
radiation and chemical situation allo-. us to train officers in solving
the most typical oroblems connected with radioactive and chemical conta*&-
ination. It is used to determine the scale of radioactive cotnta&ination,
to calculate possible d)saRes of radiation of personnel in the contaninated
zone or passing throuth the contaninate4 zone, to find the resistance of
the war gas in the area and the deqth of permeation of the irinarv ane
secondary war gas cloud, as well P.4 the time which tAs miasks must be worn.

The stand is mounted in a wooden frame 1 X 1.5 meters. 7he face
side of this stand carries a toporaphical -nap which shows the tactical
situation. Tie map is ot'ued to a %heet of c.%rdboard uhite has aoertures
representinr locaticns vhere nuclear and& chemical weapons heve been used,
zones of radioactive contanination, depth of movement of the air char.e
with the war gas.

The lcver portion of the froit panel of the stand has two pressure
plates of organic glas3, a lirht display panel, switches, 4 tolle svitches,
and a button labeled "answer".

The pressure plates hold doumn blar%'s containin• the initial data
and a description of the procedure for tolvinR the probles. The student
uses 3 switches to indicate the result to 3 dij.its: hune'reds oM the first
switch, tens on the second and units on the third. The 4 to!.le switches
are used to turn on the lamps in the various sec:ors of the man. The
switches located on the left hand portion of the display are used by the
training leader to set up the answers to the prolsen.
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A schematic dia-,ram of the trair.4nrn stind is renresented on riqure
4. Lamns L -L4 are located in four sectors of the reflector. Tocle
switches S -S4 are used to turn on the illumination beneath the map,
swritches S, -, indicate the numbers of tha problems beling solved, and
the 9-positon switches S2 -S 1  (only 4 positions are shomm in the c.ipram)
are used to state answers to-Ehe problerm. Switches S. 4 -S. 6 are used by
the student to enter his answ:ers to the nroblem. P7elay R, of tyne *hU-4R,
the light display panel and button B are used to check the correctness of
the solution of the problem provided by the student.

. off off off off

off f3 off

nt-coiecMKU-48~

'i.•ure 4. Schema.ic di.ara- of tr1inin• star.

If switches S. are in the first tositin, the circuit is

co~si~ere~l ready for-solution of the first nrohlen. .Placing s-•irc~es
,., S4 and •I• for enampl1e, in •ositto•.s l1•), 20 ant 3 tr",e l•-ader canencode the 4,sIer to the first pro*le• -- 123. Ii a ii-ilar mnr.er,

usin�g t e r 4.Jnin' sdtches, the antr ers tf the second, t•tird 5 a forth

prohlcm3 are selecte0d.

Solving the orojlen, a student nives his ansrper -1t1- r'itches
S -S.. If he solves the vroblem. correctly, for 2xa~n-i if he RitvesJ4• 11V'•
t number 123, th-v electroastnetic relay circuit * in closed.

5y Pressine button 3, thla stuwent c-iects t'.. reaw, A'Qcorna
Cin% the lirht under the sector of the li-'ýt disnia' contitintng the utrer
'lot' IThe word "correct" appears on the disolav.

If, after trvinR severaL times, the student is not able to produce
the word "correct` on the displa,. he sh.uld coapare his sclutlon with the

solution presented on the blink.

The simplicity of the desi2n of the stand and c1,- ,ossibtlttv for
chanoine variants of nroble makes it exnedient for usate in every r.' rAc

and military school.
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T AND V ANSWERS

The editorq have received a letter. It was written to us by
Enjinaer Lieutenant Colonel I. CEPRASIAOV, and it asks us to comnent on
the action of a judge in a tank driving test. In particular, Lieutenant
Colonel CEPASIMOV questions the fact that the judge did not follow the
normal instructions for tank driving speeds which were established by
the Commander of the Soyedineniye in consideration of the specific features
of the tank driving range. Since he did not explain the driving speed
before the test, this also resulted in some confusion. Finally, the
writer of the letter wanted to know if it is necessary to maintain constant
steepness over natural hills and descents and identical depth in water
obstacles (norms for the course) throughout the entire length of these
obstacles.

Apparently, these questions are bothering other readers. We
decided to publish an explanation from the main administration for combat
training. This is what we were told by Ceneral Major S. K0NDT1TEM!'0.

The commander of Sovedinenive or Chast' has the right to reduce
the average speed of driving up to 15% from the established speeds.
However, this must be done for each exercise individually and may change
during the process of traininm,. Suppose that exercises are begun in good
weather, but after a certain period of time a strong rain storm begins,
and driving conditions become considerably worse. This should indicate
that it is not always-wise to follow previous orders of the co-nanders of
Chast' and Soyedinenive. All students, including driver-mechanics of
any length o•service and officers,must know the sneed to be maintained
before performing an exercise, in order to determine in advance what
sector or crossing should most expediently be used. If over 30% of the
students receive unsatisfactory marks in an exercise due to reducing the
driving sneed due to difficult drivinj conditfons, the exercise leader
(on the order of the commander of the Chist' or Soveeinenj-e) or the
testing jud-e has the ri-ht to reduce the average driving speed, but not
over 15%. After this, the marks are changed but the students may not
drive through the course again.

For the 7th and 8th exercises, natural hills and valleys of various
lengths and steepnesses are primarily used in the march route. If they
contain a sector with the established minimal length and steenness, measured
tangentially at 2 points, then no additional work need 'a done. We have in
mind here reduction of the length or correction to identical steepness over
the entire length of the ascent or descent. It is necessary that the steepness
at individual sectors differ slightly from the established steepness. When
there are more ascents than called for by the course, wehich hinders movement,
average speed should "e reduced by no more than 15%.

Identical river depth throughout the entire length of a ford is not
necessary. It is necessary that the length of this sector be no less than
the length of the tanks involved. In making an artificial ford, the steep-
ness of the entrance and exits should be 15d , the depth over the entire
length can be 15-25 centimeters less than the depth of the technical
characteristics.

The dimensions of a tread way bridge (high level viaduct) should
correspond to the dimensions of the tank bridge layer. In order to
prevent capsizing of the tank, the side guard wheels are set on the
high level viaduct 15-20 centimeters below the base wheels.
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TO LEARN, NOT JUST "STUtY UP"

Captain Second Rank V. YEMOLM.!O

The officers of our Chast' discussed the article of Ceneral Iajor
G. ?!IIG!AYLOVSKIY* with &reat interest. This is understandable, since this
article stated many important problems of the organization and methodology
of technical training of Army and Navy Officers.

The article states in particular that officers, regardless of their
specialities, should systematically supplement and perfect their technical
knowledge, primarily on commanders' training exercises under the leadership
of their immediate superiors. This, of course, is true. But if in the

- past year, as the author notes, the level of technical training for some
officers continued to be low, the reason is apparently not that the senior
officers permitted oversimplifications, formalism and superficiality in
their training, although this does occur.

It is, of course, necessary to continue to strive for improved
organization of exercises in the commanders' training system. But, in my
opinion, it is impossible to radically solve the problem of ranid training
with the new complex equinment in this way.

Virst of all, since only a limited nortion of the overall time
available for coymanders' training can be userl for technical training, this
time is sufficiant only for mastery of uncomplicated equiument (incidentallv,
some of the participants in the discussion of the article stated this quite
definitely). It should also be considered that in the Chast' and
Soyedinenive, class rooms and officers are equipped with simple equipment.
They use, as a rule, mechanisms and weapons which have been fully amortized
and which are, consequently, not the latest.

Secondlv, this is -- oss1L s0 battle equii-ent, whic' has
for the most part passed through many stages of perfection (from mechanism
to system of mechanisms, from system to complex), has now become so
complex that not only considerable class time but also a highly qualified
and narrowly specialized teaching staff are required for proper study of
this equipment.

It is obvious that the senior officer is not able to independently
process a large volume of technical information, prepare it in all aspects
and instruct proper classes with his subordinate officers on the new
equipment now being put in use. It is not surprising that many exercises
in the commanders' training system consist only of familiarization with new
equipment and study of its tactical and technical capabilities.

It seems to us that in order to inprove the technical knowledge of
the officers staff of the Army, Air Force and Navy, and to maintain it
at its proper level, classes should best be held at teaching centers. Here,
in the course of 2 or 3 months of study, the general technical knowledge
of the officers would he raised and their technical outlook would be
improved (we are ap-aking here of the minimum required for mastery of neo
equipment). The officers w'ould study the new and latest equipment, new
approaches and methods of its asage un battle-and tactical problems in the

*Taekhcika i Vooruaeniy&., 66, No 1, 4, 5, 6, 7.
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volume necessary for fulfillment of their duties, according to the
positions which they hold.

With sufficiently narrow specialixation of the training, successful
mastery of all that is new technically and all the changes in tactics
associated with new developments can be attained in a short period of
time.

The Nav, and apparently the other armed !orces as well, have
educational institutions where the knowledge of officers is perfected.
However, they cannot provide for the main thing, which is conbtant
improvement of knowledge. While studying in them, officers are separated
for long periods of time from the performance of their duties. An officer
arrives to study in many cases after 5 to 6 years since completing his
formal schooling. Therefore, for mastery of new equipment we are forced
to organize brief courses (assemblies) at plants and scientific centers.
This study interrupts the production plan of the enterprise involved and
is little affective, since the classes are held under conditions unsuitable
for study.

Experience has shown that studying of ne, equipment is most success-
ful in complete class room laborAtories. Only the teaching centers allow us
to make up these complete laboratories such as the "rocket ship"or"submarine",
where the interconnection and interaction of all mechanisms is obvious and
where any variants of the military usage of equipment and armament can be
reproduced.

It would be good to make study in such teaching centers a requirement
for all officers, regardless of their age, position or personal desire, no
less often than 3 or 4 times per year. This sort of training is necessary
for the senior officers most of all, since with an increase in position the
circle of their duties increases, as does the period since they comnleted
their formal education. Paradoxically, their subordinates, whio recently
completed their higher educational institutions, are often technically better
informed than the superior officers.

In order that a course be brief and effective, it should have a
concrete goal. hut it often occurs that thie officer is first tau!'bt the
"Reneral" aspects, i.e. his knowlede is first exnanded and deenened in
many directions, with no concrete duty in mind, then he is assi'-ned to a
duty. In his unit it is d!scovered that ,.thouFh he J. learnel, many useful
new thins, he is still insufficientlv trained for his o'.M particular
duty, since the models of equipment used in his new• Podraz~eleniv1 are not
deo•l, rn-if[liar to him. The outcome is that after a lon- period of study
he still must "study up a little."

Wouldn't it he better to assipn (or note) a concrete dut" to an
officer at first, then train him at the teaching center over a !)rief period I,,
of time? Arrivini at his "orazdelenive after this sort of traininp, a newly
assigned commander or snecialist would be familiar with his euinment: he
would begin his service Activity with assuredness in his new unit and would
step forth bravely "right from the start."

"...We must learn the specific features of modern general war, which
is fought by the combined forces of various branches of the armed forces,

which requires their close cooperation, *' writes G~eneral Mnjor G. "MM!AY^L01ST11M,and we ao,ree with him completely. "Therefore every officer should know the

capabilities and the principles of military application of ieapons and
equipment of the interacting forces." This is a very important note. All

officers should turn their attention to studying the armament and technolopy
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of the interacting forces, esDecially the rocket troovs, the Air rorce and
the equipment for observation and corwmunications. Tithout the knowledge of
the combat capacities of the interacting Chast' and their organizations,
the tactical thought of the officer will not grow, and he will not be able to
develop intelligent operative and tactical plans ,hlich answer the require-
ments of modern battle or to lead in tactical exercises.

Sometimes it occurs in our unit that durtnR exercises we obtain
exhaustive information about the "enemy", we know ýhe romposition of
his forces and equipment, their location, their technical aMd tictical
capacities. However, we must only guess about the forces of the Chast'
interacting with us and their battle capacities, especially if they belong
to another armed forces. Many difficulties arise in studving the ar-ament
and technology of other armed forces directly in thp Chast' and Soyedineniye.
It is considerably simpler and easier for the teaching centers to 'erform
this function. As concerns commanders' training under the leadersbin of
immediate superiors, it can more expediently be used for studying operative
and technical documents, their usage and detailed checking of that which
the officer should know and be able to do.

.1

I
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WMAT TO STUDY?

Engineer Captain V. YAROSHENKO

The problems raised in the article of reneral '!alor n,. ,1M1AYLOVS!KIv
are familiar and well understood to the officers of the antiaircraft rocket
troops. The requirements as to technical trainine placed on thes- officers,
sergeants and soldiers have increased immeasurably. Experience has shonm
that an error of just one numiber in a calculation in tunin7 of an anparatus
often leads to a sharn decline in the fire pmer of a weaJon or even to
missing an airborne target.

It is known that most technical nroblems which arise in guidance
radar stations, in search and trackino stations, can be renaire4 in a fat
nminutes. lut their discovery, esnecially if the service personnel are not
highly qualified, requires several hours. It is obvious that the iuality and
time required for tunin- anparatus depends on the technical knoxled-,e
of the officers responsible for preparing the materiel nortion of the
commands resnonsibilitv for combat, and on their personal habits.

GI eneral .aior G'. I¶TIMILAYLOVSKIY set forth a very imnortant tVoiuivht
concerninq the relationshin between Reneral technical and snccial disci-
plines, general and oractical problems concerning the usage and combrat
application of equipment.

Let us take the followinR examnle. The Probable enemy ,ust b•
studied, of course, but the problem of -•bhat any liven officer should '%no':
concerning him in particular is solved, in my oiinion, often incorrectly.
It is often stated that a junior officer (technician, platoon comrnrer) 4
familiar with him on the "global scale" (total number of rockets, Airnlanes,
Soyedineni" etc.), but does not know -- and this is very impnrtant --

the concrete canabilities of his eouinment as concerns the crention of raain
interference for the qiven type of antiaircraft rocket weaponry.

In many cases, an unjustifiable amount of time, planned for co-onrnders'
training, is spent in studving aerodynamics, a subject which is very useful
but hardly practically important for communications officers.

Sometimes a station technician and a commander of a .oraz!lelinive
need to have the same depth of knowledge of the operation of a certain
circuit, and require identically good habits and familiarity in the tuninn

of apparatus. Obviously, for many commanders who do not have enqinearinxv
training this task is simply impossible. The commander must be primarily
concerned with the teachinq and education of his subordinates and the
attainment of coordinated action of his personnel, not with studyinR d-etails
of the design and the caprices of individual elements of equipment which
he does not need to know.

A narrower direction is characteristic for the training of a technician.
He must deeply understand. the instructions for usaes, the functional and
schematic diagrams and also the characteristics of their primary elements.
The commanders should clearly understand the functional connections between
systems and understand the influence of adjustment of the primary units
on the result of his shooting as a whole.
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Variou. catectories of officers brinj their o.m special requirements
for technical traininp, which is the cause of the variety of forms of
technical training,. They are all enumerated in the article of teneral
Major C. :X.aIIAYLOVS'%IY, and there is no reason to repeat them.

In conclusion, I would like to say a few words about the training
literature. The armed forces are in preat need of ponular books which
would contain fewer mathematical formulas and would pav -reater attention
to the physical processes which take place in the various circuits of
radio electronic and automatic devices. The biblio!?raphy list "radar
Technolo~y" nublished by the Military Publishing H1ouse is of great aid
to mneciAlists of the armed forces but could he iell supplemented. First
of all, we need literature on radar nathods of selection of moving targets,
operational amplifiers and other problems. The methodological aids and
products of the middle and higher military schools and academies, as a rule,
do not reach the armed forces. It would be desirable to publish certain of
these works dedicated to such areas as the nhysical sense of maintenance
opern*'ons and send them into the military Chnqt'

I
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TECHNICAL OBSERVATION POST

Enqineer Colonel Candidate of Military Sciences P. ORES=0I'1

In the initial period of the Second World T'Ar, when there was
still a lack of exaerience and of the required technical equipment, our
armored troons took s_ nificant loses due to the lack of tim-ly evacuation
of damaged or broken down vehicles, due to untimely aid Riven to tanks
which stopped for technical reasons. In both cases, t'le vehicles became
good targets for the antitank weapons of the enemy. 'Then, the situation
was sharply chnn'ed. As a result of mroperlv ap!.lied technical aid and
evacuation of damaged vehicles from under the fire of the enemy, irreversible
loses were reduced almost in half.

In order to evacup.te a ,,an,,ed niece of eouinnnnt or nrovide aid
when nnndnd, it is necessary to continually keer9 uo -,ith the course of
battle, to 'now the state of the equipment, and to b, able to analyze the
situation and foresee possible develonments of events, to correctly, in
accordancA with the situation as it develoos, 'ditribute forces and equip-
rent. Ail these ,roblems .•a iolved at the technical observation post

PTN, %7hose role and significance have increased irneasurahly in modern
day battle.

SThe PTN is the prime and basic link in the system of technical
support, and one of the bastc organs of technical reconr.aissancz, ,¢hich is
organized by the technical supply officer wthen on the attack and whan in
defense. The chief of the PTN may be the technical suinly officer of the
battalion or co..any. In additional to the technical •unnly officer of the
company, there may be reserve mechanic-drivers and other tean members at
the PTN. They are used both for replacements and te pive technical aid,
mainly in preparing daraged or broken down vehicles for evacuation.

In order to determine the decree of contamination of a damaed vehicle,
the PTN must have chevicaJ-radioloqical warfare specialiqts an,4 dosimetric
apparatus. The Podrazdeleniye. -may include sa'ners if they are anrotinw
in the re don of mine fields. Since the technical sunply officer cnn not
solve such problems himself, ho re"orts to the t'l.at' commander in order
to have the chiefs of the various s~ecialities attach the corresnon:inj
specialists as required.

Considering the tasha layed unon tho PTIN, it in verv imiortant to
select a location for it from which the entire attack sictor of the battalion
can be observed. The defense of the personnel there is also of print concern.
Rills nd the edges of troves are most suitable for technical oservation
points. Etxperience confirms that the PTN should be oslced near the eo;inwd
observation point. This allow those at the PTN to a1vavs be aware of the
task of the battalion and the situation, i.e, to timely decide were he'p
is needed. It is then also possible to use the headeuarters radio network
to trsnmst informstion to the reqamental technical supply officer.

During the attack, the 11 m.ves by Jups, frm cover to cover. Its

mmxi.. sepanation from the attackins !oradeotve Is decided by the
conditions of the terrain and observation. In open areas, the U w*.v be

i,
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one kilometer from the attacking P orA.a•lenivg , whereas in broken
terrain with poor visibility, it rust be closer. On the basis of these
requirements, the PTN is best placed and noved on An armored nersonnel
carrier with high cross country travel ability, supnlied with the required
communications facilities, from which continuous accurate control is
possible. Ciimunications should be Runnlied with th2 con.rind observation
point of the battalion and with the vehicle crews with the technical
support facilities and, of course, with the senior service chief. It is
difficult to set un communications in this way, but it is possible with
the proper organization and usage of radin inntglleO in the armored carriezr,
prime movers and mobile shops. The initiative and. resourcefulness of the
personnel can be of great significance.

In the course of the Second World War, in manny cases combat tanks
were used as battalion PTN. They were called the technical supply officer's
tanks. This is howi the problem of observation and technical su'nort on the
field of battle was solved in the battalion '.hare the commander was Hero of
the Soviet Union Major N. KUL'BYA•IN, and the technical suppi.y of•.icer was
Captain V. TROrI,4OV. Experience showed that this made it possible to
constantly observe the field of battle without disruntinf the order of
battle, and to providea timely technical aid to tanks which were out of order.

Of course, such measures were taken durin'I the Second World .ar due
to the unavailahilitv of transport and evacuation equipment to the hattalion
technical suonly officer. TUnder present day conditions, the availability of
technical supýDort equipment has considernahv in.creased, Rlthoufth similar
measures cannot be excluded in the contemornr7 situation. In some cases,
armored carriers might be set aside for this nurnose, in other cases - tanks,
usually tanks with damaned weanons or with incoenlete c•.,e.

Naturally, in organizinj technical observation points, i.t is necessary
not only to provide the material basis, but also to see that it is nronerly
and effectively used. Let uR tharefore analyze the work performed in the TOP
durinq a battalion attack against an enemy defendinT himself (see outline).

..hen a tank Roes out of order, data on the reasons for its halt and
the necessity of technical aid can be producedI by several mehods. !?aturally,
the crow of the tank itself first repoo-,- ^ "- •latoon or corogany cow.sander,
then, pluctitni into the battalion ,cennical su,•ort radio network, esy rneort
t % the PTN cow-tander the location of the vehk•lc, its ntate and tha technical
aid required. This is why it is very imoortant to extend the rsdtn network
of the technical support unit do-m to the crew level. Another channel of
information is direct overhearin, of reports from crews to platoon comianders
or company coumnders on their radio net.ork.

3ut what should be done if radio coft-Ar.1cation with the cro-v of the
damated vehicle can not be established by either method? Then a technical
reconnaissance patrol headed by a torinnny technical su-^Iy officer it sfnt
out on a orime mover or armored carrier. The natrol determines the reason
the t.,k h.vs 4een placed out of order mid nrovides the technical a&d required:
if this €c•not he done, it reports this aaok to the chief of the 1PI. The
deputy Cattalion commander decidesor rapor's to the reomental technical
supply officer that it is necessary to ",erfon repair or evacdotion.

The PTN chief sends a orine mover end repair toss to a -.wchfne vhich
is out of order on the field of battle for r."td evacuatcto to the nearest
cover. Of course, this dtcslin 'yv be taket as a result of direct o0%ervstton
of thA field of battle, without clarifyint te relson a machie has stopped.

tinder tome codlitions it may be that the reams available to the
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battalion techmical supply officer are not sufficient to aid all the
vehicles requirinq aid at once. Under thse conditioos, thone vehicles
which can most ra.nidly be placed back in action are renaired or evacuated
first. Tne other tanks are prnonred for repair or evacuation.

1•urinp' "primary" evacuation, the dasmiWed -i,!)ment is sent to
covered areas near roads so that the nohile re~nir equi!,ment tan anproach
for repairs. This is especially iFnortant when the .oernzielstive is
operatine over difficult broken terrain, or in winter under conditions of deep
snow cover. The selection and evaluation of locations to vhich d~a.aed
machines should be evacuated is one of the tasks of the PTN chief.

In order to keep accurate track of vehicles neelint. technical aid,
their locations and situations, the PTN comman.er.keens a hattie dartale
journal. Experience shows that the mnost expedient form of such a journal
is that Presented helow.

The accurate location of damaoed or broken •awn machines is noted
on a map as well, but it can not replace tie account kent in the journal.
It is impossible to reflect all the inforrvition r•.uire-l by su',erior
comranders to decide on repair or evacuition on t'ie m.

I~

Since the decision to use repair and evacuatim m=y Se tabf tma
the baals of reorts, they should contain suffictentlv coalete Jata
coneerninq the technical coadition of the vahicles. If a v2hicle cagnot
be trepaired, it is isnortant to Indicatv4 what parts or sections uust be
reslaced Mad %at seecius omeretions mat be fulfilled. 1Terefora, the
peromel of the 15M esald be able to rapidly and aomriaely deterat.
the volusm of work required and the repair equipment. vich will be needed.

For fore ope ve VsaR* of the emm . m oqwm t in sem tan%
drnq • Second World War the reports were sent oM to therellat b•st rather to the I technical amply officer. we note

that ths pilSA of ttmANdet.m of reports CofCOrnotq reait reqLremnteOW evcato tequirenets Is go wt? Vey iffl~elt to put ntMo practice. Tno
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Sovefinenige technical supply officer should also have a radio statLon

and should be in permanent contact with the PTN.

JOUIAL

Account of battle dam" in on

19
Daft

Number INuber T yýpe Date Location Reason Nature .assures(in f for of taken
order) -Vehicle j Vehiclei Time __..Dn___•_.___ ae _

£ A

In battle, so calle. "irrenarable" loses r.ay also occur. Placing
a dnawed vehicle tunder this careoor7 s.oult %,e done vit'l .eTnt cjre. The
battalion tech.nical mu'nply officer should persnnally be assured of this
fact, not rely on the re.orts of "eye vitnesses" or meibers of the crew.

In Aefense, the P,!T perform- the s.re tnskq and vor-. es in thn
attack. The order of evacuation of dannieA vehicles in smrnAxt different.
For examlo, not everv tant -Aich is dawa-ýed ,ill be evacuated to cover or
tiven over to repair by oth-er methods9. A tan'.: %Aich is 4a-nitd but vhich
still has o'eratini wm!5onrv, as a rule, re-Ains In. bnttlo order until tht
attack of the enemy is repulsed. It is evacuateO to cover or to t'A tw*pir
location only upon the receFnt of per'isnion from the battalion comonds-r.
A vehicle with dam-i wespons, regardless of the ao-unt of tchnilcal aid
required, is evacuated beyond the Uni~ts of the battalion defense rection.

Proper ortanization of the operation of technical observation voints
is a very important problem, whose solution is Jfrorn.nt f4Lr timely restora-
tion and return to action of dwi',ed veticles, and coanuftly tse the battle
capacity of the Po!rae 1et,4.Ve. Therefore, orgrtizattion' and oeration of
techmical observation points should be dAmeloped fully, vita no aimplificatioms
ot allow•bes for peatV t1us drluX emrcises.
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FEEDER MAINTENANCE

The antenna-feeder system (AFS) of a radar station transmits the
electromagnetic energy from the transmitter to the antenna, radiates it
into space and also receives the reflected signals and transmits them to
the input of the receiver. One of the most important elements of the AFS
is the high frequency transmission line. It, depending on the radiated
wave length, may be made of wave guides, rigid coaxial feeders or coaxial
cables.

The quality of the operation of the transmission line is character-
ized by the standing wave ratio (KSV) and by the attenuation. In
the practice of usage of this equipment, the KSV and the reflection co-
efficient connected with it are most often referred to. It is known that
the less the SWC, the greater the electromagnetic energy transmitted from
the transmitter to the antenna and the greater the range of the rae.r. If
heterogeneities arise in the transmission lines, the SWC increases and the
energy losses also increase. Increases in losses are *isually caused by: poor
matching of antenna with transmission line, dirt, water, scale caused by
breaks in the wave guide (feeder), dents in the feeder walls or poor joining
of wave guide elements.

Retaining the KSV within specified limits is one of the most important
tasks of the personnel operating the radar stations. This is achieved by
performing preventative maintenance on time and with high quality. The
volume and sequence of preventative maintenance operations performed on
the AFS are indicated in the corresponding divisions of the guides for
services and directions. We would like to present our experience in performing
some operations.

A characteristic problem with AFS, as we noted above, is high signal
power loss in transmission lines or commutating devices. The reason for
this may be improper assembly or mechanical damage to elements of the feeder,breaks in these elements due to moisture or leakage between feeder cores.

Ciecking of AFS should be begun with an external inspection in the
direction from transmitter to antenna. First, the quality of the connections
along the transmission line is checked with a magnetron. Overhead coaxial
or wave guide feeders are checked by touch: at break locations, the feeder
will be worn. Then, commutator dischargers are checked. Blackening of a
discharge gap indicates that it is out of order. Problems most often arise
in rotating wave guide azimuthal and elevation joints. In order to determine
where the problem lies, it is necessary to rotate the antenna in azimuth and
elevation while watching an instrument which indicates the magnetron flux.
If the arrow of the instrument moves, it means one of the Joints is either
contaminated or out of order. In this case, the rotating joint should be
dissembled and cleaned, and the bearings and bushings washed with alcohol,
rubbed dry and lubricated with TSIATIM-201 lubricant. The lubricant should
not be allowed to remain on the internal surface of the feeder. Otherwise,
a deposit will be formed in this location which may lead to a breakthrough
or the appearance of reflections (KSV increases).

It is recommended that AFS, including the rotating joints, be dis-
mantled in a shop. When absolutely necessary, inspection or repair (dis-
sembly) is permitted under field conditions during rain or snow fall. In

Id• w • •m • # 1
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order to keep moisture out of the feeder under iuch conditions, it Is
necessary to work under a tarpaulin.

After inspecting an APS in its dissembled form, the internal 3urface
of the feeders must be cleaned. This is done with a clean rag moistened
with alcohol and wound around a wooden rod. Soma feeder sections contain
difficultly accessible locations. The e sections should be covered on
one end with a special plug, 50-100 cm of alcohol should be poured in
and agitated for 5-8 minutes. Usually the dirt (scale) will he d4 qqolved
in the alcohol in this period of time. In no case may a feeder be cleaned
with emery paper.

Dents in sections of feeders are to be straightened out in the shop.
Afterwards, a special stand must always be used to check the value of the
KSV, Dents over 3 millimeters deep should not be straightened. Sections
with these defects are better replaced with new sections. Fins and
scratches on feeder flanges are removed and polished with GOI paste, applied
with flannel. If the q] -'r or passivated coating of wave guides is broken,
these locations must %-a med of oxides by OI paste, dried with alcohol
and covered with :,lorless lanquer.

After reassembly of the AFS, its tightness of sealing must be checked.
The air pressure within the feeder is checked with a manometer. Air leak
locations can be deterniiied with soap suds. After making certain that the
AFS is correctly reassembled, the high voltage is connected and the operation
of the station is checked.

HMfgh quality coaxial cables, as are sometimes used as flexible feeders,
are also carnfuily checked. During the external inspection it is assured
that there Is no mechanical damage to the outside surface of the feeder (cuts,
fissures, crumbling, etc.), that the feeder plugs are tightly connected with
the polyvinyl chloride covering of the cable, the pins and sockets of the
plugs are in working order and make reliable contact.

The damaged polyvinyl chloride covering is sealed with polyvinyl
chloride using a soldering iron. After this repair procedure, the damaged
location is bound up with surgical tape, a bandage of threads is applied and
covered with bakelite lacquer.

A new cable is usually tested for moisture resistance. For this, it is
placed in a tub of pure water, with the ends of the feeder kept cut of the

water. After 2 hours, the cable is removec from the tub and the electrical
resistance of the insulation is tested.
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WE MAKE REPAKRS IN PLACE

By Senior Lieutenant A. BARANOV and Senior Lieutenant Yu. NIKITIN

The rapid repair of defective radio stations is one of the primary
tasks before service personnel and repair organizations. Small Podrazdel-
eni•ye may not always be able to repair radio stations with their own
resources. They are aided by roving repair teams made up of one to two
men. In our unit, these teams usually ;onsist of our most experienced radio
technicians.

We know from experience what the most characteristic defects of
various sections and parts of various apparatus are. This allows us to
properly deterrine the quantity of spare parts and inntruments required for
repair. As a rule, the team takes the following along with it: various
resistors -- 40, various condensers -- 20-30, selenium stacks 40 X 40 milli-
meters or diodes types D7Zh, D226 primarily 1500 v, diode3 tyne D2Ye --

10-15, a set of crystals for a type VD exciter, heat reg lators, heat fuses
and the KSR-4 measuring instrument set. Rllotring tnLing of receivers and
checking of antenna current of transmitters.

During repair, we use the oscillographs aailable at the radar sta-
tions. Using them to check each stage in sequence, we can easily find a
defect in, for example, the exciters. If there is rso high frequency vacuum
tube volt meter, then, knowing thr seasitivity of the oseillograph, we can
easily measure the amplitude of the high frequency oscillations with the
SI-1 synchroscope. Sometimes, in order to check for the presence of high
frequency oscillations at hJgh roltagcs, w;e use the type !M-3 M-7 neon
lamps or even a SG-3S or SG-4S voltage stabilizer. by holding the lamp near
the high frequency stages of the transmitter, we can check for the presence
of an Hi signal by obser'ving the sh.!ninr ýA the iamp.

In some exciters, the Joirt between the crystal and the rod on which
the quartz crystal is mounted may be melted due to overheating. In order
to correct this defect, we open the screen. Using an accurately Positioned
soldering iron, we resolder the reds tn tl'e c-ysta] at the location of the
old joint, being careful not to overheat the crystal during this operation.
Then the crystal !s soldered to the mount and the case is resealed. These
restored crystals, after they are checked in the exciter thermostat, usually
work well.

In some models of U1mF apparatus, the sensitivity of the receiver may
be reduced, or the operation of the autom&tic channel selector or zhe type
RKN relay may be disrupted. Therefore, when we go out into Lhe field, we
take a set of type KSR-2 measuring instruments, notne functioning autor-cic
channel selectors for the transmitter and a type RKN relay, a pulse motor
with a spare contact group and spring (stopper) for the rachet, a reneiver
and transmitter lever mechanism type RSIU-3M. We use the KSP-2 to adjust
the receivers and transmitters type RSIU-3M. During the adjustment, iz is
convenient to use a textolite screwdriver and a textolite probe with copper
and magnetite tips. If the circuit begins to resonate when the magnetite-
tipped probe is placed In it, the inductance should be increased. If the
circuit begins to resonate when the copper tip is placed in it, the inductance
"should be reduced.
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This method of repairing communications equipment by roving teams
in the Podrazdelenive requires the availability of light, small electronic
measuring instruments. Unfortunately, we do not have such Instruments. It
would be desirable for these mobile teams to have a portable combined instru-
ment containing a built in VOM and an oscillograph.

GRAPHIC NOT REPRODUCIBLE
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Only 2 years ago, Communist Technician Lieutenant Yu, ShChATSKOV

graduated from the Aviation School, but he is already an exper-
ienced specialist. In competition, Yuriy Mikhaylovich earned the
right to have his airplane called outstanding. On the photograph:
Technician Lieutenant Yu. ShChATSKOV inspects his airplane before
flight.
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WEAPONS AGAINST CORROSION

By Ya. Kolotyrkin, Corresponding Member of Academy of Sciences USSR,
Director of Physics-Chemistry Institute Imeni L. Ya. Karpov

The five year plan for development of the national economy of the
USSR during 1966-1970 calls for a sharp increase in the production of
metals and alloys. Even now, however, every 8th blast furnace and open
hearth furnace is occupied just in replacing losses of metal to corrosion.
The losses which our country suffers each year due to corrosion are
calculated in billions of rubles. These losses could be considerably re-
duced if we used contemporary, effective methods of anticorrosion defense.
The weapons we can use are almost as varied as the corrosion processes
themselves.

Fluctuations in the conditions of usage of products, which lead to
changes in the rate and the character of their destruction, usually require
replacement of one method of anticorrosion defense by another. We will
comment only on the most important methods and on the most-important results
which have been attained.

Alloys, Alloyed Metals in Two Layers.

Metallurlists and corrosion specialists,working together, have been
able to considerably'increase the corrosion stability of metals by alloying
various components and by heat treatment. Our industry is already making a
large number of corrosion-stable metal materials of various types and grades.
They include alloys based on iron, aluminum, magnesium, nickel, copper, etc.
New alloys with chrome, iron, molybdenum and other metals have been made
which are not subject to the action of especially corrosive media, some of
them being corrosion free even in concentrated boiling nitric acid, which
corrodes stainless steel.

Production has been begun of pure titanium and certain titanium alloys.
Thus, the allo- of titanium with a small quality of palladium (approximately
0.5%) was first developed in our country. The addition of palladium facilitates
the separation of hydrogen, which causes the potential of the corroding metal

to be displaced toward the positive. This is sufficient to cause the alloy
to be transformed to a passive state in solutions of nonoxidizing acids, so
that it is not corroded in such solutions.

Methods have been introduced for additional alloyinq of ordinary
steels with slight quantities of copper, chromium and phosphorus. This sort
of alloying increases the corrosion stability of steel under atmospheric
conditions by a factor of 5 to 8. Stainless chrome-nickel staels have been
developed with reduced carbon content (0.03M), which have high stability
against the verst enemy - intercrystalline corrosion. It is hard to over,
estimate the significance and promise of the usage of these steels in the
chemical, cellulose and food industries.

Additional alloying of stainless steels wiJth molybdenum (3-52) notice-

ably decreases their susceptibility to pitting corrosion.

Addiionl aloyig o stanles seelswit molbdeum 3-51 noice
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Production has been begun of two-layered metals which are being
widely used in the chemical industry and in related areas of technology.
The primary layer of these metals is carbon steel, the plating layer being
made oZ corrosion resistant chrome or chrome nickel steels, nickel and
monel metal.

Metals and Nonmetals.

Metallic coverings are applied by various methods, including galvanic,
chemical, gas flame and gas plasma methods. The most widespread method is
the galvanic method. The scale of its application can be judged by the fact
that 25, 15 and 50% of the worlds production of tin, nickel and cadmium res-
pectively are used for galvanic coating. The galvanic method is used to
apply the most variei metals such as zinc, cadmium, tin, lead, copper, chrom-
ium, nickel, gold, platinum, iridium, rhodium and certain of their alloys.

Methods have been developed for application of multilayered coatings
which have high adhesion to the base metal and good protective and decorative
properties; methods have also been developed for applying single layered and
multilayered shiny coatings which require no additional mechanical polishing.
The wide us. ',e of such methods in industry allows conservation of large
quantities o,. electric power, of various scarce materials and chemicals
required for the manufacture of polishing disks and pastes, plus large
quantities of nonferrous metals which would be irretrievably lost in mechan-
ical polishing. Preliminary calculations indicate thaý the total savings
from the introduction of these methods might be as much as 200-250 million
rubles per year. Also, the requirement for manual labor is reduced, which
is especially important for the machine building industry. It has been
calculated, for instance, that the application of coatings to motor vehicles
takes up 10 to 12% of the total time expended on production of the vehicles,
and that this figure increases to 15-18% for buses and 18-20% for bicycles.

",•- . I/:•... r.

Construction of a protective coatinq (band type) of a coiwrunications
cable in an aluminum shell: I, aluminum shell; 2, 5, polyvinyl chlor-
ide band, applied in bitumen layer; 3, 6, cable paper, saturated with
bituminous composition; 4, steel armor.

Under certain conditions, metal coatings applied by chemical reduct-
ion of compounds of the corresponding metals have good protective proper-
ties. The %iost widespread process of this sort at the present time is the
process of nickeliting (see Teihnika i toorsheniye. 1966, 4o 6]. It differs
from the galvanic method in that it is technologically simpler, more highly
productive and produces an even layer thickness on pcrt. of any configura-
tion. Chemical nickelizinq increases the reliability and durability of
precision parts made of ferrous and nonferrous metals, restores worn parts,
strengthens the surface and protects parts operating at high tenmaratumee
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and under severe iporating conditions; these coverings allow highly alloyed
steels to be rep!.-'' bf low alloyed and carbon steels.

In recent years, protective coatings have been ever rOv'e frequently
applied to metals by the gas flame and gas plasma methods. For this,
ordinary metals and alloys with melting temperatures up to 15000 C are used,
as well as high melting metals, various ceramic materials such as carbides,
borideb and also high polymer resins and compositions made of them. World
wide practice has shown that these coatings can be used to protect chemical
equipment, water engineering constructions and especially important metallic
constructions.

In cases when the metals are insufficiently stable, various non-
metallic materials, primarily carbon-graphite, plastic and glass, are used.

The basic carbon-graphite material used is graphite, saturated with
various high polymer materials. Having exceptionally high resistance
to extremely varied chemical reagents (with the exception of strong oxidi-
zers), this material is characterize- by high heat conductivity and strength.
It is used to make apparatus w..ich must operate under conditions of heat
exchange and the action of corrosive media. In chemical machine building,
carbon-graphite materials produced by pressing on a basis of a phenol-
formaldehyde resin may also be used. Although these materials have a heat
conductivity almost 4 times less than that of graphite, the heat conductivity
is still rather high, approaching the conductivity of steel.

Lacquers, Paints and Synthetics

The application of lacquer and paint coatings is one of the primary
and oldest methods of protecting construction parts, transuortation and
cormunication equipment and various types oC machines, It is difficult to
name a branch of industry or technology where this method has not been
widely used. Briefly, over one half of the metal in use in the councry is
protected with paint and varnish coating. Paint and lacquer materials are
often ineffectively expended, however, primarily due to improper technology
and techniques in the application of the coatings. The pnaumnatic spray
method, for exa,-',,le, results in very high lossas of the material. Thus, in
machine building, --here approximately 80Z of the paint and lacquer materials
are expended, losses average 40%. These losses can be reduced. More
perfected mrthods of painting such as spray drenching in solvent vapors,
painting in an electric field, pneumatic or airless dusting, painting while
heated, electrophoretic application of water based paints, etc., must be
used. The advantages of these methods include both a considerable economy
in paint and lacquer material and improved quality of the coating. The
conditions of labor are also improved.

The effectiveness of paint and varni-h coatini is considerably xe-
duced if the surface to be painted is insufficiently prepared. Insofficient
cleaning leads, as a rule, to a reduction in the adhesion of the coating with
the metal, which always reduces the service life of the coating.

In recent years, a number of new synthetic coatings have been created
which last for longer times and have better protective properties, not only
under atmospheric conditions and under water at normal tewsrature but also
in certain corrosive media at increased temperatures. The usage of such
materials has a sIpnific=.t economic affect. It has been calculated, for
example, that at the Kuybyshev hydroelectric power station alone, as a
result of the replacement of Dusnets basin lacquer with polyvinyl chloride
lacquer and enasels, losses have been reduced by a factor of approximately
six.
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(& RODUCiBLE
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A paint or varnish film reliably protects mccals from corrosion
only if the surface is well prepared beneath the paint. If the
film is separated the slightest bit from the ratal (due to poor
adhesion), trace elements go into action. As a rcsult, a large
amount of corrosion products is formed. These corrosion products,
increasing in volume, may break the film. Key: 1, electrolyte;
2, film; 3, metal.

Inhibitors, Cathode and Anode Protection.

In the last 10 to 15 years, corrosion inhibitors have become one
of the primary and most affective methods of prevention of corrosion
damage to metal products in the electric power, chemical, petroleum pro-
duction and petrochemical industries, as well as for conservation of equip-
ment. Many dozens of various inhibitors are known, each of which is designed
for certain specific conditions. The role of inhibitors (inorganic compounds
such as phosphates, silicates, chromates and organic materials such as
amines) is to interact with the metal surface and form thin protective films
on it.

When metals are etched in metallury and machine building, inhibitors
allow considerable reduction in the losses of metal (by 80-902) and reduction
ii. hydrogen absorption by steels, which is one of the reasons for cracking

of complex structures.

In recent years, the so-called volatile inhibitors have been used to
conserve metallic products and protect them from corrosion during long term
storage and transportation. They are introduced either in the packing
material or directly into the container. Practice has shc-m that the usage
of volatile inhibitors makes it possible to increase the storage life of
products to 5-10 years in place of 1-2 years, which was achieved by older
methods.

The essence of the method of cathode protection is that, as a result
of the application of a cathode current, the potential of the corroding metal
Is disnlaced toward the more negative values and, as is known, in correspondence
with the laws of electrochemistry its rate of solution is decreased. The
affect of this protection was first discovered in the course of ourely
theoretical investigations and only after several decades was it used in
practice. Now, the method of cathode protection ts used primarily to fihNt
corrosion of ferrous metals in neutral media contaLInin dissolved oxygen.
The primary objects of this protection are underground pletli•es, water
engineering constructions, ships and some industrial equipment. Polarization
of the metal of the strocture betna protected (displacement of its ootential
toward more negative values) is either performed by application of a cathode
current or by connection of special orotectors. The protectors, also called
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"sacrificial anodes", are made of alloys of more electronep-ative metals
which, as they dissolve, give up their electrons to the metal being pro-
tected. It can be stated without exaggeration that the wide development
of pipeline transport became possible only thanks to cathode pritection..

GRAPHIC NOT REPRODUCiiiE
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A corrosion process which has beitun can be completely halted if
the product is stored in a solution of sodium nitrite. It can
be seen from the graph that thp non-conserved product (curve 1)
and the product conserved by type AK.-10 oil (curve 2) continue to
be intensively corroded. At the same time, the product conserved
in a 30% aqueous solution -:f sodium nitrite (curve 3) shows com-
plite halting of the corrosion process. Key: ordinate: area of
corr83son damage, %; abscissa, time, days.

A new variant of the electrochemical method is the so-called anode
pro*teti1..n, based on the property of many metals and alloys that they are
able zo transfer to the passive state when the potential is displaced towa-d
positiv:e values. This method can be successfully used tc protect products
made o! various steels, titanium and its alloys and certain other materials
i". acid media. Anode protection is successfully used in the chemical and
cellulose-paper industries.

Reduction of the corrosiveness of a corrosive medium is a no less
effective method of combatint, metal corrosion. It is especially widely
used in the power industry, including atomic electric power, where the basic
proble• is corrosion in water at hiRh temneratures and pressures. The
presence of traces of chlorides and dissolved oxygen in the water is the
reason in this cese not only for the increase in %neral corrosion but for
an intensification of specific types of corrosive destruction - pitting
corrosion and stress corrosion crackinq. Ion exchanee resins are used for
purificAtion of water from chlorides and oxygen; hydreasine, which reduces
oxygen to vatsr,,-ý,• ,ther materials are also used.

The pro ý . qation of chemically or corrosion resistant material,
just as the proper codbination of various materials in the sae structure
or part.ca be performed only by an engtneer who is well acquainted with the
principles of corrosion science and corrosion engineers who can properly
perform preliminary corrosion testi and evaluate the results. Insufficient
acquaiatasce with these principles or failure to heed them my lead to
umfortumato results. In the meespaper Pjvwd, a case wv reported whom metal
materials were used for the deelopmemt of apparatus to be employed in a

6
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newly constructed artificial fibers plant without consideration of the
corrosion resistance of these metal materials under the conditions to be
met. The area led to catastrophic corrosion of the apparatus, consider-
ably delayed the start-up of the plant and cost the state 400,000 rubles.
Unfortunately, this example is far from unique. The proper selection of a
cznstruction material may be performed only on the basis of knowledge of its
properties and costs, on the basis of considerat•.n of the complexity and
labor consumption of manufacturing products from it.

T and A Encyclopedia

Adhesion (adherence, cohesion) - formation of a thin layer of the
tangent gas or liquid on the surface of a solid or liquid body.

Segregation - heterogeneity of alloys in the solid state, arising
as they crystallize.

Intercr8staZZins corroaion - corrosion which penetrates from the
surface into the body of a metal along the boundaries of the crystallites
(grains), explained by the presence of segregation heterogeneity, contan-
ination and distortion of the crystalline lattice in these locations. This
type of corrosion is observed in gaseous media and in electrolyte solutions.

CZcing - covering of surfaces of metal sheets with a thin layer
of another metal by rolling a packet consisting of the metal to be clad
and thin sheets of the other metal applied on one or both sides. Cladding
ii used in particular for application of thin anticorrosion layers of
aluminum an sheets of duraluminum, used for airplane buildinR and other
purposes.
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IN THE SEASIDE RECIONS

By Engineer Colonel, Candidate of Technical Sciences V. XALCANOV

In the northern seaside regions in winter, heavy snowfalls often
occur. -rhe average depth of the snow cover is 60-90 cm, the maximum wind
velocity reaches up to 85 elsec and the relative humidity reaches 90-1002.
Obviously, these conditions create certain difficulties In usage of radar
stations.

The corrosion of metals creates particular problems. Antennas, for
example, when they are corroded, lose their mechanical strength and may be
broken by high wind loads.

The strong winds carr- large quantities of sand particles which,
striking the antennas and radar station cabins, break un the proteccivo
paint coverings. In some regions, considerable quantities of water solu-
ble salts, mainly chloride coupounds of sodium and magnesium plus also
sodium, potassium and magnesium sulfates, are carried along with the sand.
Uhen the"e salts enter the rdcrofissures in the piaint coverints together
with moisture, hydrolysis of the salts takes place.

Aluminum antenna elements are extremely actively corroded. The
corrosion extendarapidly to other elements as well. It is with 00od reason
that this corrosion has been called the "aluminum plavue." In order to
prevent it from spreadint, the damag'd areas must be cleaned do,-% to bare
metal, then covered with primer and paint. It must be kept in mind that
this "plague" can also develop underneath a protective paint layer. Therefore,
when Inspecting atenna devices, one must look carefully for proturberances
mad bulges in the paint.

Locations where different metals are joined are also subjeu to
corrosion, and they should always be carefully observed during an external
inspection of the radar station.

At times, parts are covered with only one layer of nitro dye. T.is
naturally umas that the protective properties of this layer rapidly dis-
appear. The armed forces have developed and tested an emulsion (one weight
part of drying oil dissolved in 6 to 8 parts of gasoline with the addition
of O.l-O.IS parts of a solvent). All the painted parts of a radar station
are covered with this aulsion once each 2 to 3 months. The thin protective
film formed by this treatment fills all the nicrofissures in the paint and
does not allow the salts or moisture to penetrate into then. If the emulsion
is systematically applied, the paint on radar station parts may last for 4
to 5 years, protecting the metal from corrosion.

Temperature chances also have a treat Influence on the cortosio• of
magal,. Durigt cold period&, t.*e temperature of She air ma" %8ry from • ins
30 to plus 2 C, durint 01he sumr - froe plus 30 to minus 2 C.Thes
teperature fluetuatious lead to the appearance of frost or ice on wave
guildes, awtennas and radar station reflectors. Within the cabn, the air
taerats re along týe floor in winter is approxinately minus 2 C, but my
reach o to plus 50 C at the roof line. As a result, moisture condomse
in the uipmsat rack cabiaets, ice is formd on the floor, frost deposits
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in coruars and the grease congeals in red'_ctron drives. Under these con-
ditions, corrosion of elements of the apparatus develons cuickly, not to
mention the fact that the resistance of cable and mounting wire insulacion
is decreased, the probability of a breakthrough in hign voltage circuits
increases and the resistance of contact groups is increased.

In order to avoid failures in the operation of Apparatus, the
apparatus must be carefully heated before turnint on the high voltage. and
afte: work is co,•leted at the station, the rack ventilators must be turned
on again 15 to 20 minutes after the equipment is turned off in order to ven-
tilate the equipment.

During daily nreventative maintenAnce, special attention Is curaed
to drying the parts of the radar station apparatus an! the water proof P;.ste
is carefully maintained. It is used to cover all cracks and gaps in the
antcnna column, doors, windows ani hatches through which rointure might
penetrate.
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Tekhnika . Vooruzheniye, No 8, 1966, p. 55

WE ARE AUNSWERED

In the article "Improving Supply", published in the journal Tekhnika
i Voro'•zheniye, No 3, 1966, Major N. SUKIOVITSKIY asks about the centralized
supply of signals Podrazdeleniye with alkali-resistant varnish and rubber.
tubing for making valve and packing rings for batteries.

In answer to the letter of Major N. SUJKOVITSKIY, Signals ,eneral
Major N. PPOPIRNYY reports that the supply of signals Podrazdelenive with
chemically stable varnish and enamel, as well as with rubber tubing, is
performed centrally through the administrations (departments) of the signals
forces chiefs of the military districts and the correspondinq supply organ-
izations of the armed forces.

Also, for maintenance and repair of batteries, sets of spare parts
are distributed which includa spare plugs and rubber rings.

Signals Chast' should refer to the signals chief of the military
district where the Chast' is located with all supply problems concerning
operating supplies.

!:I
oI
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Tekhnika i Vooruzherlye, No 8, 1966, pp. 56-59

THEY ARE LOADING...

The directives of the XXIII Congress of the CPSU, in its five year
plan for development of the economy of the USSR for 2966-1970 indicates
the neceasity of more complete usage of all types of transport equipment,
for reduction of stoppages under load, increasing the through put cnd load
carrying capacity of the railroads. It is therefore very important to
attain efficient usage of the rolling stock, to more widely used condensed
loading of equipment and to be able to load the heavy and large equipment
which our industry will be producing in ever greater volumes in the new
five year plan.

in the material published below, the reader will become acquainted
with one of the variants of conpressed loading of stakebed trucks (the
inclined method) as well as the rules for loading motor vehicle trains for
railroad transportation.

... Motor Vehicles

Before loading empty stakebed truks by the inclined method onto
railroad flat cars or onto chains of flit cars (not over 7), the steering
and brake systems are checked, as are the tire pressures, which should be
the same as for highway driving. The fuel tanks of the inrlined vehicles
are filled only one third full. The top bows, tarpaulin and side seats are
removed, and the tail lates are opened.

The first vehicle is placed horizontally, and the rest a..c inclined
(Figure 1), those with the widest bodies being placed in front. The loading
is performed so that the front wheels of the inclined vehicles are above the
cross bracing of the bed of the truck in front. In order to prevent damage
during movement of the train, spaces are left between the vehicles: for the
vehicles placed on the flat cars, no less than five c enti~aeters; for vehicles

above the couplings between flat cars -- no less than 22 centimeters.

Vehicles may be loaded under their own power or with a crane. If
the vehicles are loaded under their own power, four ramps, 0.35-0.40 meters
wide are made for each 15-20 vehicles. Two ramps, 2.65-3.00 meters long are
used for loading the first inclined vehicle, and two others 1.5 meterd long
are used for loadinR the remaining vehicles.

Cranes (motor vehicle loaders) are most useful when the vehicles
must be placed in railroaC cars with high sides. Wjing the vehicle lotcrs,
loading is performed only from special loading and unloading platforms. Each
crane is aided by a temm of four to 6 line handlers. The team is divided into
two groups: one (near the rail line) attaches straps to the vehicles, the
other places the vehi:les in the cars and removes the straps. The strapping
is done so that the fenders and hood are not crumbled, and the lihts are
not damaged. Metal or wooden braces are placed betwean the straps and the
sides. Wooden strips are placed where the cable maets the floor or frame of
the truck body.

If the available crane has a liftin, capacity of less than five tons,
a combined loading method is used. The vehicle is driven onto the platform
under its own power, the crane raises the front axle cnd then the vehicle
is driven forward 1.5-2.0 meters in order that the froat axle is placed over

-Ai
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the body of the vehicle in front.

T,,,ss and quantitY of vehicles

UAZ-450 GAZ-51 GAZ-53 ZIL-150 ZIL-151 ZZL-130 MAZ-200Roling Stock UAZ-451D GAZ-63 ZIL-164

two axle flat bed cars:

one 3 2 2 - - - -

two* - 5 5 4 3 4 3

four axle flat bed cars:

one 5 3 3 - 2 - 2

two* - 8 7 7 5 7 6 j
three* - 13 11 11 8 11 10

four axle cars with sides:

one 5 3 - - 2 - -

two* - 7 - 7 5 - -

three* - 11 - 11 8 - -

* chain

The motor vehicle placed horizontally is braced with four wire cables
under tension and wooden beams are placed underneath the rear wheels on both
sides and in front of the front wheels. With the first and the last inclined
vehicles, wooden beams are placed on both sides beneath the rear wheels; the
rear axle is held down with four cables. The vehicles over the flatcar
coupling is held down with two cables under tension; wooden beams are placed
before and behind the rear wheels. Wooden beams are also placed before and
behind the rear wheels of the other vehicles. The rear axles of all the
inclined vehicles in railroad cars with sides are held down with four cables
under tension attached to the lugs or rings of the cars.

When ZIL-151 three axle trucks are loaded onto flatcars, wooden
blocks 0.6-0.8 m long and 0.15-0.20 m high are placed under the wheels of
the middle axle of the first inclined vehicle and nailed to the bed with
3-4 nails each.

If chains are being formed of railroad cars, in order to prevent their
being broken up, the following is written in chalk on the sides of the rail-
road cars: "Do not uncouple chain". The handles of the uncoupling arms are
tied to the supports with wire.

The norms for placing motor vehicles onto railroad cars are shown
in the table above. It is important to note that the usage of inclined
loading reduces the requirement for rolling stock and expenditures for trans-
portation by 40-50% on the average.

Major A. FURMAN

... Truck trains

Before loading truck trains, it is necessary to make an especially
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careful check of the vehicles. Brake systems and steering systems are checked,
normal pressure (as for highway driving) is put in the tires, all rotating and
swin-ing parts are fastened down. With four axle armored carriers for example, 4
the water repelling shields are set and fastened in the running position, and
the towing attachments are set in the nonoperativa position. If the armored
carrier is used as a tractor in the loading process, the towing attachment is
placed in the nonworking position after the armored carrier is placed onto
the flatcar. In truck trains with alnglq axle saddle tractors (MAZ-529V, 146
AZ-546, Vel AZ-531) the outer wheels of the semitrailer must be removed. Some-
times, even more complex work is performed; individual units are removed, i
the axles are removed, etc.

Four axle tractors (MAZ-535A, MAZ-537G, etc.) are placed one on each
four axle flatcar; armored carriers are placed one on each four axle or two
axle flatcar. These vehicles cannot be placed above the coupling of the flat-
car. Two armored carriers can be placed on one four axled flatcar, but then
they will extend beyond the end bars of the flatcar by over 400 am. A flat-
car thus loaded must be hooked at both ends to flatcars loaded with other
equipment.

Truck trains not over 13.8 m long are placed on flatcars with wooden
sides; truck trains not over 14.2 m long can be placed on flatcars with metal
sides. Longer truck trains are placed on chains of two flatcars. A truck

train for which the distance between the front axle of the tractor and the
rear P:dle of the semitrailer is not over 11 meters can be placed with all
its axles on one four axle flatcar, although the overhang of the semitrailer
which exceeds 400 millimeters will extend over the next flatcar, which must
be loaded with other equipment.

Most truck trains are loaded onto car chains, with the semitrailer or
tractor over the coupling. When this is done, two sometimes forgotten
situations are important. First, the wheels c! the semitrailer or the front
wheels of the tractor must roll freely on the flatcar. Second, the flatcar on
which these wheels are placed should also carry some other equipment. The I
tractor and semitrailer may be loaded separately onto different flatcars. This
is a more difficult method, since the semitrailer must be uncoupled from the
tractor. t

Four axled trucks and truck trains are loaded under their own power
from end (or side) loading platforms or equipment. This is difficult even
for an experienced driver. The problem is that the track width of these
vehicles is very close to the width of the flatcar so that the wheels are
driven onto the very edges of the flatcars: the slightest inaccuracy may
cause a vehicle to turn over. In order to avoid this the trucks must be
driven from the platform onto the flatcar, and from flatcar to flatcar
strictly parellel to the long axis of the flec_:r, at very low speed, smoothly,
using only standard crossing rails. All driving wheels of the vehicle must
be powered-- this makes the driving easier.

Loeaing from the 3iA- is ev;-n more difficult. A loading platform no
less than 25 meters long is required. In order to be able to turn YAhile
driving onto the flaccar, one or two empty flatcars without braking areas
plus a ZIL-157 with a winch or a tractor must be available beside the flat-
car or coupled with the flatcar onto which the loadinR is taking place. They
are used to line up the rear axle of the vehicle or the wheels of the seam- I
trailer on the flatcar. j

If the loading of an echelon is performed at night, it is useful to
"asign special observers to watch the movement of the wheels along the loading
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platform, transfer bridges and flatcar bases. If the danger arises that a
wheel may roll off, the observer signals the commander. In all cases, only
the signals from the loading director are to be followed by the driver.

"tesio links. t

II

b

/ C

Pi~ure 2. lastaning four ailed trucks up to 12 tons (top), from
16 to 22 tons (middle) and from 22 to 24 tons (bottom)
auto flatcars. Key: a, side braces; b, end braces; c,
tension links.

I l~

Figaure 3. Pastening~ of truck trains weighing 12-16 tone (top) and
6-12 toss (bottom) to flatears. Key: a, tractor; b,
8semtrailer: a, braces; d, side braces; e, extlenso
members to prevent separation; 1, uasi extension members;
8, directing braces.

a-jor
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For safety, the equipment Is firmly fastened to the flatcars (Figures
2 and 3). Four axle armored carriers are fastened down with braces 45 X 15
X 15 cm, heavier equipment -- with 275 X 15 X 15 cm braces. All vehicles
are also retained by side braces 40 X 15 X 15 cm; truck trains are held dovn
with 40 X 15 X 15 cm braces and 40 X 10 X 10 cm side or directing braces. In
all cases, nails 175-200 im long are used. Both four axled trucks and truck
trains are held down in addition by 4 to 8 extq'nsion members made of cables
or six millimeter diameter wire, 4-6 stranas. I:n order to speed up lor.ding,
it is advisable to assign a soldier from the .oading and unloading teams to
help the vehicle crews, They should work une.er the leadership of the team
(crew) coumanders. After all the vehicles are factened d&.n, they are put
in low gear and the hand brakes are set.

Lieutenant Colonel N. VZTYKSAGRA HIC NOT R&ERODUCIBLE

/

/ I.

The airplane serviced by Cnranist Senior Technician Lieutena&nt
A. SOKDAREO has taken of f. AnstoLy has a free miut* so, not
losing tise, he is studyinx the structure of a plece of *quipnent.

/A

-I,-
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Tekhnika 1 Vooruzheniye, No 8, 1966, pp. 60-63

CROSSINGS AND HYDRAULICS

V. Savel'yev, Candidate of Technical Sciences;
A. Smolyak, Engineet

Until recently, some specialists thought that hydrodynamic factors
had only an insignificant influence on the hydraulic stability of crossing-
bridge structures. What wasi the basis of this opinion? It resulted largely
from the fact that the constructions used earlier hat smooth abutments of
considerable length with considerable excess water displacement. It was
thouaht that this excess displacement and abutment length were the deter-
mining factors in the stability of the river crossing.

Some modern pontoons have lesser abutment lengths and comparatively
less excess displacement. Also, another feature of this new equipment is
greater reduction of the cross section of the stream. These facts make it
necessary to consider both the hydrostatic and hydrodynamic forces which
arise as the pontoon moves or as the bridge is set at anchor. The distri-
bution of these two types of forces and their magnitudes depend on the dis-
tinctive features of the water flow and the design of the pontoon, as well
as the magnitude and distribution of load.

Sf S•_ *:

iI
\Ai, ,ra

Figure 1. Distribution of flow velocities across cross section of
river

The resistance of floating bridtes and ferries to the water flow and
their hydraulic stability are determined by the rate of flow of :he river,
its depth, the ratio of areas of the cross soc:ion of the flow and the cross
section of the bridge abutments or ferry footinpg and also the design features
of the river crossing means and the location and weights of loads upon them.
It 185 also Im'nortant to kn-v che distribution of flow rates across the section
of the river. The met important parameters are t-sose such as eean flow rate
across the cross section, mean river depth and load supported by the floating
crossing.

The mean depth is produced by dividing the cross sectional ares by the
width. In order to determine the mean vL.jzity of flow, the water flow met

-I-
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be divided by the area of the cross section (in the following, in speaking of
bridges, we will be~concerned with mean velocity and depth).

In performing engineering reconnaissance of a river, usually the maximum
flow rate of the surface layer of the 'Jater is determined, although the flow
rate changes with depth of the river as well (Figure 1). Knowing the surface
velocity, it is possible to approximately determine the mean velocity over the
cross section:

V _
av K

where V is the average flow rate over the cross section of the river; V.
is the Uaximum surface flow rate; K is a coefficient varying between 1.1 and
2.2.

In the case when the movement of ferries is analyzed, the velocity of
the ferry relative to the water is considered. If the ferry moves across
still water (a lake), this will be its rate of movement relative to the bank.
If the ferry is moving across a river, the geometric difference of the veloc-
ities of ferry and stream flow must be considered, not the average but rather
the local stream flow being considered.

The resistance of floatinq bridges and ferries is proportional to the
square of the mean flow rate. If a bow wave is formed (wave resistance), the
total resistance rises considerably more rapidly, ceusing an increase in the
horizontal and vertical forces against the anchor lines and the abutments.
This must be considered when the bridge Is fast( ied in place. The flow rate
may increase after rain shovers or during release of water from reservoirs.

As the flow rate increases, a floating bridge gradually begins to
exhibit bo-, heaviness. The waves begin to splash over the bridge, the bow
heaviness becomes even preater and the bow points submerge completely. If
emergency measures are not taken the bridge may even sink. It is character-
istic that the danger of sinking arises on rivers which are not deep. If
the depth is very slight (comparable to the draft of the floats) then the
bow heaviness appears at the same flow rate, the bow points submerge in the
water, but then they rise a&ain and tail heaviness may arise. The problem
is that the water pressure is unevenly distributed along the length of the
keel of the floats. The degree of irregularity depends on the flow rate
relative to the pontoons. The higher the flow ratethe greater the decrease
in pressure underneath the pontoons. The pressure decrease reaches a
maximum underneath the bow points and the forerart of the flat bottom; over
the remainder of the surface the pressu-et distribution is mainly even. At
the same time, the pressure at the bridge deck remains unchanged, equal to
atmospheric pressure. Inis pressure distrib6:ion leads to bow heaviness of
pontoons (Figure 2a).

When this occurs, the cross section of the flow is reduced, which
causes even greater increases in the flow rate around the pontoon, and
therefore also an even greater decrease in pressure under the bow portion of
the bottom of the pontoon. The pressure drop may be so great that the bridge
sinks completely, bow first, that is it subumrges. '4ith very slight depths,
the bow wave it increz-ed much more intensively. The :%ydrodynamic -ressure
on the ý'font part of the pontoon increases and the bow points are raised out
of the water (Miauce 2b). Flow restriction arises then in the rear portion,
where the flow rate considerably increases and a pressure decrease under the
stern takes place. This causes stern heaviness, which sharply (by dozens of
times) increases the flow resistance, that is the structure supporting ithe
bridge sinks which may cause such a high list that it becomes Impossible to
use the bridge. With great depths, the flow rates do not change sharply.
so that the pressure drop beneath the bow of each pontoon does not reach
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loads, considerably influences the stability of a bridge. The graph (Vigure
5) shows that with a load of, let us say 60 tons, an Increase In distance to

double allows safe usage of a bridge In a location where the flow rate Is
considerably greater,

16

I I

I -

to- VI

d. s :

L I L

Figure 3. influence of river depth on resistance off ffloating• body;

I, ma riLver depth; T, ship draft; U.•, *resistance at

given depth; R00, resistcance at unluotd dept~h.

Flgure 4. Zone of stability of floaclug brId.e an individual suports
and ribbon bride*. Key: a, splashcver tooe; b, bridge an
individual support; c. ribboe brides; d. vinkinq tone.

The stability of a bridge or ferry can be Increased by using a ape"ial
device. Coe such device is shown on ngare 6. It consists of shields placed
at the bow and stern of a pontoon at a certain ante to the onconlng cUaent.
The bow shield creates n additional lift at .• bow of the bridge or ferry.

Also, they hm the sees affect as increasin.- the he.ith of the freeboard at

the bow portion of the fleot, as a result of sick the hydraumc stability to
Iscreased by sewmral time. Thes shelda awe .sae suitably placed at an, sisle
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dangerous values.

Figure 2. Graphs of distribution of pressu~re acting oi; pontoon;
a, low pressure area displaced t.o'!ard bow of f'oat;, b,
low pressure area displaced toward stern; c, bow wave
pressure; d, atmospheric iressure; a, decrce&Ld pressure
zone; f, center of pressure

With the same flow rate, the resistance of All floating constructions
Increases with a reduction in river depth. This increase is cfcecially notable
at low relative depths (the relative dcnth is the ratio of the mean deoth to
the average draft of the ship). From ei c -raeh (towure 3) we can see that
if the relative depth Is treater tha. ten, the resistance is dretained prac-
tically constant. In ehis case, we sreak of unlimited depth. .Jhen the rela-
tive depth is less than five, the resistance begins to increase sharply, which
=ast be considered in the practice of producing a crossing in shallow water.

Both floating bridges and ferry boats lose their stability at low
speed with a reduction in depth. The dnfluence ca bridoes with xepanrate abut-
mente is more severe than on ribbon eridres (7i.ure 4). It is chzacteristic
that splashOver bethis earlier on bridges with individual supp'rts. but the
total loss of stability occurs earlier or. r' bon bridtes. An Increase in load
weight or a reduction in distance between loads considerably chant.es the
resistance of both bridges and ferry boats to the current. It can be consid-

ered vwth8 accuracy sufficient for nructice cthat th resistance at the same
flow rate and flow depth is pronortional to the load ! teir s carried.

The position of the lead relative to the axis of tha bridda ur ferry
also influences the inonn of resistance. If the ostser resistnce of the brid'.e
(ferry) when the load is located precisely ano its centr:. axis Is taken as
1102, then If the load is transe•rred to the upper hulkhead the resistance Is
reduced to approximately 95Z (bridge) or 9S3 (ferry). On the other hand, low-
ering of the load to the lo-jer bulkhead increases the resistance to 115 and
1202 respectively.

An Increase in the load, as vell as a reduction of distance bet-veen
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loads, considerably influences the stability of a bridge. The graph (Figure

5) shove that with a load of, let us say 60 tons, an increare in distance to
double allovs safe usage of a bridge in a location where the flow rate Is
considerably groster.

a-- 4

Figure 3. Influence of river depth on resistance of floating body;
R, mans river depth; T, ship draft; %, resistance at
given depth; Roos resistance itt unlimlted depth.

JLI

Figure 4. Zone of stability of floating briet ca Individual supports
and ribbon brides. Key: a, splsshcvcr sone; tb, biridge on
iWdvidual support; c, ribbos brides; d, sinkint zone.

The stability of a bridxe or ferry cmn be Increased by main.n- a special
devi~ce. Oae such device is shown an Figure 6. it consists of dhielts pl-ced
at the bow and *tern of a pontoon at a certain angtle to the OncomInReug cret.
The bow shield creates an additional lift at the bow of the bridge or ferry.
Also, they hae" the $&mm affect as Increasing the height of the freeboard &L
the bow portion, of the Mlot. as a result of whitch the hydraulic stability is
Increased by several times, The" shields are mnst stdly pleced at an =Zle
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of 450 to the horizon. The distance from the bow to the shield is selected

depeading on the size of the shield and the flow rate. The resistance of

a bridge (ferry) equipped with shields is increased by 10-30%. The anchor

and mooring devices of thege crossings must be reinforced. The stern shields,

placed at an angle of 5-10 to the current, reduce stern heaviness resulting

from slight river depth. They have very little influence on the total resis-

tance, but should be used only in combination with bow shields. Combined
installation of stern and bow shields increases the stability and allows a

reduction in listing to a value which is suitable for usage.

C37: o.. / ;.

Figure 5. Influence of load and distance between loads on stability
of floating bridge. Key: a, average depth H, m; b, distance
between loads B, m; c, loads 0, t; d, mean flow rate v,
rn/sec.

Ji

SFigure 6. Device for increasing stability of pontoon (link). Key: a,
S~bow shield; b, stern shield.

•' Thus, in order to properly select the method for installing and mooring
S~a bridge, to determine the required number of floats and to take timely meas-
Sures to provide stability of the construction during flooding, certain questions
S~in hydrat~lies of floating bridges and ferries must be answered.

(II
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Tekhnika i Vooruzhoniye, No 8, 1966, p. 63

TECINICIAN OF AN OUTSTANDING AIRPLANE

By Major P. FAYNGERSH

Each profession has its specific features. When he learns them, a
man accumulates experience and mastery. This stage has been achieved by
Officer Yuriy Trofimovich SHILIN, Technician of an outstanding airplane.

From the very beginning of his service at the airport, this officer
made it his rule not to pass over details. After all, the success of a
fli t depends on the smallest nut or bolt,

In honor of the XXIII Congress of the CPSU, SI{ILIN undertook the
duty of perfecting the control circuit for the airplane cockpit pressuriz-
ation system. The work is serious. The officer kept his word with honor.
His efficiency suggestion was accepted and approved by the commission.

It has now become a tradition in the Chast' to send all new tech-
nicians and mechanics to study with SHILIN. They even joke, "if you've
passed SHILIN's institute, you will be a genuine specialist."

Yuri Trofimovich is fond of people, understands them and trusts
them. Not only from his favorite books, but also from the experience of
his life, which has been considerable, SHILIN knows: man can perform
surprising tasks. For this to occur, it is only necessary to teach a man
to believe in his own abilities.

Ile gives his attention and a little part of his warmth to each student,
and tries to see that which is good and bright in everyone. Young lieutenants
VOYKOV, PELIN and CVOZDYREV arrived from school. They had studied another
type of airplane. Therefore, these officers felt unsure of themselves with
the new type of combat equipment. But SUILIN knew that with time their
ability would come through and they would show their mastery. The technician
did not err. Now, 'or example, Officer PELIN has successfully passed the
course of study and is now working independently. And his airplane has already
been designated outstanding.

Military Techni'cian First Class Yuriy Trofimovich SHILIN has been in
the Air Force for over ten years. And each year is a unique course in the
institute of army maturity, mastery and experience. In this time, the
officer has known the joy of cr vqrth o the
importance of his profession. .*flLfVl

I .. .
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COOPERATION DURING PASSING

By A. Katayev

Passing is a difficult and dangerous maneuver. With good reason,
the traffic rules for the streets of cities, populated points and roads of
the USSR completely forbid passing other vehicles under certain conditions
(Articles 47, 48, 49). Practice %as shovn, houavaiL, that accidents often
occur even when passing is begun with good visibility and an unobslu.cted
road. This usually occurs when the driver, beginning to pass, does not
accurately estimate the safe distance required before encounting an ob-
stacle or oncoming vehicles or when an obstacle appears unexpectedly on the
road after passing has been begun.

Statistics show that the majority of motor vehicle accidents during
passing (up to 65%) consist of a collision between the passing vehicle and
the vehicle being passed. Both vehicles travel for a ccnsiderable time at
high speed with a narrow distance between them, and any deviation of either
one toward the other is highly dangerous. Thus, about 12% of these collisions
occur because the vehicle being passed turns sharply to the left (toward the
passing vehicle) in order to avoid an obstacle in its path. About 20% of
these collisions occur when the passing vehicle turns sharply to the right
(to avoid an obstacle or a collision with oncoming vehicles).

Thus, even passing begun under completely normal conditions may result
in an emergency situation.

An example. A driver with a vehicle going at 70 km/hr decided to pass
a vehicle going 50 km/hr. The length of the passing distance required is 275
meters, which will allow him to complete his passing before a bend in the
road 400 meters ahead. Let us assume that the driver of the vehicle being
passed, against the rules of the road (Article 50) increases his speed by
10 km/hr, having decided that this slight increase in speed would not havei ~any serious consequences. However, with this increase in speed the passing

4 distance increases by more than double (from 275 to 531 meters).

As a result, both vehicles arrive at the curve simultaneously, and
both drivers are placed in a very difficult position. We emphasize -- both
drivers. The driver of the vehicle being passed, who did not follow the rules
and who hindered the passing by increasing his speed, was guilty. On the
contrary, he should have reduced his sneed by at least 10 km/hr for a brief
period. Then the passing distance would have been decreased by almost 100
meters (from 275 to 170 m).

This example shows how important cooperation of drivers can be, and
how the safety of this maneuver can be increased.

Complete cooperation of drivers is even more important when aa emergency
situation arises. As we knew, passin- which involves driving in the oncoming
lane consists of three stages: the first stage -- leaving the right hand lane
and approaching the vehicle being passc, the second stage -- the passinR
itself and the third stage -- leavLng the lett hand lane at a safe distance
and returning to the right hand lane. In each of these stages, an obstacle
may unexpectedly be found in the path of either vehicle, or the danger of a
collision may arise. How should a collision be avoided under these eircitmqtances?
Let us take a look at the most characteristic cases.
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A "Volga" began to pass a GAZ-51. As the vehicles came close together,
the drivers saw that a pedestrian had entered the road unexpectedly from the
right. A dangerous situation. If the "Volga" continues passing (which the
drivers often do), both vehicles will approach the pedestrian, simultaneously.
Naturally, the driver of the GAZ-51 begins to drive around the pedestrian,

turning to the left. The .1esult is a "double passing" situation, which is
forbidden by the rules of the road (Article 48, v). This situation often
results in collision of the two vehicles (Figure 1) because the passing
vehicle has no where to go.

-----------

Figure 1.

How can the accident be avoided?

When he sees the pedestrian on the road, the driver of the "Volga"
must stop passing, the driver of the GAZ-51 must turn on his left turn
signal and move to the left (Figure 2). In this way he will mnnage to drive
safely around the pedestrian and also to inform the driver of the "Volga" of
his intentions.

Figure 2.

And what should the two drivers do if the pedestrian suddenly apoearq
at the right side of the road when the "Volga" and the CAZ-51 are even with
each other? (The rules of the road and the driving manuals give no concrete
instructions for such a case.)

It would seem best to stop the passing maneuver. But this is dangerous.
Since the "Volga" Is going faster, If it stops its passing maneuver it will
not be able to clear the left hand lane. Consequently, the driver of the
GAZ-51 would have to attempt a panic stop, although this would not guarantee
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I
that he would not hit the pedestrian.

Under these circumstances, the driver of the "Volga" should continue

passing, increasing his speed if possible, so as to allow the driver of the

GAZ-51 to slow down, move in behind the .iassing vehicle and drive around the

obstacle (Figure 3).

F -

Figure 3.

An obstacle which appears suddenly in the path of the GAZ-51 during
the third stage of passino., when the "Volga" is already in front, creates
no danger: the path is free to drive around the obstacle.

Obstacles which appear on the left hand side of the road in the first
and second stages of passing are not danijerous. The driver of the "Volga"
can slow down and return to his lane. It is much more dangerous when an
obstacle appears in the path of the passing vehicle in the third stage,
espet.ially if this obstacle consists of an oncoming vehicle.

A sharp turn to the right for a rapid return to the proper lane causes
the threat of a collision with the vehicle being passed. An attempt to drop
back is also a poor maneuver, since the speed of the passing vehicle is great
and even applying the brakes may not help, especially since this once more
involves the threat of a collision with the vehicle beinit passed.

Incidently, we often see this situation on the road and many times the
driver of the vehicle being passed fails to recognize the dani.er to himself
and continues driving with his previous speed, so-etimes rinht down the center
line of the road, making no attempt to help the passing vehicle. The driver
of the oncoming vehicle, considering hinself to be in the right when in his
own lane, also continues. In most cases the oncoming drivers also make no
attempt to help the passing vehicle, who i1 unable to get out of thc way.

What s0ould the drivers of the passint vehicle, the vehicle being
passed and the oncoming vehicle do to avoil an accident?

Without waiting to move forward a safe distance, the driver of the
passing vehicle must turn on his riioht turn signal and imediately begin a
smooth motion to the right, i.e., show the driver of the vehicle bei-n
passed that he maut reduce his speed and go as far as vossible to the right
shoulder in order to open a path for the passing vehicle to the rfght (Figure
4). This will allow him to avoid collision with the obstacle or ozcominq
vehicle. The driver of the oncoming vehicle also mat aid the passing driver
to return to his ow side of the road. Very little Is required of him - he
must simply move to the right hand side of the road and, if necessary, reduce
his speed.
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Figure 4.

From the exau'les above we Bee that with intelligent cooperation
it is not so very difficult to avoid a collision. Each drivey will find
himself at times in the role of the passing driver, the driver being-passed
or an oncoming driver. Therefore, he should always rollov the principle
"help your comrade an' he will help you!". Proper cooperation will guarantee
safety in passlne and make the drivers work easier.

)4 GRAPHIC NOT RWiODUCIBL
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THE GAS KIM; ITS REPAIR

By Lieutenant Colonel N. MOISEYEV

Various defects may arise in gas masks in the process of usage and
storage r.n warehouses. The action of precipitation, temperature, solar

rays and other factors may cause a change in the canister body, rubber,
face portion parts, charge or antismoke filter. Depending on the degree

sind the nature of damage, the gas mask (or some component parts) may become
unsuitable for use. Therefore, timely and high quality repair of gas masks
13 one of the basic prerequisitts for keeping them in constant combat readi-
ness.

Three types of gas mask maintenance are differentiated according to
the nature of the defects corrected: constant (organizational), medium and
capital repair. Organizational repair is performed using the SUM-X and
RPS-2.

The set of instruments, tools, materials and spare parts in the
standard chemical technician's workshop is sufficient to repair the threads,
sides and sealing ridge of the throat canisters: to straighten the top and
resolder leaking areas in the canister, and seal punctures in the face portions;
to straighten dents in metal parts; to replace defective parts with new parts;
to paint places where the paint layer is damarsed; to check the seal of canisters
and check them for breathing resistance. Repair of gas masks directly in
Podrazdeleniye is performed using the RPS-2.

Canisters are usually nainted w-.th a brush. This would seem to be a
simple matter. However, observation of certain rules is required here as
well. First of all, paint of the proper viscosity must be used -- it should
be of a consistency such that iL flows easily off the brush when the painted
surface is brushed. The brush must be dipped carafully into the paint, and
excess paint must be stripped off the brush with the edge of the can.

After this work, the brushes Are vashed in solvents (easolene, white
spirit, tarpentine), than with soap and ,ater. Gas mask canisters are painted
with enamels type 1425, 1426 c- equivilent paints, as ell as with nitro
"enamel. The paintinR is verformed in the followinq order. The metal ring
holder is placed in the tclroat of the canister. lHolding the canister unside
down with the left hand hv this throat holder, the paint is applied first to
the sides~then to the bottom. After this, the canister is turned throat
upwards and. holdinR it by the loop holder, the top and throat are painted.

In order to avoid unnecessnry ex-penditure of mtertAls or working time
on the restoration of canisters which are unsuitable for further usaoe, they
are first carefully inspected. The R:•atest difficulty in this is usally
caused by determination of so-called ccbwb rust, which extends from a noint
source in various directions in the form of very fine threads. It is formed
on the body underneath thi paint layer. If not discovered in tfce, it can
cause the material to rus. clear throuq% in the places where the thread-like
rust lines cross. Cobwb rust is usually found by looking for slight buiges
in the paint at the rustLd locations. A slitht amount of rust can be removed

from the Ras mask canister manually. A wire brush or sandpaper is used. In
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difficultly accessible places, the rust can be removed with a knife or a
special scraper. Locations which are to painted are cleaned until shiny.

Only after this is done is the painting begun. After painting, the
canister is dried indoors or in the open air. In the latter case, measures
must be taken to protect the canisters from dust and dist. Under natural
conditions, with a surrounding air temperature of 18-20 C, the enamel will
be completely dried in 36-48 hours. In order to reduce drying time and
increase the strength of the enamel coating, the canisters are sometimes
dried at elevated temperatures. Thus, at a temerture of 70-900 C, the
iryinR time is reduced to 6-7 hours.

Organizational repair of the face portions of gas masks includes
cleaning and painting of metal partr where they are chipped, where the paint
is worn and where rusz has been removed, as well as renlacemret of the
Inhalation and exhalation valves, the gaskets and rusted wire and insulation
bands where the valve box, anjletube and nipple are fastened. The metal
parts of the face portion of the gas masks are painted with 1426 enamel or
another equivalent paint.

Restoration of defective gan masks is usually performed by chemical
experts, dosimeter instructors or specially trained troops. Training
assemblies are organized for training these experts. In the Kiev military
district, we perform these assemblies at a warehouse or at one of the
chemical corps military chast'. These assemblies liit one month. Six hours
per day are spent in classes. Also, we provide time for independent work.
The following subjects are covered at the assemblies: repair equipment; instru-
ments for testing gas masks; the basic materials used in the process of repair:
organization and performance of repair of chemical equipment in organizations;
determination of categories of equipment and types of repairs; repair of the
universal gas mask. After these assemblies, the participants are given the
right to repair protective equipment.
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AT THE EWOIBITION OF ACHIEVEMETTS OF THE NATIONAL ECONOMY

The first All Union Conference on the problem of programed
learning was held in Moscow from 31 May to 4 June. The
delegates of the conference were very interested to see the
exhibit of technical learning equipment orsanized at the
"Education" pavillion of the VDN'i SSSR.

We publish herewith a description of some of the exhibits
at the exhibition which mijht be of interest for military
Chast's and military educational institutions.

TIHE LOGICAL TPRA/RER TSF-OD (M.oscow. Engineering-Pbysics Institute) is
designed for training technical personnel and students for work with the
universal lopical elements of electronic digital computers. Inputs and out-
puts of 32 logical elements, as well as the connecting lines and pulse
power supplies arm produced using a switching field. 3y switching the in-
puts and outputs of the elements among themselves and the outputs of the
pulse supply with the corresponding cycle buses, moit computer logic circuits
can be modelled. The device is so designed that even by error or intentional
incorrect switching, the elements of the trainer cannot be put out of order.
Power supply is 220 volts, 50 cycles. Required power is five watts.

THE AC'IMcW AND R.SUWTS PVCOPDFR (Kiev rngi.eering-Construction Insti-
tute) can operate with any testinq machine. The actions of the student and
the results of his answers to the questions are recorded in a binary code
on paper tape (standard telegraph tape 10 millimeters wide). The recorder
records the number of the button which was used to rive an incorrect reply,
the correct reply to the question, return of the machine to its initial
state (clearing), the thought time hefore answerin, each question and the
numbers of the questions.

TilE CO.VIROLL'I( T*V1C.7 '7=7E X1CMZI (ilitary Engineerin!g Academy Imeni
P. E. Dsershinskiy) is used for colloquits-ts tests (examinations) of
groups of students, and also as a drilling aid for independent study of
programmed textbook literature in preparation for tests and examinations.
The number of students which can be accommodated simultaneously is up to
30. The number of questions on each card is up to 10. Evaluations are
given on a five ,oirt (nercentate) system. Power supply is 220 volts AC or
4.5 volts DC. The weight is 7 ki.

THlE POPTABLE .5TC.'! LASOPATO.y APPAOW47.fS (MIoscow F-.!inocring-Physical
Institute) can be used during exercises in a foreicn language course. It
consists of a teacher% control panel froe which a two channel tape recorder
can be operated. 16 smal individual amnlifiers and 1S aicrotelaphoaes for
the students. Using this installation, thc teacher can transmit a phonoqram
of the lesson to each location, check the operation of the students, record
their action on the second channel selectively, listen to :he recording of
the second channel (simultaneously with the phonoe.ram of the first channel).

The teacher can speak individually to each student durint the course
of the lesson and also remotely control a slide or movie projector. Pover
supply is 220 volts. 100 watts. The distlons of the apparatus are 0.6
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0.6 X 0.8 m. The weight is 60 kq.

THE INFORMATOI MACHOIE OPI-101 (Odessa Polytechnical Institute) is
designed for storage and output of extremely varied information, depending
on the program stored 4ithin iL. The memory volume is 10,000 pages of
typed text. The average access time for output of zny information is three
seconds. The information is displayed on a ground glass screen. Power
requirements -- 100 watts. Weight - 70 kq.

"SYEZIP',A" EXAMNLVZ,, •ACH L7, (Perm State University Imeni A. M.
Cor'kiy) iq used for automation of testing durinj examinations, practical
exercises and laboratory work, as well as for self testing by the stu4ants.
It can be used for any course of study, both -heoretical and purely practic.l,
whose content consists of the study of any apnaratus.

The "Snezhinka" allows the method of direct introduction of the answer
and the multiple choice method to be used. When the :ime allowed for thought
on one question is up, the machine checks for correct answer and moves on to
the next problem.

The answers o0• the students are differentiated into four groups:
"correct", "not complietely correct", "incorrect", ",;ross errcr:. T.en an
answer contains a cPrnss error, the machine halts thd: examination, If the
answer is not completely correct, it reduces the grode. The evpluation of
the examination as a whole is displayed on the scala of the instrument under
the headings: "unsatisfactory", "satisfactory", "good" and "excellent". Power
supply required is 200 volts, 40 wattq. The size of the device is 500 X 315 X
310 m.

THE I.VDIVIDUAL T.'ACHM0 5MAC17IIE "CA.'AN-3" (L'vov Pedagogical Institute)
is used for learning using a branched learning diagram ard for development
of programs. The information memory volume is 30 sections, each of which
contains 22 frames. The material Is studied by visual projection of the
Information and presentation of checking qua-stions. When a proper ane- it* I•ive,
the projector automatically shows the following state of Information: when
an incorrect answer is qiven, the projector automatically shows an explanation
and presents another test question. The image on the screen is 200 X 300 mm.
Power supply is 220 volts, power consumption is 135 watts, the size of the
apparatus Is 600 X 520 X 450 w.

TUIrE MODUL MA-27 APT-AC :,ACRII ,*ACi27?1.r (Riga Polytechnical
Institute) is universal and has a wide ran*e of application. It can be used
in two primary modes (checking. learning) individually6 in a centralized troy
or both at once. Additional instrumentw are used for this. There is also
a special recording installation, the RM.E-4, which can be connected to the
autoaatic teachina machine. This makea it possible to use the auto-ntic
machine for experimental-uethodological and scientific research purposes.

The V•A-lV differs from other similar automatic machlines which use
the multiple choice principle by several advantages: rapid preparation for
work, minial los, of tim for changing progtran (a few seconds), hirh
reliability a-d convenilence in servicing. Provera fiterials are prepared
in the fqrn of care ,. 4 typewriter. The power mMp•ly required is 220 voltt.
up to 57 stts; -'w 4imensions are 475 X 300 X 225 mo.
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THE SEARCH GOES ON

The contest announced by the Journal Tekhmika i Voo.,heniye and
the Department of Inventions of the Miniscry of Defense, USSR is in its
eighth month.

What must we do to make the contest of wm.ixital use in the remaining
time? The answer to this question is brief: we must show the maximum of
initiative on the pert of the participants in the contest themselves. You
should not limit yourself just to the recouL..andations of the magazine, but
rather should undertake an independent search, studying all that is new,
all whIch should be introduced.

The conditions of the contest, p lishcd in ,any military districts
and in the fleets, call for lust this. ¶i.ius, IF-r example, in the directive
published in the Moscow military district, it is suggested that comzanders
and chiefs organise the selection and introduction of inventions described
in the patent literature, the list of new patents being available in Oblast'
libraries, as sll as technical achievemients shown at the Exhibition of
Achievements of the National Ec- my, which allow improvement in methods of
usage, conservation and repair .- military equipment and weapons, Improvement
of the learninq process, Incre isee productivity of labor at repair enterprises
and savings in money and materials.

The First Deputy Comiandc• of the Armed Forces in the Pricarpathian
M(ilitary District demanded ir his directive: '"wen officer specialists :o
on temsorery duty to ý.oscov, they should be ordered to visit the =xhibiticn
of Achievements of the .atic.,al Economy in order to select valuable work,

Enterprise chiefs in the B•elorussian 'tilitary District have been

recommended to coordinate all work performed in the develooment and intro-
duction of new e-:jipment as well as all rationalizer work ith the conditions

of the cntest and to use nora videly the technical solutions published inthe patent literature.

X1l centrally subordinated motor vehicle repair organs are encouraged
to stren-then the selection and usaRg o0. inventions from patent sources as
well as the selection, study and usaoe of the best achievetents of inventors
and Innovator, of production -- the participants of the EZxhibitioa of
Achievenentsof the Nation4l Econo--y.

Thus. th•. victor in the contest will be he who best orqanizes the
search -.nd who most efficiently provides for the introduction oai n•w itventions.

It should also be noted that it i% nor necessary to rake lont journeys
to become ftailiar with d'scriptlons of doestic inventions. Patent materials
are collected in 97 republic, gray, hlast' and city libraries.

The editors of this ra*azine are sure th.at the officer sec*ialists of
district and fleet administrations ani departnents and the armed forces, the
matin and centrs! administrations of the 4inistry of Defense, USSR, vill provide
coustant aid to the troops in this qroar ind necessary work.
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In studying new iiventions, the tnought always occurs: we have found
a better solutic here. In this case, we recommend that a report of the
invention be filled out and an application for a patent be made.

Ever more people in military uniforms Lan be seen in the pavillions
of the Exhibition of Achievements of the National Economy and in V.e
libraries, studying patent literature. Tbhe great search goes onf

ii
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THE PRESENT AND FUTURE O CIVIL AVIATION

By Ye. Loginov, Minister of Civil Aviation, USSR

The directives of the XXIII Congress of the CPSU with
respect to the five year plan for development of the
national economy of the USSR for 1966-1970 call for
further development of civil aviation. Air transport-
ation during this period should increase by appi'ox-
imately 1.8 times. This will allow us to transport
no less than 75,000,000 people by air in 1970.

Here are a few remarkable figures. In 1958, something over 8,000,000
passengers travelled by air in our country. By the end of the seven year
plan, in its final year, the services of civil aviation were used by over
42,000,000 people. The total volume of journeys increased by 25-30% each
year in the seven year plan. in the 15 year period 1950-1965, passenger
traffic increased by 31 times.

A Air transportation now penetrates to the most remote regions of the
country. In a number of places, it has become the principle means of

travel. In the summer months, for example, 85% of all passengers between
Moscow and Ashkhabad travel by air, 15% by rail: from Moscow to Khabarovsk,
these figures are 77,5 and 22.5%: from Moscow to Tbilisi, the figures are
63 and 377.

The airplanes available to Aeroflot were considarably renewed over the
period of the seven year plan. The basis of this renewal was multimotor,
high speed jet and turboprop atrplanes. The first step, as wo know, was the
TU-104 jet, designed by A. N. Tupolev. At first, its passenger capacity was
50. As it was being used, the design team togethcr with the torkers of
Aeroflot "raised" the load carrying" capacity of this machine to 70-100
passengers. The cruising speed of the TU-104, supplied with powerful jet motors,

is 750-800 km/hr and more. This means that a passenger flying from 1,oscow to
Khabarovsk travels approximately 11 hours, including two landings on route.

The TU-114, whose cabin can carry 170 rassengers is an even more
perfected airplane. Airplancs of this type are used for regular trips on
internal and foreign airlines. They caa fly to Cuba and to India without
landing en route. The TU-114 makes daily t:ips without landings on route
from Moscow to Khabarovsk, travelling over 7000 km in eight hours.

Soviet travellers making moderate length trips have been very satis-
fied with the new jet TTIJ-124. It is designed for 44 passengers. Its design
incorporates the latest achievements of aviation technology. It is equipped,
In particular, with improved winp mechanization equipment and flaps;this makes
it possihle to take off and land on comparatively short runways. Its cruising
speid is the same as the TU-104,

The workers of Aeroflot have had a long and friendly relationshin with
the design team headed by S. V. Ilyushin. In the first few yeats after the
war, the piston powered IL-12 and IL-14 made up the primary nart of the long
distance airplane fleet. Now, they are to be seen only on local lines. The
turbopron airship IL-18 is very popular among travellers today. This mach~ne
is manufactured with several modificat-ions, designed for 89-111 nassengers.
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Its cruising speed is 600-650 km/hr. The IL-18 makes non stop flights over
such routes as Moscow-Tashkent, Moscow-Frunze, Moscow-Alma-Ata, Moscow-
Ashkhabad and makes only one stop between Moscow and Southern Sakhalin.
Testing has just been completed on a new modification - the IL-18D. During
the testing, Hero of Socialist Labor B. A. Anopov and his crew flew non
stop in this machine from Moscow to Vladivostok and from Petropavlovsk-
Kamchatskiy to Frunze.

The fleet of Aeroflot contains entire families of airplanes. One of
these is made up of the airplanes of 0. K. Antonov: the AN-10, AN-12, C,1-24
and AV-2 are successfully used, in particular, in agricultural production.
I would like to especially note the comfortable AN-24, which holds 50 pas.en-
gers and is designed for middle and short range lines. Replacing the gist-on
powered IL-14 and LI-2 on these lines, the AN-24 and TU-124 will be called
upon to play a large role in the second stage of the technical reconst oucti-on
of Aeroflot _l the introduction of high speed comfortable airplanes to local

lines.

GRAPHIC NOT REPRODUCIBLE
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Soviet civil aviation has become jet proralled and comfortacle. Over
4/5 of all passenger traffic travels on high speed, multi motor, jet'
aad turboprop airplanes. The speed of modern airplanes exceeds the
spced of ground and water transportation by 1.0-15 times. The time
is near when passengers will usc ,upersonic airplanes. On the
photograph: a normal working day at Vnukovo-l airp, rt.

In recent years, the helicopter fleet has been comsiderably supplemented.
This has allowed organization of regular helicopter service in man/ areas of
the country, mainly where it has still not been possible to construct modern
alrports for airplanes. The helicopter can land literally "on a spot" in the
Tayv or even in swampy areas. In the five year plan period just being
started, special attention -IlI be turned to even wider usage of rotary wing
machines to provide the needs of the national economy.

i n.nLLn •.
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Our designers have done a great deal and are doing even more in order
to supply the Soviet people with even better air transportation in the coming
five year period. In the immediate future, the IL-62 Intercontinental Jet
Passenger airplanes will begin to be delivered. In contrast to similar
marhines, the motors for this airplane are installed not on the wings but
on the rear portion, which prevents noise from penetrating into the passen-
ser cabin,

The creation of new passenger airplanes and helicopters for civil
aviation is being performed by the large design teams lead by A. N. Tupolev,
S. V. Ilyushin, A. S. Yakovlev, 0. K. Antonov, 14. L. Milyan and N. I. Kamov.
Work is going forward successfully on the creation of the first Soviet super-
sonic airship the TU-144, a model of which was demonstrated at the World
Aviation Exhibition in PLris last year.

The TU-154 is being developed for civil aviation. Three fan jet
motors are installed on the rear of its fuselage. Its speed is 900 km/hr;
it can carry 160 passengers for a distance of 3500 km. In the future,this
airplane will be modernized to increase its capacity to 220 passengers.

GRAPHIC NOT REPRODUCIBLE
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The information and reference service at civil aviation airports
is well organized. Oa the photograph: the Information Bureau of the
moscow Aviation Center.

For local airlines, the YAK-40 medium capacity airplane, which will
carry 24 passengers up to 600 km, is beinr developed. Its cruising speed
is 550-600 km/hr. The airplane ca;. take ofZ from sod airports no more than
700 m long. The TU-134 and AN-22 airplanes are undcrgoing testing. The
helicopter fleet is also being enlarged. The airlines and national economy
will make use of considerable numbers of V-2, V-8, KA-26 and other types
of helicopters.

Mhen we speak of the wide introduction of jet equipment as being the
basis for technical progress in aviation, we mean primarily such important

I!
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factors as the resulting increase in speed of communications. The speed of
our airplanes exceeds the speed of ground and water transport equipment by
10-15 times. However, the speed of travel depends not only on the capabilities
of the equipment, but also on the ability to use -t affectively. More briefly
speaking, an increase in the technical speed capabilities of our airplanes is
also accompanied by a proportional increase in the commercial speed, that is
by a reduction in the time a passenger spends en route.

As a result of the renewal of the air fleet and expansion of the sphere
of its application, an increase in the commercial speed of 2-2.5 times was
achieved in the seven year plan period. This has resulted primarily from
non-stop long range flights and the variety of flight paths over which non-
stop flights are made. For this reason, the central schedule controlling
flights on all main line airlines shows ever more and more new flights. Last
year, this schedule was increased by 306 flights, this year another 150 have
been added. Each long distance flight provides an economy of time of about
40 hours in comparison with railroad travel over the same path. If this
time is multiplied by the number of passengers using the services of Aeroflot,
tens of millions of hours which can be used for useful labor and rest of the
Soviet people are produced.

GRAPHIC NOT REPRODUCIBLE

He has seen 30 years of faultless service in civil aviation, over
14,000 hours in the air, 4,000,000 km of peace time flying.

Todays Senior Pilot Inspector Oleg Sergeyevich (Crigor'yev of the
Moscow Transport Administration is mastering a new airplane -- the
Intercontinental IL-62 passenger liner.

-1 /;
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One more important factor in air travel Is the regularity of flights.
Since the time when jet airplanes began to be introduced in our country, the
regularity of flights has been increased by almost 30%. However, there is
still much to do in this respect. A passenger travelling from Moscow to
Vladivostok cannot understand why the airplane doesn't take off. "Look,"
he says, questioning the airport workers, "the weather is beautiful, but
you talk about poor meteorological conditions." Actually, the weather at
Moscow is fine, but at Sverdlovsk or Novosibirsk there is a low cloud cover
And the airplane cannot land there.

It should be noted that, due to the introduction of ever better
navigational, autopilot and landing equipment, the limitations which nature
can place on aviation will be reduced to a minimum. The directives of the
XXIIO Congress of the CPSU on the five year plan foresee the installation of
systems of automatic and semiautomatic control of landing and of radio
equipment for control of the movements over the airlanes at airports. This
means that in the new five year plan air transportation will become all-
weather in the full sense of the phrase.

flow the airplanes being used, plus those arriving for usage, are
being equipped with such modern navigational systems as the "trassa" and
the RSBN-2. Also various semiautomatic pilot command systems which give
the pilot prepared commands for fulfillment of landing approaches with low
cloud cover and limited horizontal visibility are being installed on the
airplanes.

The automatic equipment called for by the directives of the XXIII
Congress of the CPSU will allow landings to be made with zero vertical and
horizontal visibility. The pilot will only check the operation of these
instruments, and will not touch the stick or foot pedals.

It is understandable that the development of civil aviation is
impossible without a great deal of on ground construction, primarily airports.
Over the past seven years, the network of airports for jet airplanes has
greatly expanded at many points in the country. The Moscow Aviation Center,
consisting of four airports, has been basically redesigned. One of them,
Domodedovo,has the highest passenger throughput capacity in the world.

Passenger terminals are being built in consideration of future develop-
ment of air travel an4 rapid servicing of passengers.

The directives of the IXIII Congress of the CPSU for the five year
plan call for measures for further expansion of Zhe usage of aviation in
various branches of the national economy, primarily it. sgriculture. The
contemporary level of our a~ricultural aviation is much higher than in any
other country, both as concerns the quantity of area treated and as concerns
the productivity of the air fleet. Airnlanes and helicopters perform half
of the work on destruction of crop pests, 70Z of the work in weed control and
100% of the work of preparation of cotton plantations for machine harvesting.

In the final year of the five year plan, agricultural aviation should
treat over 115 million hectares in our collective and state farms. Mineral
fertilizer will be spread over an area of about 50 million hectares. Perfor-
mance of this work using ground equipment would require 18 thousand tractors
and over 50 thousand fertilizer spreaders.

The many thousands of workers of Aeroflot, inspired by the resolutions
of the XXIII Congress of the CPSU, will go forward to meet the day of the
air fleet with new achievements in labor. Mastering their new equipment,
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increasing the affectiveness of its usage, the pilots, navigators, engineers,
technicians, and vorkers in the passenger and freight services will insure
the achievement of high profitability, regularity and safety of flights, and
improvements in passenger service. All that is done in our subdivisions has
one goal - improving our service to the national economy and the Soviet
people and providing more effective usage of our equipicnt.

GRAPHIC NOT REPBODUCIBL

evgeniy ?,akarov. the young Commander of an AN-2, is one of the
outstanding pilots of the Vladivostok Airport.

The Cormiunist Party and the Soviet Government surround the workers
of civil aviation with constant care and attention, highly evaluate their
difficult but necessary work for the people. The honored ranks "honored
pilot of the USSR" and "honored navigator of the TJSSn" have been estab.ilahad
for th~e pilots ar~d navinators, and are avarded for special service in
mastery of modern aviation eluipmsnt, the usagte of the most IsMp'**vcd methods
of flying, hiph indicators in education of p~ilot staffs, many year.; Jr~~
trork or outstanding achievements in the usage of aviation in the natior.Al
econouy.
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Tekhnika i Vooruzheniye, No 8, 1966, pp. 76-79

A LIFE DEDICATED TO SCIENCE

By Colonel of the Technical Service A. KISELEV

The day before Victory Day, 6 May of this year, in the %treat Kremlin
Palace, the Chairman of the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet of the RSWSR
presented a group of comrades official notification of the af.arding of the
Rank of Honored Inventor of the Russian Federation. Among those who received
this rank was Doctor of Chemical Sciences Engineer'Colonel K. A. PETROV, Head
of a Chair of the Military Academy of Chemical Defense.

The biography of Konstantin Aleksandrovich is similar to the biogra-
phies of many of his contemporaries.

Study in a rural school, an attraction to chemistry. A trip to
Moscow.

In the mid 20's finding work in Moscow was not easy. Those looking
for work included 16 year old Xostya. With a great deal of difficulty, he
mana-,ed to enter a communal farm as a worker. A good deal of time passed
before he was able to fulfill his dream - the agricultural worker became
a student at the Mendeleyev Institute. Starting with his third year, he was
transferred with a group of students to the Military Technical Academy, from
which he graduated.

Thus did the son of a peasant become a Commander in the Red Army,
a chemical specialist.

When he was still a student at the Academy, Konstantin Aleksandrovich
showed unusual capabilities, willingness to work and curiosity. The command
staff saw these qualities in the student and decided to leave him in the
department. Since that time, scientific and teaching work has become the
goal of his entire life.

From the first days of his work at the department, Konstantin Aleksan-
drovich has actively performed scientific investigations. With the years,
he has also achieved experience in teaching activity. His continuus unstinting
labor, his untirinq search for that which is due allowed the young engineer
to defend his candidates dissertation before the be•inning of the Second
World War, after which he wrote his doctors dissertation and defended it.

During the Second World War, K•. A. PETROV dedicated all his abilities
to scientific research work and the training of highly qualified officers.
He also worked at studying captured weapons. His work was a valuable contri-
bution to the chemical protection of the troops.

At times, Konstantin Aleksandrovich did not leave his laboratory fnr
days. Sleep, rest, home were forgotten. When PETROV's wife asked the duty
officer if she could see him, he replied:

"He is alive and healthy. He asks you not to worry. He is busy, he
is working. You don't know his nature..."

In the post war years, K. A. PETROV's activity has not been limited
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to the development of technical military problems. He also solves problems
with great national economic significance. In the journals OBSNCHAYA XHIM.'YA
(General Chemistry), PRIUt4ADNAYA YJ1'1rYA (Applied Chemistry), ?MhORGArICIFSXAYA
XHIITDA (Inorganic Chemistry) and others, approximately 150 of his scientific
works have been oublished.

A large folder will hardly suffice to contain the patents which this
scientist has been awarded for his inventions. In the three months before
he was awarded the Rank of Honored Inventor of the RSFSR, he wa3 awarded 72,
by the day the decree was published the number had increased to about 80.
And each invention is the result of intense creative labor by the team in
which K. A, PETROV has the leading role.

Careful readers of the Bulletin "Inventions. Industrial Models. Trade
marks" will frequently see the name K. A. PETROV in its pages. In recent
issues of the Bulletin it has been seen nuwerous tineq under headings such
as "A method for making wood chip material such as sawdust fire resistant",
"Method for producing dialkvl phosohates" and "Method for pcoducing dichlor-
anhydrides of alkoxyvinyl or alkoxialkyl vinyl - thilphosphinic acids".

The determination in the soul of the scientist and his persistence in
attaining his goal was indicated by the words of Karl Marx when he said that
in science there is no wide high road and that the shining heights of science
will be attained only by those who, not fearing exhaustion, clamber up its
rocky paths. These words can he applied in their fullest sense to the
activities of Konstantin kleksandrovich PETROV. It is often necessary to
perform hundreds of experiments and overcome dozens of doubts before the
truth is established. His extreme love for his work and his unstintinR labor
and continuous desire to overcome nature and her finest secrets have aided
K. A. PETROV in his scientific research.

K. A. PETROV performs his scientific activity in close connection with
production. It is his firm opinion that a scientist, if he wants to serve
not "pure" science, but rather the people, the great goals of the construction
of Ccmmunism, must occupy himself with problems which directly influence
technical progress.

LookinR upon science and technology as a single whole, K. A. PETROV

boldly combines his scientific activity with prnctice; he supplements his
investirations wih the development of concrete desiqns and methods, whose
introduction will produce a valuable contribution in the development of the
national economy.I

Being a chemical specialist as he is, he works fruitfully in the area
of discovery of physiologically active materials, flame resistant polymers
and medicinal substances. Recently, he has turned a Rreat deal of attention
to the chemistry of extracting agents. They must not only be synthesized, but
production must be organized. In this work, K. A. PETIOV plays a leading role.
Automate- production of phosphates and phosphonates has been organized under
his leadership.

"All success," Konstantin Aleksandrovich says, "is connected with the
organization of production, with the achievement of high economic effects:
success would be imposdible without the great help which has been shown us
by the workers of the plant. It is even difficult to say who has done the
most in order to introduce new thinks."

Thinking a little, K. A. PETROV adds:

"Anyone who plans on success without the aid of production is definitely
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heading for failure. The entire strenjth of the scientist is in close
cooperation with the plant. Without this cooperation, he cannot feel
the pulse of the times, the requirements of today. He must know production
to the finest detail and must not be a guest in the plant, but rather a
member of the plant team."

And these ore not empty words. Once, about ten years ago, X. A.
7'ETROV was ras,,igned the development of a contemporary theme. After his
first successes, the question of organization of production arose. The
author of the theme tient to the plant himself, whera he was received Virtt
great enthusiasm. The workers of the plant, once they knew what the problems
beWore them were, started to work solvin, them with enthusiasm. .Anv co-
authors of inventions and scientific developmants ha•ve been developed In the
pro-ess of seekinq a method for boginning new production. Since that time,
K. A. P'TROV has been at home at the plant. HIe visits there often. The
representatives of the plant often go to see him for connultation. Close
communication has been esteblished between the scientist and many workers
of the plant.

K. A. PE'ROV is talented and likes to work. But not only talent and
work brought hi.m to the great Kremlin Palace. A considerable role t-1 the
successes he has achieved has been played by the a1J and support of his tean,
his corunnders and the party orginization of the Ac3demy.

We wish Konstantin Aleksandr~vich P!uETOV further successes in his work.
Uay his persistent and intense searches always end in interesting scientific
and technical discoveries.

GRAPHIC NOT REPRODUCIBLE
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kginner-Coloel., Doctor of Chemical Scienes,
K. A. PgEMV, Sonored Inventor of the ASR.
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TO TU1E YOUN(M RIFLMlC-\

By Lieutenant Colonel A. YAM'6Vr-.t'O

The State Committee for inventions and Discoveries of the USSR has
presented a patent to Senior Serpeant (extended service) V. Vishnyakov for
an electro-opt2cal device for training in target si!'.tinft with a r.fle.

Many such devices are known. In almost all of ther, phot :11s art
installed on the targets. These devices have natural errors in accuracy of
aiiJng. They cannot be used in bad weather under ftild conditions

In the device created by V. Vishnyakov, the li•ht rays go f.:o. a
source fastened on t'.s !arcel of the rifle (see figure) thoush a 4iaphragm.
and len~s and fall on a photo attachment which is fixed in a recorder on th,
frame of the base. This base allows the weapon to i e moved both vertically
and horizontally.

Orly a small an ant of time is required to 7.-ipare the davice for
operation. The weapon is placed in the base, then the plug is connected
with a wire to the adjusting bar of the triler. After this the tube bar
is mounted under the bayonet mouncint screw, the power sup•7y is conni.cted
to the photo resistande th -.. rco lo icht, the stop screw of the
target support is loosened and the power supply is c-.anected. The illunination
lamp in the tube and the checking lanp both lighr.

By changing thi position, che focus of the li--ht beam is matched up with
the aperture in the photo .asistance. In this position, tnh checking lamp
lights. Then, the stop screw of the aii.inq supoort is tightened, placing
the target at the required distance, and the center of the tartet is placed
it the sighting line. The stop screw is released and the rifle is turned
off target. The device is ready far operation.

9...'-,

.,.,* -* .• - • -. * .. . r -

El-ectro-optical device for teachlnit si-./•tint wilt% the rifle: 1.
sithtinnt suppýort; 2, frar; 3. rifle; 4. firing .haw.•3r adjustment:
S. wire; 6. stop; 7. recorder body; S. photo resistance; 9, choc%-ing
lasq; 10, double convex Ions: 11. diaphra.lm; ]2, tube; 13. tlluml.iatinq
1&"q; 14. at-4; 15. powor supply; 16. contacts; 17. cut off e*./tch.
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When the student "fires" (when the tri.,er is pulled), the wire pulls
the stop and the weapon is fixed in place. If the "shot" was accurate, the

checking lamp will not light. In case of a "miss" the lamp lights, and the
deviation of the beam can be used to judge the error made in aiming.
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EVC'ERIENCE, INITIATIVE

An A-1PLIFIER ATTACHMENT CIRCUIT (Figure 1) for the R-105 radio set
has been developed by Private V. Yavorskiy. As soon as the talk button is
pushed on the microphone of the transmittc-, relay PI operates in the circuit
connected to the receiver of the radio station, closing the charge circuit
of condenser C,. The result is an increased current through transistor T29causing operatlon of relay P2, which connects the low frequency amplifier.

Relays P1 and P are type RP-4, in which the contacts are connected1 2with one side dominant. Transformer Tp may be any output transformer. Thecircuit is powered by 12 volt batteries.

P21-- !P, r

2•

Pn'3i/3"•4 ' _-- l-x,'-'

R, ' ',

Figure 1. Key: a, "L" contact of R-105; b, D7A; c, P4; d, loud
speaker

The DICTAPIIONE P-180 (see Tekhnika i Vooruzheniye, 1963, No 11) can
be used during visual aerial reconnaissance. In order to keep the observers
voice clear, Engineer Lieutenant Colonel L. BEPRKOVSKIY sug.gests a few
improvements. For example, in place of the dynamic microphone, an ordinary
carbon throat microphone type La-5 can be used; a F•frs battery can be
connected in series in its circuit.

The electrical power supply of the dictaphone when used in an airplane
is either independent -- from the batteries in che instrument, or from the
airplane power supp~ly. in the latter case, the power supply voltnge' should
be lowered to 12-14 of v, by connecting an additional load.

The instrunient can be easily carried even in the small cabin of an
MI-l helicopter and provides continuous recording for two hours with one K
sees. The availability of separate channels far recording and reproduction
makes it possible to check the recording using earphones, The ir~f..:a4,.iui
recorded can be transmitted to the command point directly by radio from the
airplane as it flies through the air. After returning to base, the magnetic
recording can be listened to individually or in a group, using head sets or
an amplifier plus loud-speaker.

CLEANING OF ThIN CAST IRON CYLIND)ER LINERS can be performed without a
honing machine if a special head (Figure 2) designed by Enpineers V. Sokol'nikov

P, ?
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and N. ,thartaiyev is used. The upper cone 1 of the head is connected with
the spindle of a boring machine, the lower mount 6 is centered in the
cylinder of the motor block. Fingers 2 with spherical clamps hold planks 3
which contain knurling spheres 4 plus the supporting bearings. Cutter 18 is
mounted to the body with a bolt. Its position is controlled by screw 13.

The sliding supports 9 of the planks slip along the sl.Aing supports
of the controlling insert 8, thus expanding or contracting. If the planks

are comrsssed together, the head will pass freely into a cylinder of nominal
dimensions; when they are expanded, the maximal diameter of the head is 2 mm
greater than the third overall diameter of the cylinder. Spring 5 is set to
a predetermined force with control screws 10.

When the spheres pass out of the cylinder liner, thruster 7 enters the
stop installed on the base and raises the tilting support, which compresses
the planks together. At the uppermost "osition, the tilting support is held
by stop ball 15 riding on lever 14 in the body of the support.

4I 41

V17
~-15

-. /11• .

5-•'•'~...... ... ... ....-- ....... •Z• -

I I f

Figure 2.

In order to start processing the next cylinder, it is only necessary
to press the start lever 16 with one finger. When this is donu, the ball

I|
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drops out of the groove, and the support and thruster are placed in the
position for beginning work. Before beginning treatment of a cylinder,a cutter is placed in aperture 17 to remove the chamfer.

Engineer Lieutenant Colonel V. SOKOL'NIKOV reports that the method
of simultaneous boring and flattening of cylinders in one pass usinq this
head allows a reduction of labor expenditures for processing cylinders-of
approximately 40% and an increase in the wear resistance of the cylinders.

The ATTACIHMENT (Figure 3), suggested by Sergeant I. Derkach is
designed for turning brake drums directly on the vehicle. A vice 6 is
welded onto a frame 2 made up of two number 30 channel bars; the non
moving side of the vice is replaced by slide block- 1. The transverse portion
of support 3 with blade retainer 4 is fastened to this slide block. Special
limiters restrict side displacement of these supports. 1,:,fore beginning
turning of the brake drums, the vehicle is raised by a jack and placed on
blocks. Then the wheel is removed and the brake drum 5 is set as shown on
the figure. The attachment is placed on the ground and lined up. The vehicles
motor is started and, setting the motor at low speed, first gear is engaged
for turning the left drum, reverse for turning the right drvm. The cutter
is set on the surface to be turned and the drum is turned.

GRAPHIC NOT REPRODUCIBLE
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Figure 3.

A NEW4 ,ffTHOfl FOR MA'(INC, SCREEN FILTERS has been suggested by Candidate•

of Technical Sciences A. Fal'kov, Enrtineers V. Terent'yev and V. Krivov and

Engineer Lieutenant Colonel V. VOLKOV-!MUZYLEV. AccordinR to the method which I
they developed, the connecting seams, flange and strengthening rib of the
filter are made of a polymer macerial (Figure 4). This is done usinR an
ordinary casting machine and break apart press forms.

Under pressu:e, the melted polymer fills the channels in the area of
the joint, coating the screen cell. The screen is formed into a filter by
butting or overlapping ends, screens of any alloy or material weich has a
melting temperature no lower than the melting temperature of the polymer
being usable. Another advantage of this method is that it can be used to
join two different materials, as well as screens with different cell diameters
and wire diameters. Also, polymer can be used to make various elements ofthe products.
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Figure 4.

Tests have shown thzt the plastic filler filter elements are stronger

than brass or steel screen usually used in filters, have high anticorrosion

stability. The method suggested, the authors report, allows automation of I
the process of filter manufacture.

A TILTING DOLLY, made by a group of rationalizers was reported by

Engineer Lieutenant Colonel N. RA2IMAMNOV. It allows raising metal drums up
to 250 kg to a height of one meter, agitation of the paint or other liquid
which they contain and pouring of this liquid into another container.

The frame 1 (Figure 5) holds guide rails 2. The bracket 7 rolls up
and down these rails. The drum 6 is held by two lips, one welded to the
bracket the other being moved by a screw. Depending on the drum diameter,
different holders are attached to the lips. The bracket is raised by the
hand winch 8 with reducing drive of 28:1. The gears on gear wheel 3 mounted

on the bracket axis engage the gears on the arm of the left side of the
dolly. Turning arm 5, the drum is tilted to the required angle and held by
stop 4. The dolly weighs approximately 75 kg. It can be easily moved by
one man.

GAPHIC NOT RFPRODUC'BLE

V ,

Figure 5.

A DEVICE for cutting circular netal parts with natural g.as (invented
by Yu. Burdeynyy and V. Myshonkov) provides for hiqh cleanliness of the
cut and reduces the expenditure of metal by reducing the allowance required
for mechanical processing. It consists of a holding frame 1 (Figure 6) with

guide rails 2 for movement of dolly 3 (tractor from two electrode welding

installation ADSD-500). rollers 7 and the container for prepared parts. The

F1
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dolly holds vertical mount 4 with a bracket which holds cutter 6. The cutteris raised and Inwered with screw 5.

GRAPHIC NOT REPRODUCIBLE

Figure 6.

I"CHMŽICAL CLEANING of the threaded portion of the plugs in TYý-46mines and MTVSh-46 fuses can be conveniently performed using the type I-133Aelectric sharpener, with a 100-150 mm diameter X 25-30 rmm thick wooden diskattached to Its shaft. Card clothing is attached to the disk with nails(15-20 mam). The plug, 2 is retained with a special attachment - wooden arbor

oI

1 with formed bracket 3 (Figure 7). The bracket is made of 1i~n and fastenedto tilt to the arbor. There is an apertures diameter is equal to the diameterof the external portion of the plug in the center of the bracket.
GWRAjIC NOT REPRODUCIBLE

i:i

Figure 7.

The nIt FOR SCL NtG TYPE The -46 h NES (cleaonion of Internal threadof head from xrh- ue) ca" be onsiderably reduced, reports uieutenant Colnel

ele tri s arp ne , w th a 1 0 -1 0 m d am ter X 5 -3 mm th ck oo en;is
a t t c h e r o i t s h f t .C a r c o t h n g s a t a h e d t o h e i s w i h n i l-t-2 
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V. MISNIK and Major SABIN, if the device shown on Figure 8 is used.
Its body is made of wooden boards and beams. The upper brackets are
fastened with angle braces and 40 nm wood screws. Electric drill 1 type
I-29A, spindle rotating rate 310 rpm, is firnly attached to the body.
Wooden arbor 2 covered with card clothing is placed in the chuck. The
mine is placed thi'oat downward. Iti position is fixed by four braces wrapped
in felt. The rotating arbor rapidly cleans the thread.

, I 9

II

Figure 8.

THE HERMIETIC SEALING OF TUE E-CAUST SYSTEM! OF A IIEAVY TRIK IS
TESTED ON DRY LAND using the device (Figure 9) created by rationalizers
in the Chast' where Engineer Lieutenant Colore! A. TtLCHVATULI!1 serves.
It allows creation of the same exhaust back pressure as is produced by
the corresponding usage of the equipment. The deviLe consist of a tube 1,
28 mm in diameter and 970-1000 mm in length, valve 2 and weight 4, weighing
4.5 kl, mounted on rod 3. The standard motor protection valves are re-
moved from the exhaust let 5 and the devi, here described is installed
in their place. The baffle plates over the engine compartment are removed,
the rear hatch is opened and the flaps of the dust ejection pump circuit
from the air cleaner are opened. The motor is started and a chech is made
forexhaust gases in the engine COnP.rtent. Ir necessary, the radiators of
the motor system are removed, the hatch covers are opened over the cover nuts
and the location and reason for leaks are determined. This insnection should
be performed during quarterly maintenance, during number 3 technical main-
tenance and clso if defects in the exhaust system are dectermined. The minimum
necessary number of attachments In four (the number of jets pct muffler).
If 11 devices are made, the sealing of one cylinder block can be checked with
one starting of the motor. After this, the device is moved to the other side
of the tank and the sealing of the other cylinder block is checked.

The CRAGqINC DEVICE of the gasoline powered generator of the AB-S-T/230M
electric power station has been improved by Engineer Lieutenant Colonel P.
SERDYUK and Engineer Ye. Ostrozetser. In addition to the standard elements,
they insta&!26d DPDr switch S and two clamps or plug breaker B for ccnnection

A of an external electric circuit (Firure 10).

Ik
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Figure 9

-----------

My k~llI
Ii

Figure 10.
a- to instrument panel and storage batteries; b- VSPU;
c- TPU; d- DPU; e- P; f- sh; g- to generator; h- to
external mains or other operating unit (through distri-
buting switchboard) (TN- Expansions unknown)

The stirter batteries of these units are now cý*iargc...it i

when the electric power station is operating from an external AC
line. As a result, there is a savings in engine hours and in fuelI
and lubes.

The SPRAYER (Figure 11) suggested by rationaliter Senior
Lieutenant S. BOTOV is designed for burning diesel fuel in the
BU-4M bucking installation. it consists of two frames, each 220
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by 400 mm. One of them (the upper) is an evaporator made of iy"
diameter tubing, the other is made of 3/4" tubing. The frames are
interconnected by three 3/4" diameter nipples. The fuel line, a
10 mm diameter tube 50-60 cm long, is welded to the evaporator frame.
A rubber hose is attached to the end of the fuel line and the fuel
is fed in through it. The fuel supply is regulated by a valve.

Nine holes, 1.5-2 mm in diameter, which serve as discharge
lets are drilled in the lower frame. The weight of the sprayer
including the packing box and fuel container is 1015 kg. The
time required to prepare for operation is one or two minutes.
Warm up time with an external ait temperature of 150C is five to
seven minutes. Fuel consumption is six to seven liters per hour.
The time required to heat 350 liters of water from 150 C to the
boiling point is 45 minutes.

Sr

Figure 11

A CLASS TRAINER for studying traffic regulations allows a
teacher to check the correctness of the solution to a problem by
a group of students in a few seconds, reports Engineer Lieutenant
Colonel F. POZOYSKIY.

The equipment consists of a panel display with a signal light,
24 transparencies and a device for setting up intersection plans;
a control panel placed on the teacher's desk; 24 panels for the
students, set on eight tables; a set of outlines of typical inter-
sections; models of motor vehicles, road signs, etc., installed
on magnets. The lamp under each transparency of the display panel
is connected by wires to contacts of the corresponding switches of
all individual panels. The equipment is supplied with power by the
AC mains through a step-down transformer.

The outline of an intersection with the motor vehicles installed
on it is set on the display panel. The signal light is lit and the
st,,dents are instructed to move the vehicles in the permissible
directions. The students set the switches on their control panels
in the positions which they consider to be correct. If the answer
is correct, lamps light on the display panel. Uising this equip-
ment, the correctness of answers to questions can also be checked
by preset program cards.

Ii
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